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Abstract 
Gender has always been considered as a basal issue in the field of Children’s 
Literature. Since children are receptive to the values and impressed by the 
ideas expounded in what they read, literary texts addressed to children are 
not just simply for entertainment; they also reflect positively all of society, 
especially the marginalized. Children’s Literature should inspire and enthuse 
its audience, while it could be a means of escape, a sanctuary from repression, 
and a “secret garden” within which children can identify with and rejoice in 
themselves. In order to illustrate how gender is used both negatively and de-
trimentally to the perception of the self, and then to examine whether the 
“sacrifice” of the story for socially correct writing is acceptable or desirable, 
we will examine in this paper indicatively, but representatively, the presenta-
tion of gender in various texts for children, from fairy tales and nursery rhymes 
to classic or modern novels and adolescents’ fictions. Finally, as this brief 
study shows, though Children’s Literature cannot on its own subvert ideolo-
gy, gender definitions, or gender stereotypes, it could shape a new basis for 
thinking about individuality and humanity, by challenging children to ques-
tion and to cogitate. 
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1. Introduction 

As an oppressive political tool, a social construction dictating a set of culturally 
defined characteristics which define what we will be, gender is the chief cause of 
the evils of stereotype and sexism. Its aim is to ensure the preservation of society 
by coercing the suppression of our essential natures and forcing us to embrace 
our culturally defined selves (Goodman, 1996: p. vii). However, it is much more 
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than a matter of biology, “a person’s sex”, as it dictates the essence of sex, the 
characteristics and status of masculinity and femininity especially in the context 
of feminist theories (Paul, 2004). Gender illustrates the triumph of nurture over 
nature, while its influence is so entrenched and pervasive that it is perceived as 
being the natural order of things. By subordinating our natural selves, problems 
of identity arise, while issues of marginalization occur. People are repressed and 
stultified by their roles ever conscious that they do not fit the ideal, causing un-
ease, unhappiness, displacement, the destruction of self (Copenhaver, 2002: pp. 
16-18, 24-73; Butler, 2004, 2006; Ferrarelli, 2007). 

Children’s Literature is not just to entertain, it has a duty to reflect positively 
all of society, especially the marginalized, and it should inspire and enthuse its 
audience. Let it be escapist, a sanctuary from repression, a secret garden within 
which children can identify with and rejoice in themselves. If literature has the 
duty of deepening, enriching, or extending children’s lives and experiences 
(Peterson & Swartz, 2008: pp. 18, 20-21), it must be careful of the ideas it sanc-
tions in literary texts, the very values it dictates, the gender models it proposes. 
By holding a mirror up to nature, literature should do just that and not merely 
reflect the politically desired ideals of identity (Peterson & Swartz, 2008: pp. 139- 
141). This is not helped, if the images projected by literary texts show no reflec-
tion of self or show a degraded parody of one’s essential being. 

Conventionally, gender confers a set of opposing attributes and characteristics 
which are our essence as men and women: men embrace the characteristics of 
strength, logic, aggression and leadership; women are modest, silent, nurturing, 
humble and subservient. Although these characteristics presented as exclusive to 
each group and they may not be in themselves bad, they could become destructive 
through the demand that we operate within their limited definition (McCallum & 
Stephens, 2011: pp. 364-367). If we forget our lines, or fail to play our parts, we are 
termed unnatural, unmanly, we become deviant. If we are untrue to ourselves we 
are dishonest, it is a poor society that is built upon the oppression and negation of 
self. An environment founded upon and preserved through deceit is not a cul-
ture in which we can thrive (Flanagan, 2010: pp. 32-33). 

Since “Children’s Literature has primary significance in shaping gender iden-
tities” (Jabeen & Mehmood, 2014: p. 240), by examining the presentation of 
gender in various works for children, from nursery rhymes and fairy tales to 
some representative modern novels intended for teenagers, we hope to illustrate 
throughout this specific paper how gender is used both negatively and detri-
mentally to the perception of the self and the individuality. In addition to the 
main aim this study, we would also to consider whether the exploitation, namely 
the “sacrifice”, of poetic ideas or fictional devices for socially correct writing is 
acceptable or desirable. 

2. Emerging Genders, Happy Children? 

From the cradle, children are introduced to fairy lore, stories and nursery rhymes 
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which whilst often fantastic and entertaining set the stage for and define the 
characteristics the child must embrace, the essence of their maleness, femaleness. 
An indicative but representative sample is given below: 

“What are little boys made of? 
What are little boys made of? 
Snips, snails 
And puppy-dogs’ tails 
That’s what little boys are made of. 
What are little girls made of? 
What are little girls made of? 
Sugar and spice 
And everything nice [or “all things nice”] 
That’s what little girls are made of.” 
(Opie & Opie, 1997: pp. 100-101). 

Girls are nice, sweet things, whilst boys are conversely sinister, reptilian. In 
many classic fairy tales such as Snow White1 and Sleeping Beauty,2 children are 
shown images of women, ideals of femininity. In these tales both heroines are 
beautiful, both are put into danger through the jealousy of older women, the 
archetypal wicked stepmother and the witch. What is most striking about these 
tales is the silence of the heroines. Both are silenced by the actions of their older, 
jealous rivals. They are both shown as paragons of femininity in their silence; si-
lence is equated with feminine virtue. Neither woman has any control over her 
destiny, but passively awaits the arrival of a male who will release her from her 
sleep. Their identity is conferred upon them by the Princes who break the spell 
by kissing them. It is worth noting that both women are powerless over their 
destinies and that it is the male characters who give them definition and life, 
make them whole (Temple, 1993; Ernst, 1995: pp. 66-78; Nebbia, 2016). Both 
these tales belong to those classic stories who “work”, they “stick” at the heart of 
our culture, according to Jack Zipes (2006), as they have wide social and cultural 
ramifications that help us theorize and challenge our lives and our values. 

The ubiquitous witch of fairy lore is an enigma produced through gender 
confusion. Whilst the essence of femininity is characterized by nurturing, mod-
esty and silence, it is also equated with chaos, disorder, emotion, fickleness, the 
moon. Women represent what is not understood, what is illogical, the darker 
side of creativity. These qualities of disorder are embodied in the witch who 
represents a threat to society in that she is beyond control, beyond comprehen-
sion. Gender, through conferring positive qualities of character on to men leave 
women to be defined by the opposing negative characteristics. Women, like the 
moon are shown to be changeable, the virgin and the witch are both possible 
manifestations of their femininity (Trites, 1997; Wilkie-Stibbs, 2002). 

 

 

1We refer to the well-known 19th-century German fairy tale included in Grimms’ Fairy Tales pub-
lished by Brothers Grimm in 1812. 
2It’s about the classic fairy tale first published by Charles Perrault in Histoires ou contes du temps 
passé in 1697, and later by Brothers Grimm. 
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The frailty of women is well documented within the Christian tradition. It is 
in Genesis [3:1-3:24] (Hamilton, 1990: pp. 186-218),3 the first book of the He-
brew Bible and the Christian Old Testament, that we are told how Eve succumbs 
to the temptations of the serpent, enticing Adam to partake of the forbidden 
fruit, resulting in their exclusion from paradise. We are told how a woman in-
stigated the fall, the original sin. It is no wonder that women frequently feel stul-
tified by their particular gender definition, a definition which confers such ab-
solute responsibility and guilt (Fry, 2005: p.161). 

In a Hans Christian Andersen’s fairy tale entitled “The Tinderbox” (Andersen, 
1976),4 we have all the ingredients of a classic tale: a witch, a soldier, treasure, 
fantastic dogs and a princess. The soldier is described as being a real man. A 
man of action, carrying a sword and returning from war. He is the vehicle of the 
action in the tale, The witch, described as “a disgusting sight, with a lower lip 
that hung all the way down to her chest” (p. 11), knows about the treasures held 
within the hollow tree, she is however unable to access them. Her knowledge is 
useless to her as she is incapable of action but seeks to achieve her goal through 
the soldier. The tale is unpleasant enough. The soldier dishonors his bargain 
with the witch, decapitating her for refusing to reveal what she wants the tin-
derbox for. He is now a rich man, setting himself up as a person of means. The 
towns-people impressed with the personage of this fine gentleman entice him to 
stay with reports of the King’s daughter, “what a lovely princess his daughter 
was” (p. 14). The princess is notably silent throughout this tale. Her worth is de-
fined by her beauty, she is a silent object, her fate dictated by both her father and 
the soldier. She herself has no control over her destiny and is defined by the men 
around her: both as an asset of the Kingdom and as a wife. What is interesting in 
this tale is the definition of real men and women. “She was so lovely that every-
one would have known that she was a real princess. The soldier could not help 
kissing her, for he was a true soldier” (p. 15). The implication being that had the 
soldier not desired to kiss the princess he would not have been a real man. He-
terosexuality, a desire to covet a person of the opposite sex is a foundation of 
gender. Whilst beautiful women embody true femininity. 

In “The Princess and the Pea” (Andersen, 1976) femininity is equated with 
extreme sensitivity. The princess is shown to be real only through her inability to 
sleep due to the presence of a pea under an inordinate number of mattresses. 
The princess in “The Swineherd” (p. 32) is shown to be incapable of recognizing 
true worth. She exemplifies vanity and artificiality preferring toys to the natural 
beauty of the rose and nightingale. The princess prostitutes herself, kissing the 
swineherd in order to covet the music pot. Her inability to realize true values 
results in her being abandoned by her father and being rejected by the swineherd 
prince. The tale of “The Ugly Duckling” is a useful illustration of the problems 

 

 

3See also: The Book of Genesis.  
https://www.vatican.va/archive/bible/genesis/documents/bible_genesis_en.html. 
4The tale was one of the first nine fairy tales written by Andersen and included in the collection 
Fairy Tales Told for Children. First Collection. First Booklet between May 1835 and April 1837. 
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that arise when you don’t fit in, when you contradict your definition. The poli-
tics of the hen yard can be seen as a microcosm of society. The ugly duckling is 
rejected by his family and the society of the hen yard. There is no room for this 
outsider whose strangeness ostracizes him, as a freak he has no utility, he cannot 
be humored. “He’s big and he doesn’t look like anybody else”, replied the duck 
who had bitten him “and that’s reason enough to beat him” (p. 40). The tale has 
a happy ending; the ugly duckling metamorphoses into a swan, a noble beautiful 
bird. This, however, is the privilege of fantasy, while the politics of the play-
ground are intractable. If children fail to adopt the dictated characteristics of 
their gender, they become marginalized, figures of fun. A crise of identity can 
result if children are unable to find a positive reflection of themselves. This is 
very destructive, marginalization as a misfit is not excusable as a character build-
ing exercise (Flanagan, 2010: p. 37). 

3. Transcending or Perpetuating Prejudices  
and Marginalizations? 

Writers of children’s fiction have a moral responsibility to their audience. They 
must be accountable for the effect their writing has upon children. Thoughtless 
writing which encourages prejudice through the espousal of intractable, unrea-
listic ideals of gender is inexcusable (Flanagan, 2010: p. 37). There is presently a 
real dilemma of definition within Children’s Literature. Should literature be a 
work of imagination, a fantastical escape from reality or an instrument of educa-
tion? Some socially correct writing, whilst being inoffensive with regard to 
gender issues is bland, staid and uninspiring. It fails to enthuse or to encourage 
reading. The problem is one of striking a balance between writing that doesn’t 
engender prejudice and marginalization but is still exciting and readable (Ernst, 
1995). 

If children are introduced to writings which are solely a mirror of the real 
world, what will happen to their imagination? Fantasy and mystery are essential 
forms of escapism, without which we risk creating myopic, “inverted” children. 
The ramifications of too much reality are seriously limiting if children are to see 
beyond the thing itself. A life without uncertainty, devoid of the crock of gold 
beyond the rainbow lacks possibility, lacks horizons. It is important that child-
ren are encouraged to think beyond the parameters of their own existence 
(Zipes, 2006; Peterson & Swartz, 2008). 

In My Dad Takes Care of Me by Patricia Quinlan (1987) we have a piece of 
writing which challenges stereotypical gender roles. The father is the career and 
nurturer, traditional roles are inverted, but at a cost. Since a factory closed and 
the dad lost his job, the family has to move to a new house, while dad becomes 
“home dad” taking care of a child. The writing, whilst unquestionably educa-
tional in terms of economics, market forces and gender roles, is both stark and 
uninspiring. This might be reality but who wants it? It is most striking for being 
utterly depressing, it smacks too much of education. The sacrifice is the charm 
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of subtlety, the merits of good story telling. 
The costs of harnessing imagination through pursuing a philosophy of educa-

tion are well exemplified in Charles Dickens’ (1854/1987) Hard Times. The nov-
el is memorable for the starkness of the lives of the children, for the absence of 
beauty and the depressing certainty and monotony of the future. 

“‘You are not, Cecilia Jupe, [... ].You are to be in all things regulated and 
governed,’ said the gentleman, ‘by fact’” (p. 52). 
“Now, what I want is facts. Teach these boys and girls nothing but facts. 
Plant nothing else and root out everything else. You can only form the 
minds of reasoning animals upon facts: nothing else will ever be of service 
to them. This is the principle on which I bring up my own children, and 
that is the principle on which I bring up these children. Stick to facts, sir!” 
(p. 47).5 

In Asha’s Mums (Elwin & Paulse, 1990)6 the gender roles embodied in the 
traditional family unit are challenged, Diane has two “mothers”, the women are 
not defined in relation to their marital status but are ambivalently entitled “Ms”. 

“You can’t have two mothers living together. My dad says it’s bad”, Corren 
insisted, “It’s not bad. My mummies said we’re a family because we live to-
gether and love one another”, I said.”But how come you have two?”, Judi 
asked. 
Before I could answer, Terrence said to Ms. Samuels, “Is it wrong to have 
two mummies?” 
“Well”, Ms. Samuels began, but Diane yelled “It’s not wrong if they’re nice 
to you and you like them” (Elwin & Paulse, 1990). 

Whilst this writing may be well intentioned exposing the marginalized invisi-
ble groups within society, its education aim is too overt. We do sanction the ex-
posure of prejudice in writing, but not so blatantly. Actually, we should strive to 
combat the destructive limitations imposed by gender definition, but must avoid 
sacrificing the story and reading Children’s Literature like an improving moral 
tract. Even today there is a sense that we have come to an impasse. Although we 
feel very strongly that gender as a social construct is through its rigidity of defi-
nition destructive to the identity of self, we are unable to advocate well inten-
tional writing that sacrifices creativity for political correctness. This seems to be 
a substitution of evils (Butler, 2004; Butler, 2006). 

Education is a very powerful tool and Children’s Literature plays an integral 
role in the education of children. If literature is censored to ensure that children 

 

 

5However, if we sacrifice fantasy in a strive for political correctness, we risk nurturing automatons, 
devoid of vision and individuality. For example, during the final voyage of the protagonist in Jona-
than Swift’s (1726/2005) Gulliver’s Travels, the classic book of English literature, a fictional race of 
horses called “Houyhnhnms” represent pure unadulterated reason, as they lack imagination and life. 
6Asha’s Mums was one of the many banned titles in 1997. In 2002, the Supreme Court of Canada 
declared that such a discrimination couldn’t be legally supported. (For more information see: 
https://www.freedomtoread.ca/challenged-works/ashas-mums/ &  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asha%27s_Mums).  
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are not introduced to negative ideas of gender, we may produce a society of 
more integrated adults with secure ideas of self. The price would be to risk sacri-
ficing freedom of expression, denying individuals the right to make informed 
decision of their own as to what is good or bad (Nebbia, 2016). 

Categorizing men and women into gender definitions is a result of our desire 
to be in control. It is essentially human to try and make sense of our existence. 
We are lulled through labelling, defining and categorizing into a sense of being 
in control, that we understand what is going on. Our desire to define and regu-
late is well illustrated through the imposition of stereotyping, we strive to organ-
ize our reality through defining the categories and essence of masculinity and 
femininity (Nebbia, 2016). 

Writers of children’s fiction are similarly empowered. Αs Cheris Kramarae 
(1981: p. 165) suggests, “Those who have the power to name the world are in 
a position to influence reality”. Writers, as creators, are free to invert what is 
commonly perceived as naturally feminine or masculine behavior. They can 
create their own reality. Though this is fantasy, it has the privilege of offering an 
alternative vision of society with different values, different definitions. Its power 
is in challenging the reader to think critically about the values of the society they 
inhabit outside of the fiction. To help the child reader to think outside of the as-
sumptions about nature, gender and order they have been forced to embrace 
since birth and to start thinking for themselves. Children’s Literature should 
challenge the reader, put our assumptions to the test, and question our reality. 
The danger of not challenging but simply reproducing stereotypes in Children’s 
Literature is that writers risk creating a reality which is not there. The written 
word is a powerful tool and inspires a trust, an ultra-reality, because it is in a 
written form. It runs the danger of seeming more real, more desirable than the 
reader’s life. Empirically, children are beginners and have not developed the ca-
pacity to criticize, to question crucially and effectually such an absolute authority 
as the written word. 

If the ideas expressed in writing sanction behavior which excludes any devia-
tion from socially defined gender ideals, readers who are unable to identify with 
this may feel freakish, different, marginalized. They may question where do they 
fit into this natural order, and, consequently, not fitting can cause a crisis of 
identity (Nebbia, 2016: pp. 16-23). 

In William Golding’s (1954/1987) Lord of the Flies 7 we are introduced to a 
group of pre-adolescent boys who uprooted from the world of grown-ups are left 
to seek out a civilization of their own. The book is vivid, realistic and tragic. The 
theme is Hobbesian. We watch the rejection and overthrow of order, the em-
brace of superstition and tribalism as the boys try to make sense of their reality. 
Characters are marginalized, in the true Darwinian sense there is no room for 
the freak, the misfit. As Thomas Hobbes suggests, without “continuall feare” 
[sic], the life of a man becomes “solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short” 

 

 

7It is notable here that Lord of the Flies was Golding's earliest novel, which first published in 1954 
by Faber & Faber, after many rejections the writer received from many other publishers. 
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(Pogson Smith, 1965: p. 97). The couch which represents order is rejected, the 
resulting chaos is a provocative challenge to any ideas the reader might hold as 
to the essential goodness and innocence of children. 

At the end of the book, Ralph weeps for “the end of innocence, the darkness of 
man’s heart and the fall through the air of the true, wise friend called Piggy” 
(Golding, 1954/1987: p. 223). The treatment of Piggy in the novel, his margina-
lization from the group and his death are all related to his failure to embrace his 
socially defined gender characteristics. His name alienates him as sub-human. 
He is fat, immobile and be spectacled. He has asthma and bores the other boys 
with tales of his aunty and her sweetshop. He is feminized through his handicaps 
and his immobility. The society of the island will not tolerate him, this intoler-
ance is manifested in his death. Utility is measured through the ability to hunt, 
through physical strength. Piggy’s contribution is toward the preservation of 
reason and order. This is not valued he is ostracized, ridiculed and murdered. 

Gender definitions do not simply stultify the natural expression of self, they 
encourage intolerance. Writers of children’s fiction have the opportunity to 
subvert this intolerance by not parodying the individual but rejoicing in that in-
dividuality. Writers have a responsibility to encourage tolerance by not propos-
ing unrealistic gender ideals in their fiction. With the sickening rise of fascism 
and intolerance in Europe currently, writers cannot afford to be dismissive of the 
very real influence their writing has upon their readers. Outside the arena of 
Children’s Literature there are sufficient voices advocating intolerance without 
children’s fiction writers, albeit unconsciously, joining the bandwagon. 

Aidan Chambers (1982) in Dance on my Grave triumphs in challenging tradi-
tional gender definitions, while presenting the reader with a powerfully well 
written book. Heterosexuality is an essential part of gender definition, while 
homosexuality is viewed as at best unnatural, more commonly as depraved or 
disgusting. The homosexual is stereotyped in society, throughout the modern 
ages, as a freakish, mawkish creature, limp wristed, feminine and lisping. Al-
though nowadays this stereotype is not the most commonly projected in the me-
dia, it still serves as a useful illustration of how gender through the accompany-
ing evil of stereotyping is self-fulfilling. Chambers, by means of the characters of 
Hal and Barry, challenges the stereotyped homosexual. Both characters are 
masculine, intelligent, attractive and physical. The novel is surprising for the to-
tal absence of self-guilt in the characters or any attempt to justify or explain their 
sexual preference (e.g. in terms of sexual abuse, etc.). Their homosexuality is not 
an issue, it is a matter of fact (James, 2008; Trites, 2000). 

What is crucial here is that the influence books have upon children is recog-
nized. Writing which advocates stereotyped gender definitions as being the real-
ity will influence and impress the children who read them. If those same child-
ren fail to fit the mould presented to them, they will be marginalized, feel de-
viant. They may try to repress, stultify their natural selves, striving to conform. It 
is individuality which is threatened. However successful individuals are in em-
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bracing their socially defined identities of masculinity and femininity their true 
natures must manifest somehow. This may not be a visible manifestation, swim-
ming against natural current is hard work and cannot be sustained without 
damage. This is likely to be psychological and it will necessarily create inverted, 
covert, unhappy people. Lady Macbeth from Macbeth and Volumnia from Wil-
liam Shakespeare’s Coriolanus, for example, are both striking examples of women 
striving against the crippling definitions of sexual identity. Powerless to act as 
women, they manifest their natures through the men closest to them. Both 
women appear monstrous and unfeminine. As women they are deprived of a 
public voice and must therefore use guile and manipulation to achieve their ends 
(Pollock, 2010; Aughterson & Grant-Ferguson, 2020). Gender definitions, through 
dictating how men and women must behave, cause the frustration of true na-
tures which must eventually find a vent. When this nature is manifested, it is of-
ten a corrupted, ugly thing, twisted and gnarled through repression. The failure 
of society to recognize the individual through its strive to rationalize existence is 
both dangerous and tragic. 

4. As an Epilogue 

Gender is not specific to Children’s Literature, as its influence permeates all lite-
rature. The negative implications of stringent gender definitions are however 
more harmful and damaging to the child reader, since children in general are 
more impressionable than adults, while they are searching to find their identi-
ty, to establish their values, striving to be. The literature they read can either 
strengthen and empower their idea of self, or degrade that self. Innocence is both 
beautiful and infinitely corruptible. Thoughtless writing which either parodies 
individuals or creates ultra-realities of how we are to be through gender portray-
al can shatter and degrade children’s identities. If literature espouses unrealistic 
gender definitions as being normal, it will marginalize the individuals who don’t 
fit in, it will create deviants. It is the individual who is threatened (Nebbia, 2016: 
pp. 16-23). 

Some socially correct writing, on the one hand, while striving to positively 
portray marginalized areas of society, fails because it makes its intent too ob-
vious. Education, on the other, is substituted for the story. The two do not need 
to be exclusive. The sacrifice of the fantastic, the imagination for social correct-
ness is not feasible, and the price is too high (Nebbia, 2016: pp. 23-37).8 

What we advocate is a Children’s Literature which encourages children to ques-
tion and to think. The limitations that gender definitions confer upon children, 
the problems gender stereotyping cause will not be resolved or combatted 
through literary texts as children’s books are not the proper arena to host this 
debate, but they could be a starting point for critical reflection and revision of 
writing or reading styles. This is fodder for adults, it is we who should strive to 

 

 

8For more insights on the various aspects relating to the gender-literary relationship see the indi-
vidual studies in the special monographic issue: “Feminism and Gender in Literary Education” of 
Journal of Literary Education (No 3, 2020). https://ojs.uv.es/index.php/JLE/issue/view/1291. 
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change the philosophies which dehumanize us, and through us to dehumanize 
individual children. Children’s Literature should inspire its readers with confi-
dence, confidence to be proud of their individuality, to rejoice in themselves. If li-
terature is challenging, it will in turn teach the reader to challenge the dubious 
morality which confers normality upon unrealistic gender definitions, whilst de-
fining anything other as unnatural, deviant, and emphasizing the “trans-sectional” 
and “transcultural” perspectives of gender (Jamison Green et al., 2019: pp. 44-45). 
Literature should never patronise self. In fact, as Karin Fry (2005: p. 156) states, 
“Children’s books become interesting sites for gender studies, because they some-
times provide models for what girls and boys should be like in a given culture”. 
Writers of children’s fiction cannot be on their own subvert ideology which de-
fines what we must be. They can however challenge children to think for them-
selves, to encourage their readers to discriminate between good and bad, to let 
them wonder! 

Summing up, in Victoria Flanagan’s (2010: p. 37) words, 

“If we are to encourage children to see masculinity and femininity not as 
inherently binaristic and oppositional, but as relational and fluid, then writ-
ers, readers and critics need to be aware of how particular genres are gen-
dered, of how narrative discourse can be used to privilege particular models 
of gender and how texts endorse or interrogate dominant cultural construc-
tions of gender.” 
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Abstract 
This study looked at how English as a Foreign Language (EFL) writers for-
mulated macro and micro writing plans, as well as how they translated ab-
stract ideas into concrete linguistic forms while completing a reading-to-write 
task. Results showed that most of the participants engaged in planning and 
translating processes during task completion. They appeared to focus on 
planning the text’s content, with little thought given to the intended readers 
or the piece’s genre and style. There is also evidence that the participants used 
micro-planning processes when planning at the sentence and paragraph le-
vels, with the processes of selecting and connecting being used frequently to 
aid the micro-planning process. The results of the micro-planning process 
may have been stored in the minds of the participants in the form of abstract 
thoughts, which were then likely translated into verbal forms. 
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Second/Foreign Language Writing, Integrated Writing Tasks, Macro-Planning, 
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1. Introduction 

The use of integrated writing tasks in second/foreign language (L2/FL) teaching 
and assessment has grown in popularity over the past four decades (Gebril & 
Plakans, 2013; Golparvar & Khafi, 2021; Shi, 2004; Spivey, 1984, 1997; Wang & 
Zhang, 2021; Weigle & Parker, 2012). It is generally believed that writing is 
thought to be unlikely to be done independently of other language skills; rather, 
it relies on gathering information from external sources either through reading, 
listening, or both (Esmaeili, 2002; Hinkel, 2006; Hirvela, 2004). Reading-to-write 
tasks require writers to use both their reading and writing skills. One important 
process that has been extensively examined in this type of task is the process of 
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planning. It is argued that, when completing reading-to-write tasks, the planning 
process requires more of the writers’ reading abilities due to the inclusion of 
source materials, making the process more complex, as contrasted to planning 
for an independent writing task (Chan, 2013). 

To illustrate the different purposes of planning activities, Field (2004) stated 
that there are two distinct types of planning processes: macro-planning and mi-
cro-planning. Macro-planning is a process in which writers plan for the writing 
goals and content, as well as identify major constraints of the task such as the 
target readership, genre, and the level of formality required (Field, 2004; Shaw & 
Weir, 2007). Unskilled writers, according to Scardamalia and Bereiter (1987), 
did not appear to use the macro-planning process because they used a know-
ledge-telling approach to writing, retrieving and listing ideas from their long- 
term memory in a rather linear manner; skilled writers, on the other hand, 
tended to take a knowledge-transforming approach to writing, putting a lot of 
effort into macro-planning to guide their writing. 

As Field (2004) argued, planning processes can take place not only at the ma-
cro-level, but also at the micro-level, i.e., at the sentence and paragraph levels. 
During the micro-planning process, writers plan the text that is about to be 
produced. At the paragraph level, writers plan the goals, content, and structure 
of a paragraph, possibly with constant reference to the macro-plans established 
earlier (for example, the overall writing goal, genre, and level of formality) as 
well as the text written thus far. At the sentence level, writers plan the structure 
and content of an upcoming sentence. Micro-plans, rather than macro-plans, are 
thought to be used in the actual text production process (Field, 2004). 

The results of the micro-planning process are stored in the minds of writers as 
specific goals at the paragraph and sentence levels, which then serve as the 
foundations for the translating process, during which writers’ abstract ideas are 
transformed into concrete linguistic forms. Shaw and Weir (2007: p. 39) claimed 
that it is through the translating process that “the writer moves from an internal 
‘private’ representation, which is abstract and only understood by him or her, to 
its expression in the ‘public’ shared code of language”. They also argued that the 
language translated needs to be not only lexically and syntactically correct but 
also functionally appropriate. 

Planning and translation processes are critical when writers make writing 
plans at both the macro and micro levels, and then carry out these plans to pro-
duce text. However, compared to other processes involved in writing, they may 
be more difficult to be investigated reliably as writers tend to be less aware of 
their use (particularly the use of micro-planning and translating processes). The 
majority of studies that attempted to investigate writers’ planning and translat-
ing processes looked at the processes by examining writers’ offline written 
products; Only a few studies looked at writers’ online planning and translating 
activities. 

Therefore, there is a need to improve our understanding of how L2 or FL 
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writers plan and translate while reading and writing, particularly from an on-
line-investigation perspective, in order to inform language instructors and learners 
about the nature of these processes and facilitate their teaching and learning. 
The present study used an eye-tracking technique and a stimulated recall me-
thod to examine 16 EFL writers’ planning and translating processes in respond-
ing to a reading-to-write task, with the goal of triangulating data from multiple 
sources and learning more about writers’ reading-to-write process in an EFL 
context. Two research questions were proposed to look into the participants’ plan-
ning and translating processes: 

1) How do EFL writers make macro writing plans as they read and write? 
(RQ1) 

2) How do EFL writers make micro writing plans and translate ideas into lin-
guistic forms as they read and write? (RQ2) 

2. Methods 
2.1. Participants 

This study involved 16 participants. They were all native Chinese students stud-
ying at a UK university. They ranged in age from 21 to 28 years old (Mode = 23; 
Mean = 22.6; SD = 1.66), with 11 of them being female (69%) and 5 being male 
(31%). Before the data was collected, all of the participants had completed the 
International English Language Testing System (IELTS) test. Table 1 displays 
their results. These participants had English proficiency levels ranging from B2 
to C1 according to the Common European Framework of Reference for Lan-
guages (CEFR). 

2.2. Instrument and Data Collection 

The participants’ eye movements were recorded using a Tobii TX300 eye-tracker 
as they responded to the stimulus onscreen, which was a sample reading-to- 
write task from the Test for Business English Majors-Band 8 (TBEM-8, devel-
oped and administered in China). A task instruction and five source materials 
about Steve Jobs’ resignation from Apple make up the task prompt. The task was 
presented on the eye-tracker screen in two parts: the instruction and three source 
texts were presented on the left, and the other two source materials, as well as 
the answer sheet box (where the participants input the text), were presented on 
the right. 

 
Table 1. Participants’ IELTS test scores. 

IELTS/IELTS  
components 

Mean Median Mode 
Standard  
Deviation 

Minimum Maximum 

Overall 7.16 7.00 7.50 0.35 6.50 7.50 

Reading 8.00 8.00 8.50 0.58 7.00 9.00 

Writing 6.25 6.00 6.00 0.55 5.50 7.00 
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During the data collection, the participants were first performing the read-
ing-to-write task with their eye movements being recorded by the eye-tracker. 
After they had completed the task, they were then asked to verbalise their 
thoughts during the task completion using the eye traces recorded by the eye- 
tracker as stimuli for retrospection. The stimulated recall session was conducted 
in Mandarin Chinese and audio and video recordings were taken for later data 
analysis. 

2.3. Analysis 

The participants’ verbal protocols were first transcribed by the researcher (a na-
tive Chinese speaker) based on the audio and video recordings of the stimulated 
recall session. The transcriptions were then coded to identify participants’ plan-
ning and translating processes throughout the task completion, and the number 
of instances of each particular type of these processes (macro-planning, mi-
cro-planning and translating) at various stages of task completion (before writ-
ing, during writing and after writing) was calculated. Additionally, excerpts from 
participants’ verbal protocols were shown to demonstrate how they used these 
processes to complete the reading-to-write task. Last, it should be noted that as 
the combined use of eye-tracking and stimulated recall methods is quite time- 
consuming and labour-intensive, a relatively small number of participants were 
involved in this study, and thus interpreting the results too broadly would be 
risky, and any conclusions drawn should be seen as tentative. 

3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Macro-Planning Process (RQ1) 

During the macro-planning process, writers plan for writing goals and content, 
and identify major constraints of a task such as genre and the level of formality 
required, the target readership, etc., on the basis of their representation of task 
(Field, 2004; Shaw & Weir, 2007). 

Twelve participants reported that they used macro-planning processes (27 in-
stances) while completing the reading-to-write task. Almost all of these instances 
occurred before the participants started to compose and they were mainly con-
cerned with goal setting and consideration of content, for example, Participant 5 
said that she “divided the content requirements in the instructions into several 
parts, and planned the paragraphs to be written according to the focus in each 
part…”, and Participant 6 reported that “when I was reading (the source mate-
rials), I already began to think about what content I should wrote, because I 
thought that I did not have to write everything in the materials, for example, I 
decided not to write about Jobs’ death”. No instances of consideration of the ge-
nre and target readership were found in the protocols, which indicates that the 
participants may not have been aware of the importance of these two aspects in 
successful task completion. 

It should be noted that the macro-planning process employed when complet-
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ing reading-to-write tasks requires more of participants’ reading abilities because 
of the inclusion of source materials, making this process more complex, as com-
pared to macro-planning in completing independent writing tasks. Many par-
ticipants were found building connections between source materials and ma-
cro-plans for their writing, for example, Participant 11 reported that: 

I found that the most important thing was to integrate information in these 
source materials to my writing, and it was not necessary to include many of my 
own opinions, so I reread the first three materials and categorised them to de-
cide in which paragraph of the essay their information can be put into. 

Also, participants were found referring to the task instructions when making 
macro-plans before writing, for instance, Participant 10 said that he started to 
make plans for writing after he “understood the content and structure of the 
source materials” and “referred constantly to the content requirements in the in-
structions”, proving that the process of macro-planning can be influenced by the 
constraints of the task (Grabe & Kaplan, 1996; Shaw & Weir, 2007). 

3.2. Micro-Planning and Translating Process (RQ2) 

It is believed that planning may also take place at the micro-level, i.e., at the sen-
tence and paragraph level (Field, 2004; Shaw & Weir, 2007), during which writ-
ers plan for the goal, content and structure of a particular paragraph or an up-
coming sentence, possibly with constant reference back to the macro-plans es-
tablished earlier as well as the text produced so far. 

164 instances of micro-planning process were found in the 16 participants’ 
protocols, the majority of which occurred during writing. At the paragraph level 
(62 instances), all the participants reported that they engaged in planning for ei-
ther the content or the overall structure of an upcoming paragraph. For example, 
Participant 4, when monitoring the progress of task completion, said “At this 
moment, based on what I had just read, I thought I should add another para-
graph here talking about the current status, analysing the impact of Jobs’ resig-
nation on Apple company”, and Participant 1 stated that “I was going to include 
two aspects of information in this paragraph, at this moment I was wondering 
which aspect I should write first, later I decided to first write about the impact 
on the company within itself”. 

At the sentence level (102 instances), participants were also found to plan for 
the content and structure of an upcoming sentence, for example, Participant 8 
recalled that “I was writing the topic sentence here, and I was thinking about 
using which sentence to state the topic…I went to the readings to find possible 
material, but later I decided to write it myself”, and Participant 6 reported on 
how he went about structuring a sentence, “I was thinking about the structure of 
this sentence, should I write a simple sentence, or should I write a complex sen-
tence with a relative clause…”. 

It is worth noting that, the participants were found often going back to read 
the instructions, source materials or the text that had been produced when they 
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were micro-planning at both the sentence and paragraph level. First, for exam-
ple, Participant 8 stated that she went back to reread the instructions when she 
finished writing the first paragraph of her essay, “I was looking at the instruc-
tions and thinking about what to write in the next paragraph”; the reason for 
this may be that the participant did not plan well at the macro-level, and so she 
may have needed to refer back to the instructions to create a clearer representa-
tion of the task and redo macro-planning before she continued to plan what 
content she was going to write in the next paragraph. 

Second, when the participants reread the source materials while micro- 
planning, they were either selecting ideas from the materials to connect with 
their own knowledge to generate new meaning, or just choosing information 
they may need for their writing, and these processes of selecting and connecting 
may ultimately generate a micro-plan for the next paragraph or sentence. For 
instance, Participant 3 recalled that “I had finished writing my first point of view 
in this part, and then I reread the source materials and the text I had written, 
and began to think about how to write the second point of view”, and Partici-
pant 1, when writing a sentence in the third paragraph of her essay, said: 

I was thinking about how to write his traits, what words I could use to de-
scribe him, and then I went to source material to look for any possible words. I 
read through almost all the key words that might be useful in the source mate-
rials, and now I finally came up with some words in my mind, so I began to 
write this sentence. 

Last, the participants were also found frequently going back to reread the text 
that they had written, either before starting to write a new sentence or in the 
middle of producing part of an existing one, for example, Participant 10 recalled 
that “I was going to write some comments, but it seemed to me that I had not 
fully described this incident in that sentence, so I went back to read what I had 
written and the source materials, and decided to add some information into the 
sentence”. This is natural that, as the participants went on writing, the evolving 
textual output became part of the context that they had to consider in order to 
drive further planning for the content to be produced. 

The output of micro-planning was stored in the participants’ minds in the 
form of goals at the sentence and paragraph levels, which then became the bases 
of their translating process, during which the abstract ideas were transcribed in-
to concrete linguistic forms. As discussed earlier, it is at this critical point that 
“the writer moves from an internal ‘private’ representation, which is abstract and 
only understood by him or her, to its expression in the ‘public’ shared code of 
language” (Shaw & Weir, 2007: p. 39). The participants reported 33 instances of 
the process of translating, whose number was very likely to be underestimated, 
because translating may not be adequately reported as the participants tended to 
be less aware of the use of it due to its automatized nature, although it is an im-
portant process when producing the actual text during writing (Field, 2004); Al-
so, the limitation of stimulated recall methodology may be another factor that 
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hinders these participants’ reflection on the translating process. 
By looking at the limited instances of translating process, together with the 

participants’ eye-traces in the eye-movement recordings, we could see that this 
process was rather complicated and highly demanding in terms of cognitive 
processing in the context of L2 writing. This may because it is at this point that 
L2 writers face critical problems regarding the translation of abstract ideas for 
which they may not possess necessary language resources. In other words, their 
knowledge of, for example, vocabulary and grammar of L2 may not be adequate 
to represent the ideas stored in the micro-plans. For example, Participant 12 
stated in her protocol that, “I was thinking about how to write this sentence, I 
already had an idea of what I was going to write, but I kept thinking about the 
language issues”. 

Problems related to language resources appeared to exert additional cognitive 
demand on the participants’ translation process, during which they were very 
likely turning to the source materials provided in the task to seek both lexical 
and syntactical support, which was evidenced in their stimulated recalls and 
eye-tracking traces. For example, participants frequently, especially in the mid-
dle of a sentence production, referred to source materials for extra support, 
which was often at a very detailed level, for example, looking for specific words 
or sentence structures, or even either copying, translating or paraphrasing the 
information in the input texts. The high cognitive demand on the translating 
process may, in turn, have hindered the execution of other processes such as 
connecting and organising, and thus have impacted on the quality of the final 
written product. 

4. Conclusion 

This study investigated EFL writers’ planning and translating processes in res-
ponding to a source-based reading-to-write task. Findings from the participants’ 
verbal protocols reveal that, first, as they read and write to complete the task, 
most of them used macro-planning processes; they seemed to focus on the plan-
ning of the content of the text, while little effort was made to consider the target 
readership, or the genre and style of the piece; writers’ macro-planning process 
not only involved gathering of ideas, but also building connections between 
source materials and plans for writing to determine what and how the text was 
to be written to successfully complete the task. 

Second, there is evidence of the 16 participants using micro-planning process 
when they conducted planning and organising at both the sentence and para-
graph levels, during which the processes of text interpretation, selecting and 
connecting were also frequently employed to facilitate the process of micro- 
planning; the output of micro-planning process may be, to a certain degree, 
stored in the participants’ mind in the form of abstract ideas, which were then 
likely to be translated into linguistic forms. 

The study’s major outcome is a better understanding of how EFL writers make 
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writing plans at both the macro and micro levels, as well as how the translating 
process impacts on the reading-to-write activities, with which EFL instructors 
may improve their teaching plans to teach these implicit but essential cognitive 
processes in reading-to-write. There are also some methodological implications 
that the combined use of eye-tracking and stimulated recall might yield rich data 
from participants and offer a strong foundation on which inferences about their 
cognitive processing when reading and writing in a foreign language could be 
derived. 
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Abstract 
The Old Drift is a historical and fictional novel with magical realism to tell 
the decades-spanning story of African nations. It revealed kaleidoscopic va-
riety of issues like family, generation, ethnical, national, and environmental 
problems through the description of several generations’ lives. This article 
will discuss the main issue of this novel: the problem of vaccine testing on 
African prostitutes. This essay explores Namwali Serpell’s novel The Old Drift 
through the lens of the interdisciplinary approach to provide the view on 
medical ethic and highlight the dehumanization of vaccine testing choosing 
African prostitutes as targets to fight against AIDS epidemic, which is full of 
ethnical and racial discrimination in this novel. 
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1. Introduction 

Women’s rights and freedom are always under discussion. Adding ethnical is-
sues, marginalized groups such as women in ethnic minorities and lower class 
have raised their consciousnesses to pursue their identities and freedom. With 
the rise of postcolonial movement, literary writers put their efforts and energies 
into revealing the discrimination on African women. Carla Namwali Serpell, the 
Zambian writer and critic of contemporary, historical and science fictions, ex-
amined African people’s political, social, and environmental situations in her 
oeuvre. Her work, The Old Drift, narrates five generations’ life experiences and 
their struggles in Africa. The emergence of African women’s writing ranges be-
tween historical and science fiction. Exploding with class and race, various cha-
racters were afflicted with mythic stigmata so that The Old Drift is a testament 
and a meditation on the slow, grand passage of time. 
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Several perspectives in discussing this novel have been ticked off academically. 
Generally speaking, this novel is a literary heritage that reveals “the historical 
phenomenon of decolonization, which infused the novel with a sense of histori-
cal agency and a desire to contribute to the construction of viable postcolonial 
cultural identities for the new African nations” (Booker, 2009). From the angle 
of memory, The Old Drift “resorts to the discursive construction of the palimp-
sest as a way to address the distinct nature of diasporic memory” and shows 
(Monaco, 2020) “interconnectedness between people and places despite the dif-
ferences they share” (Monaco, 2020). The mosquitoes in each chapter were ma-
nifestations of historical and collective memory, suggesting that “memory traces 
overlap, intersect and are transformed” (Silverman, 2013). In The Old Drift, the 
migrants’ trajectories are concerned with African habitants’ lives and memories. 
Till now, most researches mainly construct the main issues through the angles of 
family, gender, race, nation and so on. Therefore, other angles and approaches 
needed to be distributed in discussing this novel. 

AIDS epidemic has become a major medical issue throughout the world. The 
Old Drift described that because of low economic, educational, and medical 
conditions, AIDS has become severe epidemic in Africa. For social and physical 
situations, African prostitutes are disproportionately affected by AIDS in many 
parts of the continent, and “are subjected to various human rights abuses be-
cause of their HIV status” (Kraus, 2007). The status and situation of prostitutes 
have not raised great attentions when discussing the marginalization of African 
women. Those women’s sexualities are stolen, commercialized and bartered by 
white males. 

Medical ethic proclaims that medical testing, care and treatment should be in 
advocacy with no discrimination in facing epidemic. Everyone including prosti-
tutes “shall be entitled to the right to liberty and security of person” (Durojaye, 
2011). However, a certain group of people like prostitutes, who suffer from sex-
ual and social margination and oppression, are targeted as objects to do vaccine 
testing in the novel, regardless of their human rights. Doctors, usually male, are 
authoritative figures that control others bodies as testing objects. 

The novel described several special or marginalized women like the one with 
long hair, blind, full of tears and so on to show that they were under depression 
and exiled by male dominance. African female characters all suffer from the 
dumping from male characters, being exiled from the whole society. This article 
will argue the dehumanization on African prostitutes while doing HIV vaccine 
testing by adopting interdisciplinary approaches. Firstly, the investigation of the 
tension about the alienation of African Prostitutes’ bodies will be done. Then, 
prior to the illustration of medical ethic on vaccine testing in the third part, the 
discussion will be changed to the epidemic of AIDS in Africa. It privileges the 
use of multiperspectivity and multifocalization to explore the influence of AIDS 
epidemic and medical ethic principles on African prostitutes’ bodies in The Old 
Drift. 
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2. The Alienation on African Prostitutes’ Bodies 

Human bodies are physical media and foundations of human lives, and they are 
theorized as “a fleshy organic entity and a natural symbol of society; the primor-
dial basis of our being-in-the-world and the discursive product of disciplinary 
technologies of power/knowledge” (Williams & Bendelow, 1988). What’s more, 
the body is observed as not only “a material organism, but also a metaphor” 
(Turner, 1984). Though a body is a physical system, it is influenced by social 
conditions and can be “threatened by disease but also by social stigmatization” 
(Turner, 1984). What’s more, the body is also a place where all power struggles 
take place. Critics proclaim that “human bodies enter into the field that know-
ledge and power control” (Wang, 2022), in which people’s identities are under 
control. Female bodies are considered as inferior objects compared to male im-
ages in patriarchal values. They are stigmatized, subjugated and deprived of 
freedom and identity. In historiography, the objectification of female bodies has 
been multifold. Women are symbolized as corruption, impurity and imperfec-
tion. Their bodies are under male’s control. 

Prostitution is one of the most oppressive phenomena that is originated from 
a long history with social stigma. The document states the feature of prostitu-
tion: “it is well paid despite being low skill, labor intensive, and, one might add, 
female dominated. Earnings even in the worst-paid type, streetwalking, may be 
several multiples of full-time earnings in professions with comparable skill re-
quirements” (Edlund & Korn, 2002). Those women are trained to sell their bo-
dies as flesh merchandise. Women sell their sex services to men, and “their sex-
ualities are capable of being objectified in a way that men and their sexuality are 
not” (Overall, 1992). Most prostitutes have no legal status as common workers. 
Furthermore, they always own poor reputations because they are engaged in 
sexual intercourse for money. Their sexualities, rights and bodies are in domi-
nant and institutionalized violence. The major reason for prostitution is asso-
ciated with poverty being controlled by males. Prostitutes’ physical services are 
offered by material compensation. 

African women face severe racial and sexual discrimination in sex industry. 
They are “victimized by their clients, who want to enact strange fantasies and fe-
tishes perpetuated by society about black women” (Robinson, 2007). “Sexual 
health is a state of physical, emotional and social well-being in relation to sexual-
ity” (Durojaye, Mukundi, & Ngwena, 2021). Sexual violence and abuse on pros-
titutes’ bodies hinder their physical safeties and rights. African women’s bodies 
rarely get compensation after male uses, and are exploited in poor conditions, 
disregarding for the well-being. 

Women’s bodies are sellers while men are buyers. Prostitution is a patriar-
chally degrading because female labors are sex works and their bodies become 
“commodified and sex becomes the commodity, leading to her exploitation” 
(Robinson, 2007). Women sell their bodies in exchange of money at the will of 
men. Prostitutes are heterogeneous media and wanderers, “forming the city’s 
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secret” (Wang, 2022). The salon in The Old Drift was actually a sexual industry 
providing Doctor Lee and other men with sexual commerce so that as an agency, 
it was a heaven for indoor prostitution. They are under abuse, abandonment, 
humiliation and detention, which are against basic ethical rights: “liberty, equal-
ity, transparency, accountability, dignity” (Erdman, 2015). They develop “dis-
torted body images and become frustrated with not being able to obtain the ideal 
figure” (Molloy & Herzberger, 1998). Their physical safety cannot be guaranteed 
for the risk of disease transmission. 

In the novel, Musadabwe, Doctor Lee’s medical partner proclaimed that pros-
titutes “had some natchuro immunities that made The Virus sustainabol. It was 
because they had a mutation on the respectacle that was preventing The Virus 
from attaching—” (Serpell, 2019). Women’s bodies are media of virus so that 
male doctors despise and take advantage of them. In the novel, prostitutes’ bo-
dies are ideal receptors to culture diseases. Apart from as prostitution agency, 
the solon was also place where Doctor Lee can “scope out test subjects” (Serpell, 
2019). It was actually an illegal clinic to do medical vaccine testing on prosti-
tutes’ bodies without enough medical protection. 

African female bodies are commonly used in medical field. Prostitutes’ bodies 
are controlled by medical power without human rights and dignities. In the nov-
el, Doctor Lee and Musadabwe received a new report that “one very special 
woman had a second receptor as well. Zambia had a Lusaka Patient. It was in-
disputable: they had revolutionised the hunt for the Virus vaccine” (Serpell, 
2019). They found that African prostitutes’ bodies are tagged as media in trans-
mitting epidemic and storing antibiotics, which gave them inspirations to do 
vaccine testing on African prostitutes’ bodies. Throughout the whole novel, us-
ing men’s bodies had not been heard at all because in the medical discourse, only 
female bodies were perfect to breed virus and develop vaccines. 

Scholars assert that prostitutes ought to have their sexual rights, and “she can 
use it on her own, apart from the relationship with the client, just as the domes-
tic servant may cook for her family and clean her own house” (Nussbaum, 1999). 
The sexual contract relationship between female prostitutes and male clients is 
under the exploitation, oppression and commodification of female bodies. “The 
oppression paradigm, holds that sex work is a quintessential expression of pa-
triarchal gender relations and male domination” (Weitzer, 2010). So as to the 
vaccine testing on African prostitutes’ bodies. 

Body identity is a basic human right, and “core identity…and occurs lifelong, 
and is changeable, multiple, nonverbal, relational, situational and social” 
(Caldwell & Leighton, 2018). The body in oppression is in the statement that 
“white supremacy has divided us along the lines of bodies—black and brown 
bodies exploited, oppressed, and dominated by white bodies” (Caldwell & Leigh-
ton, 2018). In another sense, African prostitutes’ bodies become objects of med-
ical experience with no identity and sense of self. Women’s inferiority and fee-
bleness make women become docile under social oppression. This novel reveals 
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issues on sexual minorities in Africa by addressing various representations of vi-
olence and claiming sexual minorities’ rights. 

3. The Anxiety of AIDS Epidemic in Africa 

Generally, illness is not only a physical discomfort, but also “a metaphor for 
mortality, for human frailty and vulnerability” (Sontag, 1989). The metaphorical 
illness is dominated by main stream power. Illness stimulates people’s fear, and 
brings humiliation, marginalization, segregation and helplessness. 

As one of the major chronic diseases, AIDS have become a central issue 
throughout the world. The definition of HIV/AIDS is “sexually transmitted in-
fections, pelvic inflammatory disease” (Ditmore, 2006), which has risen a great 
concern and provide various prototypes such as “opportunistic infections and 
malignancies” (Sontag, 1989). According to Susan Sontag’s definition, AIDS: 

…has a dual metaphoric genealogy. As a micro-process, it is described as 
cancer is: an invasion. When the focus is transmission of the disease, an 
older metaphor, reminiscent of syphilis, is invoked: pollution. (One gets it 
from the blood or sexual fluids of infected people or from contaminated 
blood products.) (Sontag, 1989) 

AIDS has become a historically publicized concern because it affects world 
health. For HIV/AIDS, plenty scientists and physicians still have no clear know-
ledge and conclusion about the medical treatment. In the novel, the basic know-
ledge about The Virus is that “human immune cells have receptors that The Vi-
rus uses to enter and infect them—CD4, CCR5, CXCR4” (Serpell, 2019). The 
Doctor gave the definition about The Virus based on three molecules: CD4, 
CCR5, CXCR4, which were the basic components of AIDS. In the novel, Musa-
dabwe pointed out severity of epidemic: 

“But The Virus, it is velly movious, changing-changing all of the time. You 
cannot swove this problem just like that…No! It is a moving target!... The 
Virus used them like portals to break into the immune system and take 
over. If one receptor didn’t work, The Virus shifted to the next, like a gen-
eral trying every gate of a walled castle.” (Serpell, 2019) 

When discussing this disease, people bore in mind that “the Virus is getting 
worse with these viro multiplications…” (Serpell, 2019) and “has destroyed our 
country. Compretely and totally! Whole generations have been wiped down!” 
(Serpell, 2019). The disease spread significantly fast, and symptoms of this dis-
ease are: “The Virus had wrought an epidemic…That looped red ribbon icon 
was now scattered over pamphlets and walls like a plague of red eyes” (Serpell, 
2019). This virus with high transmissibility soon became epidemic and fighting 
against the virus became an urgent task. The negative effects of AIDS toward ca-
tastrophe threaten most parts of the world, especially in Africa. 

The epidemic spreads over African region. The study presents that “HIV 
transmission in Africa is mainly due to unprotected sexual intercourse (hetero-
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sexual and homosexual)” (Durojaye, 2021). Prostitutes, also called commercial 
sex workers, are in “complete sexual accessibility by many partners and at ex-
treme risk of HIV” (Gorgendière, 2005). In many parts of Africa, “infection rates 
are high among female prostitutes and appear to be related only to sexual activi-
ty” (Kreiss, Koech, & Plummer et al., 1986). Prostitutes’ bodies maintain high 
risk of getting and transmitting HIV virus and they have been “viewed as the 
major reservoir of a variety of sexually transmitted diseases (STDs)” (Padian, 
1988). 

Because of unique symptom and transmission process, AIDS is often defined 
as plague that has been used “metaphorically as the highest standard of collective 
calamity, evil, scourge” (Sontag, 1989). This metaphor allows a person with this 
disease to be regarded as vulnerable others. In The Old Drift, HIV or AIDS still 
remains mystified. One of the reasons why African people did not accept the ter-
rific influence of AIDS is concerned with the fear of stigma and discrimination. 
In the novel, Sylvia, the later prostitutes because of social conditions, got preg-
nant and fell victim of the AIDS epidemic eventually. The stigma of AIDS “not 
only undermines efforts at addressing the epidemic, but also infringes on the 
human rights of people infected and affected by HIV” (Durojaye, 2011). Being 
affected by this disease will be more harshly judged because AIDS “is understood 
as a disease not only of sexual excess but of perversity” (Sontag, 1989). Consi-
dering illness as a punishment, main stream discourse argues that it deserves 
noble medicine to save those patients. 

In the context of medical document, in the “1980s, with the licensing of the 
first Human Immuno-Deficiency Virus (HIV) antibody test, it became possible 
to identify individuals with HIV infection” (Zivi, 2005). Even through identify-
ing AIDS is achievable, curing this disease still remains a big problem, especially 
in Africa. The person who dares to be involved in vaccine testing for fighting 
against AIDS virus will be viewed as hero by ordinary people. In the novel, Mu-
sadabwe praised that Lee “was a blirriant man” (Serpell, 2019). In the funeral of 
Lee, others also called Lee a great man for trying to healing them without even 
minding the cost of that. 

For poor economic and medical conditions, lack of education and health care, 
together with low status of females, Africa is one of the most AIDS affected re-
gions living with various virus and “prevalence of HIV is highest in central Afri-
can countries” (Padian, 1988). The AIDS “has complicated attempts to alleviate 
poverty and achieve upward mobility” (Ditmore, 2006). Those infectious diseas-
es, such as AIDS, are often appeared in the oppressed or marginalized groups 
such as the ethnical minorities or prostitutes. This land in the situation of epi-
demic suffers from poverty and deficiency of power. 

The deficiency marked on African prostitutes’ bodies “(emptiness, impure 
fluids, broken) authorize men to associate women with disease, infection and 
contamination” (Almendros, 2017). The main stream discourse has not denied 
that prostitutes are blamed for the transmission and infection of AIDS and epi-
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demics. Epidemic and other diseases are explained from the perspective of moral 
judgement. The poor and sick are under margination. In The Old Drift, The 
Doctors also hypothesized that “prostitutes have mutations in the genes for one 
or more of these receptors” (Serpell, 2019), so that these women might have a 
natural immunity to The Virus. Therefore, they chose prostitutes to do vaccine 
testing. However, the medical vaccine testing has raised several ethical problems. 

4. The Medical Ethic on Vaccine Testing 

Particular focus is given to face epidemics’ disproportionately affects. Vaccina-
tion is one of the solutions. There should be “available, safe, and effective vac-
cines” (Madara et al., 2015) to fight against diseases to become epidemic or pan-
demic, which will be taken a long-term process. According to The Doctor Lee in 
the novel, a vaccine “usually works by giving the body a tiny dose of an inactive 
virus” (Serpell, 2019). Based on this angle, Doctor Lee tried to open a new ap-
proach to cure others, so that he was tagged as hero. Since the vaccination on 
preventing AIDS has not been in a successful process at once, it is an interna-
tional public health priority. According to professionally medial field, the medi-
cal testing of vaccines is in several processes: 

Phase I trials are designed primarily to test the safety of the experimental 
vaccine in small numbers of healthy volunteers at low risk for acquiring 
HIV infection…. Phrase II will focus on safety and immunogenicity in 
larger numbers of healthy volunteers, including individuals at high risk for 
HIV infection. These trials provide the foundation for future field trials of 
vaccine efficacy and aim to identify the optimal dosage regimen for those 
trials…Finally, Phase Ⅲ trials will assess the efficacy of the experimental 
vaccine(s) in populations at high risk for HIV infection. (Porter, Glass, & 
Koff, 1989) 

These processes offer considerations of medical ethic in doing vaccine testing. 
Doing human testing should be in reducing the possibility of becoming HIV- 
infected and should evaluate the vaccine’s safety and immunogenicity. Given the 
characteristics of diseases and individual differences in reactions, “physicians 
cannot be truly competent in the prescription of many, and probably most, of 
the drugs at their disposal” (Thompson & Temple, 2001). Therefore, a broad- 
based need on a wider sample of humans is necessary for the invention of a vac-
cine to get testified and long-time researches to “determine how the body func-
tions as an integrated whole” (Thompson & Temple, 2001). 

In the former phrase about vaccine testing, the test is on animals such as rats, 
rabbits, pigs. Testing on certain human bodies means that these people are 
equated with animals through decentralization. Testing models have targeted 
from experiments on animals to those on humans. Those people become objects 
and animals. The efforts to protect humans from the infection of diseases are at 
the cost of other people’s pains, suffering and death. In the novel, Doctor Lee 
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and his partner took several phrases in order to use the vaccine on human bo-
dies: 

“We take their T-cells out, genetically modify them with CRISPR, and put 
them back in. The jargon tasted metallic in his mouth. ‘They don’t die, but I 
can see it in their skin, off-target symptoms from disabling the cells, black 
spots and patches from the mutagenesis. This is just what happens when we 
test it on animals. How could we use it on people?” (Serpell, 2019) 

Prostitutes remain great importance in the prevalence of AIDS, because they 
“engage in unsafe sex practices” (Rosenberg & Weiner, 1988) so that AIDS faci-
litates transmission from prostitutes to others: “they have numerous partners, 
usually lack the ability to screen them, and may not use barrier methods of con-
traception” (Rosenberg & Weiner, 1988). Under this circumstance, testing on 
prostitutes will be a vital component. Medical institutes search prostitutes as ob-
jects to do medical tests to have more precise data and results. 

Human trials on medical testing will come eventually. In the novel, Joseph, 
the son of Doctor Lee, “felt sorry for the Lusaka Patient and the other women 
like her” (Serpell, 2019). Because sacrificing certain group of people also meant 
ruining great amount of family, the vaccine testing raised great quarrel among 
Joseph, Jacob and Naila. Naila, the daughter of Sylvia, believed that doctors just 
treat those women like lab rat to do medical testing. Medical safeguarding on 
patients’ health is doctor’s ethical responsibility to prevent infectious diseases. In 
the novel, Doctor Lee only cared about the results of vaccine testing rather than 
experimental objects’ health. 

Facing severe epidemic, others seem to have no agency so that Doctor Lee had 
no partners but only Musadabwe, who “was the first person Lee had met who 
both felt the urgency of the problem and had the ambition to pursue a solution 
into the shadiest corners of Zambian society” (Serpell, 2019). They had no fi-
nancial, medical, official and national supports, just like being abandoned by 
mainstream authority. They only worked in a small clinic, Lee “began a side 
project of his own, an experiment of sorts, based on a hunch. Musadabwe ran 
some tests and after a year of sorting the data and sending samples to their col-
laborators in Kenya and South Africa” (Serpell, 2019). They did those tests 
without any helps because people who suffered from AIDS are marginalized and 
discriminated. 

In the novel, for lack of methods or medical instruments, the testing was al-
ways lack of proper procedures in Africa. Though The Virus had become epi-
demic, it still was a taboo so that Doctor Lee had to remain anonymity and did 
not convince not so many people to try experimental therapies. The vaccine 
testing in Africa indicates national and racial discrimination: 

AIDS did not become so famous just because it afflicts whites too, as some 
Africans bitterly assert. But it is certainly true that were AIDS only an Afri-
can disease, however many millions were dying, few outside of Africa 
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would be concerned with it. It would be one of those “natural” events, like 
famines, which periodically ravage poor, overpopulated countries and 
about which people in rich countries feel quite helpless. Because it is a 
world event—that is, because it affects the West—it is regarded as not just a 
natural disaster. (Sontag, 1989) 

Medical testing on African women’s bodies has been a long-established situa-
tion during colonial and postcolonial period. Ethical principles should be consi-
dered as vital component in vaccine testing on prostitutes’ bodies. Several prin-
ciples are highlighted: “respect for persons (autonomy), beneficence, and justice” 
(Porter, Glass, & Koff, 1989). One of essential principles of medical testing is 
that the targets should “give valid consent to any treatment” (Durojaye, 2011). 
The complexities of medical testing on African prostitutes impose various ethi-
cal dilemmas. It addresses the issue of sexual oppression and exploitation of 
marginalized women such as women of colors, which raises medical and social 
injustices. 

Doctors are major medical workers, who are symbolized as science, authority, 
knowledge for the sake of human health. They refer to middle and high class in 
dominating patients and the weak. Doctors and other medical workers should 
promote people’s health, and should “know what new therapeutic developments 
might benefit those in their care and still not subject them to undue risk” (Lewis 
& Tamparo, 2007). The medical ethic principles undertake that physician should 
inform “samples” the concerns with vaccine testing because they easily get access 
to those particular epidemical diseases. Medical humanity calls for the humanis-
tic care of science. In The Old Drift, clinical workers like Doctor Lee used sex 
workers (prostitutes) to test vaccines and treatments. They often seek out those 
marginalized minorities and take advantage of their vulnerability to get satisfied 
testing results without being questioned and accused. Those prostitutes are suf-
ferers and scapegoats that are sacrificed by medical authorities. 

HIV testing is conducted when the patients agree to do that with great au-
tonomy, however, the objects of vaccine testing are under oppression in this 
novel. These processes indicate important ethical dilemmas. First is the recruit-
ment of testing volunteers, who commonly have sexual history with high possi-
bilities to access risk of AIDS infection. In the novel, Lee noted that in order to 
develop different kind of vaccines, they “have been looking instead into some 
promising studies about a group of sex workers in Nairobi” because “these 
women are obviously highly exposed to The Virus, and they test positive for it. 
But for some reason, it has not blossomed into the full-blown disease in this 
small population” (Serpell, 2019). Those targeted African prostitutes are judged 
and evaluated as Others and commodities: “where our physical form is commo-
ditized, our appearance is driven by consumer culture” (Caldwell & Leighton, 
2018). Therefore, prostitutes are ideal targets for their needs of money and low 
social status. The selection of objects raises the paradox about the relationship 
between the transferring burdens of risks to prostitutes and the benefits from the 
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development of effective vaccines: 

Lee Banda was not a man to be swayed by visions. He needed subjects for 
his lab and Sylvia would give him access—her salon was clearly a front for a 
brothel. These were precisely the women who might have the genetic muta-
tion he sought. As he courted her, he took samples from her and her girls, 
and sent them off to be tested. (Serpell, 2019) 

Women are always victims of male’s sexual desire and use so that they never 
have freedom to process their bodies. Prostitutes’ ruined bodies associated with 
malignancy are the targets of medical testing with social oppression. The juri-
sprudence of human rights on bodies proclaims that “all people…are entitled the 
protection provided for by international human rights law, including the rights 
to life, security of person and privacy, non-discrimination” (Durojaye, Mukundi, 
& Ngwena, 2021). Vaccine testing on prostitutes regardless of their health rights 
violates medical ethic principles. 

African prostitutes still sell their bodies in vaccine testing at the will of white 
men. In the novel, the doctor needed to “find a different kind of Virus pa-
tient–sexually active, asymptomatic, and willing to undertake great risk for 
money” (Serpell, 2019). Sylvia’s salon was Lee’s base camp for recruiting young 
girls in vaccine testing. The daily procedure included: “Lee took samples from 
her and all of her ‘salon girls’ and followed their leads to other casual sex work-
ers in the community” (Serpell, 2019). For African prostitutes, money is the mo-
tivating factor to sell their bodies, so that they also have no choice but to com-
mercialize their bodies for exchanging vaccine testing. Therefore, prostitutes are 
perfect experimental targets who are suitable for all conditions. 

In vaccine testing process, prostitutes’ bodies are still commodities with des-
ignated marginality. Michel Foucault demonstrates that “repression operated as 
a sentence to disappear, but also as an injunction to silence, an affirmation of 
nonexistence” (Foucault, 1990). African prostitutes are seen as nobody with si-
lence so that doctors can use them to do medical testing without being accused. 
Because in their eyes, prostitutes are not regarded as real human beings so that 
doctors can commit repression on them. 

Doctor Lee chose African prostitutes as testing objects and experimental mice 
to prove his result’s right. The marginalization of African women is manifested 
by being forced into prostitution and suffering from AIDS. A vaccine developed 
with foreign money is being tested on unwitting Zambians. Naila also claimed 
that “black people have always made great guinea pigs” (Serpell, 2019) for vac-
cine testing. When a vaccine became available, the white population rejected it, 
fearing it may turn their pale skins dark—something worse than death. Last 
chapters of this novel featured the proliferation of “Beads”, technological devices 
embedded in human hands that can transmit an experimental HIV vaccine on 
them. This dystopian narration criticized colonial power on African people with 
racial discrimination. Even in African continent, ethnical and social discrimina-
tion and oppression still existed. 
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In the novel, Serpell wants to reveal that racial discrimination is more mali-
cious that epidemic. “Lee was too pragmatic to weep for dying Zambians, and he 
was far more interested in the biology and epidemiology than the sociology of 
the disease” (Serpell, 2019). Even being a doctor who ought to treat all people 
equally, Lee still held his discrimination and indifference towards Zambians. 
Medical ethic is adopted to examine African people’s bodies and racial issues in 
the novel. The novel focuses on African prostitutes’ lives and social positions to 
destabilize gender, race and class discrimination in Africa. 

5. Conclusion 

African women face both racial and gender discriminations without rights to 
claim their autonomy and self-ownership. African prostitutes’ bodies are used as 
testing rats by medical authorities. Serpell based her ideas on this novel in the 
outcry against white male’s dominance by exposing medical hypocrisy and con-
trol over African female bodies. There is a cry that a woman, no matter she is 
from ethnic minority groups or lower class, should have rights to control her 
body. 

The emergence of prostitutes’ medical rights presents the new approach to call 
for the protection for these colored sexual minorities. Doctors do medical expe-
riments on marginalized people’s bodies in the name of science and authority by 
exploiting their health rights. Medical ethical principles claim the equal right on 
medical treatment with no discrimination. What’s more, the selection of certain 
groups on vaccine testing should be based on ethic principles to pursue social 
justice. 

Serpell embodied the idea of the family as a site of solidarity that resists social 
marginalization and gender discrimination. This article was in engagement in 
medical ethic, aiming to argue against racial and sexual discrimination and alie-
nation on African women in the name of AIDS transmission and vaccine testing, 
increasing medical and humanistic awareness about health risks, and developing 
African prostitutes’ ethic rights. With the help of interdisciplinary methods, this 
paper has provided a different angle for the follow-up study of postcolonial texts, 
so as to pay attention to the gender, race and ethical demands of postcolonial 
novels. 
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Abstract 
Created by John Barth in the mid-to-late period of his life, Once Upon a 
Time: A Floating Opera (hereinafter referred to as Once Upon a Time) is one 
of Barth’s significant novels which explore various possibilities of literary cre-
ation. Once Upon a Time was claimed as “a memoir bottled in a novel” by its 
author, and the reality and fictionality intertwined by recourse to unusual 
narrative techniques which are probably unfamiliar to readers who are ac-
customed to read realistic works. In order to make clearer sense of the ways 
the author utilizes to achieve the dynamic unity of the reality and fictionality 
in the novel, this article employs theories of unnatural narratology to illu-
strate those unusual narratives on the basis of close reading of the literary text 
of the novel. On the ground of the analyses of the interaction between reality 
and fictionality based upon unnatural narratives, such as the unusual genre, 
the multiple identities of “I”, and the temporal loop, this article concludes 
that factuality and fictionality or life and art are complementary to each oth-
er, as the author of the novel describes that they are “coaxial esemplasy”. 
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1. Introduction 

As a contemporary American novelist, critic and literary theorist, John Barth 
(born May 27, 1930) is not merely good at storytelling, but an expert in pursuing 
innovative forms of novel writing. In “The Literature of Exhaustion” (Barth, 
1984), Barth claimed that the particular period (of literary realism) in history 
was passing, and then he explored some possible directions of literature. This 
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essay is widely considered as a manifesto of postmodernism. Among all his 
postmodern novels, Once Upon a Time: A Floating Opera, “a memoir bottled in 
a novel” (Barth, 1994) in the form of a three-act opera, presents many unusual 
features concerning postmodernism. 

The critics have carried out extensive research on Once Upon a Time from 
three main perspectives: its themes, autobiographical features and narrative fea-
tures. For instance, Charles B. Harris (1994) reckons that John Barth is keen to 
portray a story concerning a hero in his novels and he illustrates some details 
about the usage of this kind of story in Once Upon a Time. In the essay “Setting 
the Mobius Strip Straight: John Barth’s Once Upon a Time: A Floating Opera”, 
Zack Bowen (1999) defines Once Upon a Time as an autobiographical novel. 
Song Ming (2011) elucidates Barth’s narrative creation in the novel through 
probing its double narrators, the narrative frame based on opera and other narr-
ative strategies. 

Although some critics focused on the narrative features in Once Upon a Time, 
most of them discussed the narrative features based upon the classical narrative 
theories, and there is little attention paid to the unnatural narrative phenomena 
in the novel. As a matter of fact, the unnatural narratives in the novel are worthy 
of attention. Once Upon a Time is a typical postmodern novel replete with 
strange and unusual narrative phenomena which to great extent breach the real-
ist contracts and the traditional readerly expectation. It is therefore quite appo-
site to clarify these narrative features by virtue of unnatural narrative theories 
which are systematized based upon analyses of abundant texts, in particular 
postmodern texts, and aim to proffer theoretical guidance for the analyses of 
some texts which break the conventions of natural or mimetic narratives. Some 
unusual narrative features in the novel, such as the shifting referents of “you” 
and the antirealist characters, may not be discovered or fully comprehended if 
the work is only discussed from the perspective of classical narrative theories 
which mainly originate from the natural or mimetic narratives. 

Authors of natural or mimetic narratives may spare no efforts to erase the 
traces of fictionality for the pursuit of representing the actual world as accurately 
as possible. By contrast, unnatural narratives accentuate the functions of imagi-
nation and artificiality through breaching some conventional principles of rea-
listic texts and making narratives physically, logically or humanly impossible 
(Alber & Rudiger, 2011). To some extent, unnatural narratives depend upon and 
foreground the profound distinction between factuality and fictionality. Para-
doxically, it is also the nature of unnatural narratives that challenge many con-
ventional boundaries, including foundational ones like the factuality and fictio-
nality divide (Richardson, 2015). As John Barth claims that Once Upon a Time 
is “a memoir bottled in a novel”, the work is also replete with factual materials. 
Furthermore, the better to “sing” the theme of the novel, the author has “reor-
chestrated” materials concerning his life experiences freely to his purpose (Barth, 
1994). In this sense, reality and fictitiousness are dynamically integrated in the 
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novel. This article will therefore concentrate where possible on points in which 
factuality and fictionality interact by virtue of various unnatural narrative devic-
es employed in Once Upon a Time. 

This article mainly discusses the dynamic interaction between factuality and fic-
tionality in Once Upon a Time from three aspects. The author firstly tests the 
boundary between fiction and nonfiction through creating an unnatural genre in 
the work, namely “a memoire bottled in a novel” within the frame of “a floating 
opera”. Secondly, the unnoticeable transition between veracity and virtuality is ex-
plored from the perspective of unnatural discourse, mainly including the multiple 
identities of “I” and the shifting referents of “you”. The fusion of veracity into fic-
tion in the impossible story world is finally clarified in the third part, including the 
fusion of the both sides in the dream-like scene built by the unnatural time and 
space, and that made by unnatural characters like Jill and the protagonist’s wife. 

2. Contesting the Boundary between Fiction and Nonfiction 
through Unnatural Genre 

Experimentally, the author of Once Upon a Time firstly tests the boundary be-
tween factuality and fictionality by virtue of creating an unnatural genre. In the 
“Program Note” of the “non-act opera” (Barth, 1994), the author declares that 
Once Upon a Time is “a memoir bottled in a novel”. Roughly, the work as a 
whole is a novel, but it is not purely a novel, but one filled with narrations con-
cerning his actual life experiences. Besides, the overall work is narrated in the 
frame of opera. It may hence be more accurate to classify the work into “a me-
moir bottled in a novel” within the frame of an opera. The employment of such 
an unusual genre is indeed a compelling way to blur the line between reality and 
fictiveness. The following analyses will therefore be concerned with how the au-
thor converges factuality and fictionality through utilizing this kind of unnatural 
genre in the novel. 

2.1. A Memoir Bottled in a Novel 

The story begins with an end-of-season cruise of the protagonist and his wife, 
but it is eventually disclosed that the journey at sea does not in fact take place 
because of the wrongly anticipated date. In other words, the sea voyage story at 
the beginning of the work is fictitious. During the artificial sea voyage, the pro-
tagonist and his wife are wrapped into his natal marsh where he encounters his 
two guides—Jill and Jay Scribner, and then the story comes to the retrospection 
of his previous life experiences, so a relatively factual memoir begins and con-
tinues through the following two acts. When it comes to the third act, the mem-
ories stop and the ACT 3 is arranged to present the discussion between the au-
thor and the wife about whether this act should be written down to depict the 
protagonist’s life together with her. This discussion also puts emphasis on the 
fictionality of the work through displaying the progression of creating the act. 
Looking back over the general outline of the work, since the retrospection starts 
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in the middle of the work and stops before the work ends, it indeed seems to be a 
bottle in which a memoir resides. In this respect, the boundary between fiction 
and nonfiction is transgressed as factuality is seemingly “bottled” in fictionality. 

In addition, the fusion of veracity and fictionality could be also observed in 
the segment of memoir. It is worthy of note that the two guides Jill and Jay 
Scribner who lead the retrospection are partly or totally invented characters. As 
the author explains in the “Program Note” that “My twin sister makes a fic-
tionalized cameo appearance” (Barth, 1994), Jill in the work is created based 
upon the actual one, but she is also partly fictional. As for Jay Scribner, the au-
thor straightforwardly talks about his fictionality as follows, 

Nothing in our literal life and tidewater neighborhood corresponds to the 
portentously named “Jerome Schreiber/Jay Wordsworth Scribner,” his 
companion Beth Duer, their erstwhile “ecoketch” American Century, and 
its skipper’s remarkable project of resailing in reverse Columbus’s first 
voyage’s first half, not to mention his improbable extension of that re-
tracement into the eastern Mediterranean, up the Nile, and overland into 
the African Rift Valley. All fiction. (Barth, 1994) 

According to the explanation of the authorial narrator, Jay Scribner is com-
pletely an invented character living in the realm of fiction. In other words, any 
part of recollections concerning Jill might be partly fictive and those memories 
in relation to Jay Scribner in the memoir are completely artificial. Consequently, 
real materials intersect with fictional materials in the seemingly real memoir so 
closely and frequently that they are difficult to be separated from each other. 

In a nutshell, the work crisscrosses and blurs the line between factuality and 
fictionality as the author glides from novel to personal memoir and returns to 
novel again. Apart from the transition between fiction and nonfiction, some fic-
tional embellishments incorporated into the nonfiction, namely the memoir, al-
so fuse the both sides. 

2.2. Fusion of Reality into Fiction in the Frame of Opera 

Opera is “a dramatic work in which all or most of the words are sung to music” 
(Hornby, 2009). An opera usually comprises aria, recital, chorus, duet, overture, 
interlude and so on. John Barth’s (1956) favor for opera is able to be observed 
through his first novel entitled The Floating Opera. His pursuit for opera in 
writing goes further in Once Upon a Time in which he not merely created “a 
memoir bottled in a novel”, but also put the combination of memoir and novel 
into the frame of “a floating opera”. 

In order to examine how the author takes advantage of the frame of opera to 
achieve the interaction between factuality and fictionality, it is very necessary to 
firstly make sense of the usage of opera in the novel. The employment of the 
operatic structure can be clearly perceived through an array of subtitles as fol-
lows (Table 1). 
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Table 1. The operatic structure of once upon a time. 

Once Upon a Time: A Floating Opera 

PROGRAM NOTE 

OVERTURE Aria: “Our pool is winter-covered” 

On with the overture: 

Duet of sorts: “Becalmed, plateaued, suspended” 

Extended aria: “Suspended passage” 

Aria: “Why not?” 

Duet: “Let’s do it” 

Semi-explicatory aria: “Weak Chaos” 

Extended aria: “This old binder. This old pen” 

Uncompleted aria: “Our marsh, our marsh” 

A floating aria: “Water-messages” 

Aria: “What are we doing here?” 

Distracted aria: “Bad J Good J” 

Trianglish aria: 

Unprogrammed aria: “Sturm und Drang” 

Mini-duet: “It’s not that easy” 

Mini-soliloquy: “What do we do now?” 

Unsung duet: “Sure it can.” 

Reprise: “Calmed, becalmed” 

Preludial coda: “I know these waters... and yet...” 

INTERLUDE Aria: “This is a story I’ve told before” 

On with the interlude: 

ACT 1 Prospective arietta: “Whoops indeed: This new old pen” 

Aria: “What I’ve noticed, reader” 

Interrupted aria: “Affectionate loyalty; benign passivity. The best complexion” 

Insistent aria: “Of course we do” 

Not an aria: “Gawdam cunt!” 

Aria: “The mother of all fiction” 

Monologue faute de mieux: The brawlbrat brawl 

Interruptive, tear-blinded aria: “Oatmeal: ‘He jests at scars’” 

Exegetical aria-within-an-aria: “Jack and Jill” 

Oatmeal aria resumed and concluded: “My mark” 

ENTR’ACTE Obscured trivial aria: “Y” 

ACT 2 Drum solo: “Cunt-shy” 

Time-out aria: Two-STEP 

Narrative aria: “Wunderjahr” 

Unwashed Freudian smegma-flake arietta: “Aha” 

Okay: On with Act 2 

Duty-do aria: “The Ur-myth, yes” 
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Continued 

 Ur-myth wrap-up aria: “‘Straight through the maze,’” almost 

“The Rome of Saint Jerome”: expository catch-up aria 

Two-part disharmony, Splitsville unduet, story too banal to tell: “Mmp” 

“Perhaps for lovers.” End-of-196os aria: 

BETWEEN ACTS An arietta resung: “Plato has Socrates teach” 

ACT 3 (OF 2) Reprise: “What am I doing here?” 

Semi-(but only semi-)sheepish, semi-(ditto-)explanatory semi-aria or -duet: “As best 
I can” 

Rescuaria: “May I... ?” 

Calendrical-error-assisted narrative Doppler-Effect aria: “On 12 October 1990” 

The end of this opera, almost. Let me explain: 

EPISONG Aria: “Dante’s Dante” 
Reprised duet: “Gone” 

 
According to the table chart set forth, the operatic structure in Once Upon a 

Time is presented clearly. Compared with the preface and contends in most 
works, the author utilizes “Program Note” and “Program” respectively to pro-
vide some brief explanations about or outline the contents of the novel before 
the story confronts readers. Overall, “the floating opera” (Barth, 1994) is made 
up of three acts with OVERTURE, INTERLUDE, ENTR’ACTE, BETWEEN 
ACTS and EPISONG. More specifically, various operatic terms, such as aria, 
duet, reprised duet, monologue, drum solo, are deployed directly in 50 subtitles, 
accounting for about two thirds of all 99. These subheadings serve to create a 
certain kind of tone for the following narration and briefly explain its main con-
tents. Besides, readers are reminded frequently that this is an opera sung by four 
singers, including the protagonist, his twin sister Jill, his friend Jay Scribner and 
his wife. As the protagonist/narrator speaks of his parents, he claims that “[b]ad 
luck for you, you spawned a singer inclined to arias on such themes as (all to-
gether now) affectionate loyalty. Benign passivity. Cordial etc.” (Barth, 1994). 
These characters’ status as singers are also described when the wife discusses 
with the authorial narrator about the content of ACT 3 and complains that 
“[b]ut not only is this whole so called opera a Song of Thyself; even the sopra-
nos, altos, and baritones are echoes of the lead tenor” (Barth, 1994). Generally, 
the story is narrated within the frame of an “non-act” opera. 

It is also the operatic structure that provides appropriate areas for the transi-
tion between memoir and novel and for the fusion of factuality and fictionality. 
As analyzed above, the journey at sea in OVERTURE is fictitious, and following 
the relatively real retrospection crossing the first two acts, the ACT 3 returns to 
some fictive explanations of the whole “opera”. The INTERLUDE, ENTR’ACTE 
and BETWEEN ACTS hence play a crucial role to unite these actual and fiction-
al parts. In the INTERLUDE, the protagonist comes across Jill and Jay Scribner 
near to his natal marsh where Jay Scribner explains to the protagonist about the 
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roles Jill and he would play. That is, they would become his guides to help him 
accomplish his retrospection of his past. At the end of the INTERLUDE, Jay 
Scribner says that Jill is awaiting his twin brother and advises the protagonist to 
turn around to rejoin her. The “opera” then comes to the first act to recount the 
protagonist’s childhood and adolescence with the help of Jill. Likewise, the 
ENTR’ACTE and the BETWEEN ACTS are arranged to provide the second and 
third helpers—Jay Scribner and the wife with a chance respectively to appear in 
order to lead the retrospection in the following act. It is these sections that offer 
some possible rooms for the reasonable transition between fiction and nonfiction. 

In addition to the intermediate parts are most arias through which the fusion 
of reality and fictiveness occurs. Arias in Once Upon a Time are usually con-
cerned with a certain theme and sometimes with the authorial evaluations about 
his creation or writing of this work or other works, which also makes it available 
for fictional characters to seemingly have a rest and communicate with the au-
thorial narrator and sometimes give suggestions about the development of stories. 
For instance, after the authorial narrator elaborates on the whole “opera” for the 
wife as a fictional character under the subtitle “Semi-(but only semi-) sheepish, 
semi-(ditto-) explanatory semi-aria or -duet: ‘As best I can’” (Barth, 1994), the wife 
makes some comments on the overall work in the next aria “Rescuaria: ‘May I...?’” 
(Barth, 1994) and proposes that her privacy should be hidden, so the authorial 
narrator had better not narrate the protagonist’s life together with her. Here the 
fictitious character and the relatively more factual (implied) author gather in the 
two arias and communicate with each other. Under this circumstance, the fusion 
of fictionality and factuality is achieved by virtue of the operatic frame. 

John Barth (1984) is keen to create new forms to rebel “against Tradition” and 
explore various possibilities of literature. In Once Upon a Time, he creates an 
unnatural genre through the combination of memoir, novel and opera, decon-
structing the conventional understanding of a singular genre in a work. The 
work as a whole is indeed a novel in the guise of opera, as the authorial narrator 
makes the statement that “[h]owever autobiographical in manner and trappings, 
this ‘overture’ and any opera following it are in fact fiction: a story of my life, by 
no means the” (Barth, 1994). Nevertheless, it is also replete with materials con-
cerning his actual life experiences. As the author declares in the “Program Note” 
that “[t] he better to sing it, I have passed over or scarcely sounded other themes, 
and have reorchestrated freely to my purpose”. In other words, he puts some 
factual materials into a novel and modifies characters and stories based upon 
those of actual world in order to avoid the risk for falsifiability and foreground 
the theme of the work better. Such convergence of factuality and fictionality also 
fully manifests the belief that art comes from life and goes beyond it. 

3. Unnoticeable Transition between Veracity and Virtuality 
through Unnatural Discourse 

The unnatural narrative discourse, such as the repeated narrative fissures created 
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by the author’s interruptive narration in Once Upon a Time, underscores its fic-
tionality or artificiality, but it is also the unnaturalness in narrative discourse 
that makes some readers unaware of the transition between veracity and virtual-
ity. For the most parts, if the author did not give his statements with reference to 
fictionality in the “Program Note” and highlight it throughout the novel, a great 
many events in terms of the protagonist might be regarded as being factual, 
which increases the difficulty for readers to perceive the slippage between reality 
and fictiveness. In what follows, the issue of how the author resorts to the unna-
tural narrative discourse to achieve the unnoticeable transition between the two 
sides will be specifically clarified. 

3.1. Multiple Identities of “I” 

There are several elements that threaten the status of the work as fiction. First of 
all, the protagonist’s name is John Barth and he is a sixty-year-old writer with 
some repute, which are almost as same as the characteristics possessed by the 
author who creates the work. Secondly, the use of first-person narration pro-
duces a kind of expectation that the author is narrating. The narrative pheno-
menon that the authorial narrator often appears in the text to make some com-
ments on the novel or his other works increases the sense of bewilderment of 
whether all “I” narrators are the authorial narrator or not. In addition, that the 
retrospection of one of the “I”s is accurately identical with the life experiences of 
the actual author, strengthening the impression that all voices of narrations in 
the whole work might be from its creator. Actually, as the author claims in the 
“Program Note”, it is just “a memoir bottled in a novel”. That is, it is as a whole 
a novel embedded with some non-fictional embellishments. 

A compelling way to unnoticeably transmigrate between reality and fiction is 
the usage of the first-person narration. In natural or mimetic narratives, the 
narrator is usually a self-consistent, single, unified and human-like figure. Even 
though there is more than one narrator in a text, some obvious hints often 
emerge to distinguish their identities. However, narrators in unnatural narra-
tives may be discontinuous or multiple and fuse with other selves. Besides, few 
ostensible explanations are utilized for readers to differentiate them. In Once 
Upon a Time, there are two distinct narrators who make their narration in the 
first-person point of view. More accurately, there are three identities of “I” and 
the third one is the experiencing self, differing from the narrating self—the sto-
ryteller. In most cases, the experiencing self and the narrating self are united into 
one entity who resides in the fictional story world, whereas the authorial narra-
tor is in the relatively actual level of narration. Intriguingly, two types of transi-
tion between these distinct entities are hidden because of the “I” narration 
throughout the whole novel. 

The first one occurs when the narration comes to the memoir. As discussed 
above, the sea voyage adventures are all fictitious, so the protagonist/narrator in 
the OVERTURE is completely artificial, but the protagonist in the memoir is the 
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relatively actual one because it is concerned with the author’s life experiences, 
and the protagonist/narrator here could be identical with the author. With the re-
trospection beginning in ACT 1, the fictional protagonist is transformed into the 
relatively actual one. Since both the fictive story concerning the end-of-season 
cruise in OVERTURE and the memoir is narrated in the first-person perspec-
tive, the transition is hardly easy to be noticed. 

The transition between the fictional protagonist/storyteller and the author 
might also be unobtrusive because of the employment of first-person narration. 
Readers are sometimes reminded that the authorial narrator is speaking by di-
rectly claiming that this is “[a]uthor speaking” or that “[a]s a rule, reader, I am a 
thorough planner of my fictions” (Barth, 1994). The reminders such as “author” 
or “reader” function to give readers some hints to distinguish the identities of 
“I”, which also help readers to orient themselves when reading the novel. How-
ever, some readers might disorient when there is no any obvious reminder for 
them to discriminate the “I”. For instance, when the protagonist/storyteller who 
is also a writer and holds a pen from his friend discusses with Jay Scribner about 
how to walk out of the narrative maze and discover his wife and cutter, the pro-
tagonist/storyteller is persuaded to continue the story and he says, “[w]ith a few 
quick penstrokes—strokes both literal and figurative, of this both actual and 
virtual pen—I do” (Barth, 1994). The protagonist/storyteller decides to keep 
writing the story in order to walk out of the narrative maze. Here he points out 
that his writing is both “literal and figurative” and the pen he holds is “both ac-
tual and virtual”, which implies that the author is also writing by holding his ac-
tual pen at the moment. In the narration, the author apparently fuses his identity 
and that of the protagonist/storyteller by virtue of the first-person singular nar-
ration. Looking back over the case, the indeterminacy engendered by the mul-
tiple identities of “I” makes it possible to easily blur the line between the factual-
ity and fictionality and hide the transition between the both sides. 

3.2. Shifting Referents of “You” 

Apart from the multiple identities of “I”, the shifting referents of “you” also 
proffer chances for the transition between fictionality and factuality in the novel. 
In natural or mimetic texts, the standard narratological models often imply a 
dichotomous structure: the first- and third-person narration or the homo and 
heterodiegetic narrative. The usage of the second person narration is rarely ob-
served, not to mention the extended theoretical study. According to Brian Rich-
ardson (2006), the second person narratives are “unnatural” from the outset be-
cause it does not exist in “natural narrative” and the unnaturalness of the second 
person narration is mainly manifested by the deictic function of the pronoun 
“you”. In Once Upon a Time, the author employs “you” frequently to address to 
characters and the actual reader as well as the narrator. The juxtaposition or ev-
er-shifting referents of “you” make it hardly easy to realize the change between 
veracity and virtuality. 
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In different contexts, the “you” denotes distinct entities: 

You’ve shut down your desk already and fetched out sea and tote bags for 
filling. Seems we’re going for a sail. 
Because you know, don’t you, singer of this extended aria, …You’re in ro-
bust health, I assure myself (for your age, the put-down parentheses add), 
but you’re not age-proof…You can’t jog the four flights from your univer-
sity office up to the seminar room as erst you could and still speak sen-
tences when you get there. 
This has been (that was, by when you read this page) a year in which it 
happened that a number of things in my life and work more or less wound 
up in relatively quick succession. (Barth, 1994) 

Respectively, the “you” in the three paragraphs above refers to the protagon-
ist’s wife who is fictional in the OVERTURE, the narrator himself, and the actual 
readers who are reading “this page”. Likewise, since there is no any obvious re-
minder for readers to discriminate the distinct identities of “you”, it is quite easy 
to mistake these “you” for a same entity. Ostensibly, the narrative slippage be-
tween factuality and fictionality occurs owing to the indeterminacy of narration 
generated by the shifting referents of “you”, as found in the three paragraphs 
above. 

The basic distinction between veracity and virtuality seems to be absolute in 
most cases, because they imply two types of modes of discourse which possess 
different functions (Richardson, 2015). The reality designates the actual world, 
whereas the fictionality denotes the possible world. In natural or mimetic texts, 
the transition between the both sides is rarely perceived or even completely 
erased by the author. While the unnatural discursive narratives in Once Upon a 
Time foreground the linguistic construction and artificiality of the novel, it also 
paradoxically makes it possible to examine the inconspicuous transition between 
reality and fictiveness at the same time. In particular, the author straddles this 
boundary between the two sides effectively as the indeterminacy of identities of 
“I” and “you” are generated throughout the novel. 

4. Blurring the Line between Factuality and Fictionality in 
Impossible Story World 

In addition to the unnatural narrative discourse is the impossible story world 
which provides areas for the interaction of reality and fictiveness. The unnatural 
time and space, such as the nonlinear time and dream-like spaces, contribute to 
the feature of fragmentation in the story world, which is in return deployed to 
enable the characters to transgress between the past, the present and the future. 
Besides, Jay Scribner the unnatural character who occupies distinct identities in 
different contexts is himself a combination of reality and fictiveness. When Jay 
Scribner appears as a fictional character or the “counterself” (Barth, 1994) of 
narrator, he often makes some comments with the authorial narrator on the 
novel or other topics and acts in the memories. Such an antirealist character 
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demonstrates the interaction between factuality and fictionality very well. The 
following discussion will concern about the interaction of the seemingly absolute 
binary opposition on the basis of various “unnatural elements” (Shang Biwu, 
2015) which contribute to the construction of an impossible story world in Once 
Upon a Time. 

4.1. Fusion of Reality into Fiction in Unnatural Time and Space 

As a whole, the story world in the novel is characterized by fragmentation due to 
the anti-mimetic time and space, such as the temporal loop and unusual charac-
ters transgressing story-world boundaries, making it possible that the factual 
time and spaces are put into the impossible story world where characters are 
endowed with the ability of crossing the past, the present and the future freely. 

In the OVERTURE, the authorial narrator discloses the fictional and factual 
materials, “Chesapeake Bay is real enough, Maryland’s Eastern Shore, the Chester 
River and the creek making off it where Mr. and Mrs. Narrator abide. But there 
is no ‘Potamock Island’ on any of those, no ‘Potamock Point’” (Barth, 1994). 
According to the statement, readers clearly know about which places are factual 
and which are fabricated. All these factual and fictional spaces are juxtaposed to 
construct the fictional story in the OVERTURE. 

Except the evident explanation of fictionality and factuality, however, there is 
usually no any clear statement of the fusion of fictional and factual time or space 
throughout the overall narration. For instance, at the ending of the interlude, the 
protagonist encounters his twin sister Jill and his friend Jay Scribner by chance 
in his natal marsh. In the scene of their encounter, the spaces such as the foot-
bridge where Jill awaits his twin brother, the picnic table and the pine grove are 
all fictive. These suddenly emerging places contribute to creating a dream-like 
scene to lay a foundation for the convergence of fictionality and factuality. 

When the protagonist rejoins with his twin sister over the footbridge, the nar-
ration comes to the beginning of the first act where Jill and the protagonist are 
looking at a faded “black and white”. Here the transition between the past, the 
present and the future could be perceived by the narrator saying, “she hugs me 
lightly with her right arm and gets from her normally affectionate twin no more 
reciprocation just now, sixty years later, than she got on that lost afternoon Back 
Then” (Barth, 1994). Readers are informed that Jill abides in the “just now, sixty 
years later” when the author creates the first act, namely in 1990. Yet the prota-
gonist in the OVERTURE lives in the October 12, 1992. It is contradictory that 
the protagonist who should have resided in 1992 encounters his twin sister living 
in 1990. In particular, the authorial narrator does not emerge to give some rea-
sonable explanations for this unlikely narrative phenomenon. It is therefore easy 
for readers to disorient themselves in the narrative maze. One of ways to explain 
this unnatural narrative phenomenon might be that the fictional protagonist has 
been transformed into the relatively actual one who lives in 1990 and is writing 
the memories. In this sense, this retrospection is, to some extent, the author’s 
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autobiographical narration. In reality, the dream-like scene created at the ending 
of interlude provides an area for the fusion of different temporal realms. Since in 
the scene the protagonist living in the future comes across his two guides who 
abide in the present, the present and the future are convened. In addition, the 
picnic table, the suddenly emerging footbridge and other objects further enhance 
the dream-like atmosphere of the scene. Such a dream-like scene highlights the 
artificiality of the novel, but it is in return generates the possibility of blurring 
the line between fictionality and factuality. After accepting the encounter of the 
protagonist and his twin sister Jill in this unnatural time and space, readers are 
more likely to look at the protagonist in the ACT 1 into their familiar one, 
namely the one living in the sea voyage story in the OVERTURE. The author 
therefore accomplishes to blur the boundary between factuality and fictionality 
in the first act. 

Another way to blur the factual and fictional realms is also worthwhile to dis-
cuss. That is, the function of unnatural temporal loops in the novel. As the au-
thorial narrator frequently claims that a significant aim of the creation of Once 
Upon a Time is to achieve that the “tell-time” overtakes the “tale-time” (Barth, 
1994). In other words, the time of narrating the fictional sea voyage needs to 
catch up with the moment that the factual sea voyage takes place. This kind of 
temporal mode challenges the conventional assumption about time that the fac-
tual time of story is always considered to precede its narrative time. However, 
according to the authorial narrator, the story in the OVERTURE was written on 
the October 12, 1990, and it was set to take place at the dawn of the October 12, 
1992. That is, compared with the time of writing the story, this is a story occur-
ring in the future. In order to achieve the aim mentioned above, a memoir is 
naturally embedded into the novel to postpone the narrative time of the fictional 
sea voyage till the dawn of the October 12, 1992 when the author and his wife are 
preparing for their actual journey at sea. Therefore, at the ending of the novel, 
the author states, “[w]e have vertiginously rearrived at Time’s time-out, Co-
lumbus Day 1992: our starting place, almost. The end of this opera, almost” 
(Barth, 1994). On the dawn of Columbus Day 1992 which is also the ending of 
the novel, as the authorial narrator says, “tell-time overtook the tale-time”. The 
author creates a temporal loop by virtue of imagination to achieve the fusion of 
narrative time of the fictional sea voyage story and the time when the real sailing 
takes place. 

The interaction between unnatural time and space functions to construct an 
impossible story world in which everything seems to be possible because of the 
function of imagination and linguistic construction. There is no wonder that it is 
relatively easy to blur the line between reality and fiction in such a kind of story 
world. 

4.2. Fusion of Reality into Fiction through Antirealist Characters 

A rather more obvious method leading to a series of intriguing intersections or 
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contestations of the boundaries between fictionality and factuality is to create 
characters who can transgress the story world and interact with the author. 
Compared with the natural or mimetic characters who are limited in the story 
world, the characters in Once Upon a Time not merely have the awareness of 
their artificiality, but also often cross the line of story world to communicate 
with the authorial narrator. 

The first example is that the protagonist’s twin sister Jill prefers to interact 
with the authorial narrator when she leads him to recount their memories. 

“Well: For the record, I enjoyed our childhood.” 
Likewise, Image-of-my-sister. But. 
… 
And I with you. What I can’t tell you but why not? What I can’t quite be-
lieve, let’s say, is that the Jill I’m lost with, here in Wherever, is my literal 
sister from Hurlock and Hunting Creek. I think of her as going about her 
business there while I pen these words here with her image... 
“The Jill is as real as the Jack, seems to me. Speaking of your pen, can you 
give it a twist? We’ve lost our picture.” (Barth, 1994) 

It is not difficult to discriminate that the conversation above takes place be-
tween the authorial narrator and Jill the fictional character because of the word 
“Image-of-my-sister”. The “Image-of-my-sister” implies that Jill here is not the 
actual person, but the fictional character. Besides, only the authorial narrator 
may call his character as an image to accentuate its artificiality. Jill firstly ex-
presses her enjoyment for their childhood, and then the authorial narrator re-
sponds that he also likes it. This presents the interaction between the fictional 
character and the authorial narrator in the relatively real level of narration. In 
the last sentence, Jill advises the authorial narrator to “give it a twist” so that they 
can continue to make recollections of their childhood. The conversation evi-
dently displays that the fictional and factual realms merge as the fictional cha-
racter crosses the fictional story world to make some comments on the devel-
opment of story. 

The most representative example is Jay Scribner/Jerome Schreiber. Jay 
Scribner/Jerome Schreiber signifies distinct entities in different contexts. When 
he refers to a character, he is proved to be completely fictitious and all of stories 
related to him are also fictional. 

Author speaking: 
…Nothing in our literal life and tidewater neighborhood corresponds to the 
portentously named “Jerome Schreiber/Jay Wordsworth Scribner,” his com-
panion Beth Duer, their erstwhile “eco-ketch” American Century, and its 
skipper’s remarkable project of resailing in reverse Columbus’s first voyage’s 
first half, not to mention his improbable extension of that retracement into 
the eastern Mediterranean, up the Nile, and overland into the African Rift 
Valley. All fiction. (Barth, 1994) 
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Based upon the statement above, it could be inferred that all recollections 
concerning the character from ACT 1 to ACT 3 are fictive. The author not only 
creates the fictional character as his childhood friend, but also embeds a number 
of fictitious life experiences in relation to the character into his autobiographical 
narration. On the one hand, such creation and embedment deconstruct the fac-
tuality of the retrospection with reference to the author’s actual life experiences. 
On the other hand, they also demonstrate the convergence of factuality and fic-
tionality. 

Intriguingly, both the two names Scribner/Schreiber in German designate the 
writer. In addition, this character is familiar with the progression of the whole 
story and controls the development of narratives through a fictional wristwatch. 
Thus, it is more likely that the author sometimes enters the story world in the 
guise of the character. In this context, the character is himself a combination of 
factuality and fictionality. 

In another novel The End of the Road, John Barth (1958) conveys a belief that 
“[t]o turn experience into speech—that is, to classify, to categorize, to concep-
tualize, to grammarize, to syntactify it—is always a betrayal of experience, a fal-
sification of it; but only so betrayed can it be dealt with at all…”. That is, the 
so-called objective reality that is considered to be represented by the medium of 
language is actually one constructed by language, and such objective reality is 
not the actual world that language originally refers to. This illustrates the limit of 
language which cannot represent the actual world accurately, yet such belief also 
demonstrates that through language can the actual world be made sense better, 
which reinforces the construction of language. Based upon this belief, the author 
of Once Upon a Time makes full use of the construction of language to create an 
impossible world in which the frequent interaction between factuality and fic-
tionality becomes possible. 

As Lubomir Doležel (1999) admits, there is an “open boundary” between the 
fictional and factual realms in texts. He asserts that “the relationship between 
fiction and history” is primarily “a semantic and pragmatic opposition…. Possi-
ble worlds semantics has no quarrel with the idea of an open boundary, but 
couple this acknowledgement with a curiosity to know what happens when the 
boundary is crossed”. Marie-Laure Ryan (1997) also agrees that there exists an 
“open border” between the two distinct domains in texts. These “open bounda-
ries” or “open borders” offer areas for the interplay between reality and fiction. 
With the author of Once Upon a Time dancing along the gray areas by recourse 
to unnatural narratives, the factuality and fictionality are united in the novel ef-
fectively and dynamically. 

5. Conclusion 

This article specifies the interaction between reality and fictionality by virtue of 
unnatural narratives, including the unnatural genre, unnatural discursive narra-
tion and the impossible story. The author of the novel describes the relationship 
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between fictionality and factuality as “coaxial esemplasy”: “the ongoing, reci-
procal shaping of our story (in this case, a story of our life) by our imagination, 
and of our imagination by our story thus far” (Barth, 1994). In other words, 
there exists a complementary relationship between fictionality or imagination 
and factuality in narratives. On the basis of this belief, the author embeds his life 
experiences into the novel and reinforces the fusion of veracity into the fiction 
by means of unnatural narratives. This analysis demonstrates that the signific-
ance of the novel not only lies in the deconstruction of the conventional as-
sumption that the divide between factuality and fictionality is absolute, but also 
bases on the exploration of more possibilities for the form of literary creation. 
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Abstract 
This research aims at addressing the translation of Najīb Maḥfūẓ’s As- 
Sukriyyah by Sami Mikhail into Hebrew. In the research, I will try to make 
some observations about Mikhail’s translation of the novel. The research be-
gan with a general introduction to the translation of Arabic literature into 
Hebrew, and the reason why orientalists in Israel are interested in Arabic li-
terature, especially in Najīb Maḥfūẓ’s literature, with the view of understand-
ing the nature of the Arab society. The research also examines the translation 
of As-Sukriyyah to Hebrew. It focused on some of the problems and confu-
sions that Mikhail created in his translation of the novel; these confusions are: 
the translation of the title, the Arabic names, his lack of methodology in 
unifying the translation of some words, his neglect of punctuation, and his 
deletion of some Arabic words, changing of some utterances to some mean-
ings in such a way that was different from the meaning that Maḥfūẓ wanted. 
Despite the great effort sought by Mikhail in translating the novel, the 
translated work was flooded with several lapses that influenced the mean-
ing. If Mikhail had given more attention to his work, the translation would 
have been more accurate and corresponding with the meaning envisaged by 
Maḥfūẓ. 
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1. Introduction 

Many countries have tended to rely on literature as a means of revealing the na-
ture of societies. Perhaps the most prominent contemporary attempt in this 
context is what the United States of America did to study Japanese literature 
during World War II (1939-1945). Because the United States of America did not 
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know the Japanese reality, (as Japan had entered the war next to Germany in 
what was known as the “Axis Countries” while the United States of America 
supported Britain and France, in what was known as the “Allied States”), and as 
a result of literary studies carried out by American researchers, the United States 
of America was able to reveal many aspects of Japanese society. Eventually, the 
Japanese towns of Hiroshima and Nagasaki ended up being wrecked by a nuc-
lear bomb for the first time in history. The United States of America was also in-
terested in studying the reality of the Soviets during Stalin’s rule to reveal aspects 
of this reality (Ibrahim Al-Bahrawi, 1981: pp. 8-9). 

Israel has followed the same path, and so has been interested in studying the 
Arab personality, and the reality in which it lives so that it can determine the 
dimensions, characteristics, and uniqueness of that personality. The Arabic lite-
rature was one of the important foundations on which orientalists in Israel relied 
to reveal the reality of Arab society, and they moved in this context through two 
aspects: first, they have studied the Arabic literature with its various genres to 
expose the nature of Arab society; second, they have translated Arabic literature 
into Hebrew to help the Israeli reader understand the ideas and issues that ex-
pose the nature of Arab reality. 

2. Israel and Najīb Maḥfūẓ’s Literature 

Israel paid special attention to Arabic literature being one of the significant cen-
ters that helps to understand the nature of Arab society and the translation of 
such literature was one of Israel’s means of doing so. 

Because of Najīb Maḥfūẓ’s Arab and international literary prestige, Israel has 
translated quite a few of his literary works, and Al-Sukriyyah “Sugar Street” 
(1957) is one of these works, which was translated by the Israeli-Iraqi writer Sa-
mi Mikhail, who also translated Palace Walk and Palace of Desire, i.e. he trans-
lated the trilogy. Israel’s interest in Arabic literature in general, and in Najīb 
Maḥfūẓ’s literature in particular, both in terms of study and translation, is due to 
a number of reasons, the most important of which are: 

1) Najīb Maḥfūẓ, born in 1911 in Cairo, is one of the most important Arab 
writers, both in terms of how much literature he produces, and in terms of how 
this production is exposed to different stages of Egyptian history and the reality 
of this history, and, in consequence, Egyptian society. 

2) Maḥfūẓ is one of the greatest Egyptian and Arab writers who attained wide 
international fame in modern times. He has gained popularity beyond the bor-
ders of Egypt and the Arab world, and his works have received great and grow-
ing attention from foreign researchers in the fields of Arab literature and Egyp-
tian society. He has been known since the 1950s for his realistic and symbolic 
writings. 

3) Maḥfūẓ has a clear vision of society and its rulers, and that if every era in 
Egypt has its own pyramid, and if every high-profile figure has created behind it 
a monument to later generations, the pyramid that Maḥfūẓ left behind him is his 
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novels, and he is metaphorically the sphinx at the pyramid’s feet. Maḥfūẓ is also 
the Egyptian writer who placed all Egypt’s leaders during this century within his 
own pyramid. His novels tell the history of ancient Egypt, and its history in the 
modern era. 

4) In his writings, Maḥfūẓ called for full-time reform of the cultural condi-
tions of the Arab world so that Arabs would not return to the life of nomadism 
after the current oil wealth runs out. 

5) Maḥfūẓ has received the attention of Israeli scholars and critics for many 
years, because he has made the Arabic novel a key pillar of Arabic literature. The 
late Professor Sasson Somekh (1933-18 August 2019) was an Israeli academic, 
writer and translator, the former head of the Department of Arabic Literature at 
Tel Aviv University, and the prominent leader of those who have taken an inter-
est in Maḥfūẓ’s literature. His interest is manifested in the great bulk of research 
Somekh has done on him. Among his most important books about Maḥfūẓ are: 
Maḥfūẓ’s Universe, and Three Chapters of Najīb Maḥfūẓ’s Literature. 

Najīb Maḥfūẓ adopted a different view from the Arab world’s towards Israelis 
and the Jews. Israel is present in its internal consciousness not as a fearsome 
ogre, but as a means of identifying the positions of his opponents (Mohammed 
Mahmoud Abu Ghadir, 1998: pp. 58-59). Because of his position towards Israel, 
Najīb Maḥfūẓ was severely attacked, as no other Arab writer had ever been at-
tacked. Indeed, he had a firm view of finding another way to deal with it other 
than wars. Interestingly, Najīb Maḥfūẓ announced his position after the June 
1967 defeat (Najīb Maḥfūẓ, 1996: p. 71). 

As a result, Maḥfūẓ was banned from writing in 1973. Worse, the dramas 
adapted from his novels on state television were also forbidden after he signed a 
petition with a number of Egyptian intellectuals that expressed their displeasure 
with the state of non-peace and non-war that prevailed, and demanded that Sa-
dat, the Egyptian president, make an urgent decision in this regard. Comment-
ing on the attacks he was subjected to at the time, Maḥfūẓ said, 

It was a really painful attack because it was about my own national honour; 
when I express a political opinion, I expect someone to tell me ‘You have 
done well,’ and ten others to say to me, ‘You misbehaved,’ or to be told, 
‘Avoid politics and remain in your field of literature!’ All of this is accepta-
ble to me, but I call for peace and negotiation and I am told that I am an 
Israeli agent! (Ibid) 

But when Maḥfūẓ calls for this reform, he does not fear for Arab societies, and 
for Arab culture, because it is rooted in the deep past, and it is the worthiest of 
cultural sovereignty over the Middle East region. He says about this, “Egypt is 
not poor in culture or lost so as to fear other cultures. Since 7,000 years ago it 
has produced culture and the arts in the best way possible” (Ibid.) 

3. Second: Maḥfūẓ’s Hebrew-Translated Novels 

Israel translated ten novels by Maḥfūẓ into Hebrew, and these are: 
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1) Midaq Alley (1947), translated into Hebrew by Isaac Shenboim in 1969, and 
it was published by ‘Am Ovaid, a public publishing house. 

2) The Thief and Dogs, which was translated into Hebrew by Menachem Ky-
lebok in 1970, and was published by Sefriyat Bo’alim. 

3) Love in the Rain (1973), which was translated into Hebrew by Yoab Jaffani, 
and was published by Tamouz in 1976. 

4) The Beggar, which was translated into Hebrew by Hagita Brenner, and it 
was published by the Bebrus Publishing House in 1978. 

5) Palace Walk (1956), (Cairo Trilogy, Part 1), which was translated into He-
brew by Sami Mikhail and published by the publishing house of Sefriyat Bo’alim 
in 1981. 

6) Adrift on the Nile (1966), which was translated into Hebrew by Mikhail 
Saila’, and it was published by Ketter Publishing in 1982. 

7) Miramar (1967), which was translated into Hebrew by Isaac Shinopum, and 
was published by Tamouz Publishing House in 1983. 

8) Palace of Desire (1957), (Cairo Trilogy, Part 2), which was translated into 
Hebrew by Sami Mikhail, and was published by the Publishing House of Sefriyat 
Bo’alim in 1984. 

9) Sugar Street (1957), (Cairo Trilogy, Part 3), which was translated into He-
brew by Sami Mikhail and was published in 1987, by Sefriyat Bo’alim. 

10) Children of Gebelawi (1959), which was translated into Hebrew by David 
Sageev, and was published in 1990 by La’Am, publishing house (Abu Ghadir, 
1998: p. 73). 

4. Third: Najīb Maḥfūẓ and the Trilogy 

Maḥfūẓ’s trilogy, Palace of Desire, Palace Walk, and Sugar Street, is regraded the 
most significant novel of Arabic literature in general, and Maḥfūẓ’s novels in 
particular. 

Because the trilogy deals with an important period of time in Egypt’s history, 
the period of English occupation of Egypt, and the Egyptian resistance to it, not 
to mention the fact it is considered as a new narrative form in Arabic literature 
that is rare among writers. The trilogy is known as the “Generational Novel” – 
which appeared in international literature at the end of the 19th and early 20th 
centuries (Naji Najīb, 1982: pp. 18-19). The generations in the novel are the true 
heroes of the trilogy, which is exposed to three generations in one family: Palace 
Walk involves the period from 1917 to 1919, Palace of Desire (1957) covers the 
period from 1924-1927, while Sugar Street (1957) encompasses the period from 
1935-1944 (Ghali Shukri, 1988: p. 49). 

According to Najīb Maḥfūẓ, the trilogy took him four years to write it, and the 
work was marked by successive interruptions, but eventually he finished writing 
in April 1952 and published it in 1956-1957. Reminiscing on the experience, 
Maḥfūẓ said “The writing of the trilogy has had successive interruptions due to 
my work in inspection at the Ministry of Endowments, and it took me four years 
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to work between thinking and writing” (Fatimah Musa, 1999: p. 133). If the nov-
el Palace Walk depicts the generation of fathers embodied in Mr. Ahmed Abdul 
Jawad, and his wife Amina, the novel Palace of Desire symbolizes the generation 
of children represented by Kamal Abdul Jawad, while Sugar Street exemplifies 
the generation of grandchildren represented by Radwan ibn Yassin, his first wife, 
Abdel Moneim and Ahmed Shaukat, the sons Khadija. 

5. Translating the Novel Sugar Street (Sukriyyah)  
into Hebrew 

Najīb Maḥfūẓ’s Al-Sukriyyah was translated as mentioned earlier by the Israeli- 
Iraqi writer Sami Mikhail, who was born in Baghdad in 1926 and emigrated to 
Palestine in 1948. Mikhail also translated the novels, Palace Walk and Palace of 
Desire, i.e. he translated the whole trilogy into Hebrew. Undoubtedly, the most 
important features of the translator should be his excellent command of both his 
native language and the foreign language from which he translates. Indeed, Sami 
Mikhail was skilled at Arabic owing to his upbringing and early life in Iraq, and 
he had good knowledge of Hebrew, the language which he knew well by virtue of 
his Judaism, and which became his official language after his migration from 
Iraq. Nonetheless, his translations were not accurate in some places. For the sake 
of this research, I will focus my notes on Sukriyyah and examine the following 
points: The title, translations of names, inaccuracies in the translation of time, 
confusions between singular and plural, not standardizing word translation, neg-
ligence of marginal clauses, negligence of punctuations, deletions, and changing 
the meaning. 

5.1. The Title 

Sami Mikhail did not translate the title of the novel as it is, but he changed it and 
called it Home in Cairo. Moreover, he added a subtitle, which is “The Cairo Tri-
logy, Part C, Third generation.” The title chosen by the author has a lot of indi-
cations and tells a lot about the author’s message and the content of the novel. 
Put differently, since the title here reveals the novel’s identity, especially it refers 
to a place, “Sukriyyah,” one of Cairo’s old neighborhoods, it should have been 
kept as it is. 

Maḥfūẓ considered the name of the place as evidence to determine the area of 
events in each part of the trilogy Palace Walk, Palace of Desire, and then Su-
kriyyah, (Sugar Street). Al-Azhar neighborhood is still the home of the charac-
ters in the novel (Maḥfūẓ, n.d.: p. 97). Even when the name of “Sukriyyah” was 
mentioned in the book, Sami Mikhail did not translate it in its correct pronun-
ciation, but translated it as “Al-Sakriyyah” rather than “Al-Sukriyyah” as it is 
pronounced in Arabic, especially the translator knew Arabic well. In his Su-
kriyyah, Maḥfūẓ says, “She was encouraged and so she visited As-Sukriyyah” 
(ibid., 23), but Mikhail translated it in Hebrew into “She was encouraged and vi-
sited As-Sakriyyah” (Maḥfūẓ, 1987: p. 2). It should be noted that the word has 
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been mentioned elsewhere (ibid., 87). 

5.2. Translation of Names 

Sami Mikhail translated Arabic names into Hebrew, and he should not have 
done so but should have kept them in Arabic as they are. He, for example, trans-
lated the magazine, “Majallat al-Fekr” (Thought Magazine) to “Yarhoun Haha-
gout,” in Hebrew. Maḥfūẓ says in his novel, “He wanted to read, at least in the 
book, ‘The Two Sources of Morality and Religion’” by Bergson, and to review a 
recent round in the monthly article of Majallat al-Fekr. But Mikhail translated it 
into “Yarhoun Hahagout.” 

The same is found in the translation of the magazine “The New Man” (Insan 
Jadeed), where Maḥfūẓ says in Sukriyyah “Finally, Shawkat found the building of 
the magazine ‘The New Man’” (ibid., 87). However, Mikhail wrote in his transla-
tion, “In the end, Ibrahim Shawkat found the building of the new man” (Mikhail 
69). Again, Mikhail should have translated the name of the new human maga-
zine as it is, because it is a name that should not be translated. 

Even when Mikhail translated the novel Bayn Al-Qasrayn, (Palace Walk) he 
did not maintain the original version, but changed the words. Maḥfūẓ says in 
“Sukriyyah and Bayn Al-Qasrayn,” (23) but Mikhail translated the phrase into 
“Qasrayn,” instead of keeping it as it is, especially the phrase refers to proper 
nouns. As a matter of fact, it is a name of a place in ancient Cairo used by 
Maḥfūẓ to convey the events of the first part of the trilogy just as he did with the 
other two parts Qasr As-Shawq and Sukriyyah. 

He also changed the translation of the name “Sheikh Mitwalli Abdul Samad.” 
Maḥfūẓ says in Sukriyyah “Sheikh Mitwalli Abdul Samad” (Maḥfūẓ, 21), but 
Mikhail endorsed “The Sheikh al-Mitwalli Abdul Samad” (Micahel, 21), instead. 
Clearly, he used the definite article “al” (the) before Mitwalli. Sometimes Mikhail 
used one name instead of another, which is undoubtedly illogical, because it 
causes confusion in understanding the meaning for the reader. Maḥfūẓ says in 
Sukriyyah that “Khadija never believed that she was 36” (Maḥfūẓ, 36) but Mik-
hail picked another name for Khadija in addition to other words, thus changing 
the meaning. He says, “Amina did not believe at all that she was only 36” (Mik-
hail, 19). Strangely enough, Mikhail at times would translate the meaning of the 
name, and consequently, his style lacked sequence. He, for example,e kept the 
term “al-Nahhaseen” (Coppersmiths) as it is (Maḥfūẓ 11) instead of translating 
its meaning just as he did with other names in the book. 

5.3. Inaccuracies in the Translation of Time 

Mikhail did not commit himself to the accuracy of the translation of time as 
stated in the novel Al-Sukriyyah. When Maḥfūẓ mentions time that refers to a 
certain period of time, he aims at referring to a particular goal. Hence, the trans-
lator should have investigated the accuracy of the translation of time. Examples 
of the above are many in Mikhail’s translation. Maḥfūẓ says in Sukriyyah “And 
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they got back to silence, and to hear the new voice that was singing” (Maḥfūẓ 
10), but Mikhail wrote in the Hebrew translation, “They drowned again in si-
lence for the singer who sang,” (Mikhail 160). Here Mikhail not only neglected 
the being verb brought by Maḥfūẓ in his novel but also adds words of his own, 
which is undoubtedly a flaw in translation. As Joseph Michal Shrim says, 

In the face of a difficult process, such as translation, the translator must 
play an important role and appeal to all his linguistic, mental and cognitive 
competencies in civilization as well so that he can convey the text that he is 
translating accurately and faithfully as much as possible. (Shrim, 1982: p. 42) 

Elsewhere in Sukriyyah, Maḥfūẓ says, “He wakes up from his dream” (11). 
Mikhail, however, wrote, “he was waking up” (11). In other words, he used past 
continuous instead of present. A similar mistake is made on a different occasion 
where Maḥfūẓ says in Sukriyyah, “He shows admiration,” (13) but Mikhail 
translated it using the past instead of the present, saying, “He showed admira-
tion,” (13). Mikhail repeated the same mistake in another place when Maḥfūẓ 
says, “He watches the owner of the dress,” (13) but somehow Mikhail changed 
the tense and the meaning when he wrote, “He examined the girl” (13). Strange-
ly, this phenomenon appeared in different places in Mikhail’s translated manu-
script (13-14). Clearly, Mikhail did not adhere to the accuracy of the translation 
of time, for he unduly changed the tenses. Maḥfūẓ, for instance, writes “he was 
like the rest of the people of the house complimenting Aisha in the person of 
Naima,” (13), but Mikhail translated it into “Like the rest of the house, he ex-
pressed sympathy with Aisha through Naima.” Notice the translator here neg-
lected the meaning conveyed by the past continuous tense and translated the 
tense into the simple past. A few pages afterwards, Maḥfūẓ writes somewhere 
else, “He was liking his official work,”(14) but Mikhail changed the words and 
the tense saying, “He didn’t like his government job” (14), thus failing to recog-
nize the difference in meaning as a result of the two different tenses, let alone the 
inaccuracy of the words chosen. 

5.4. Confusion in Translation between Singular and Plural 

Mikhail’s translation did not also take into account the difference between plural 
and singular. On some occasions, he would use the plural instead of the singular 
and vice versa, the singular instead of the plural. For instance, Maḥfūẓ writes in 
his novel, “The master lifted his head off the notebook,” (16). Mikhail somehow 
translated it into, “The master lifted his head off the books” (16). The “note-
book” in the original novel is translated into “notebooks” in Hebrew, and it is 
not clear why he pluralized the singular. The same mistake is committed a few 
pages afterwards. Maḥfūẓ’s sentence is, “On Friday, the branches returned to the 
origin.” But it is drastically changed in Mikhail’s translation. It becomes, “On 
Fridays, all were returning to the rule,” (18). Mikhail gave a blind eye to the 
tense, grammatical category of nouns and content. 
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6. Not Standardizing Word Translation 

Sami Mikhail did not follow a standardized approach in translating Al-Sukriyyah, 
as he translates the same Arabic word into a different word in Hebrew. The ex-
amples abound: he translates, for example, the word “master” (sayyed in Arabic) 
(38) into “husband or owner” (Ba’al in Hebrew) (39) and at other times, he 
translates the same word “master” (adoun in Hebrew) (45). The word “rizq,” as 
we find it, is translated into “money,” one time (13) and into “livelihood,” (13) 
sometimes else. And “ahlan,” in Sukriyyah is turned into “welcome,” and is 
maintained as “ahlan,” in Hebrew letters in Mikhail’s translated novel (17). 

The difference between the two versions can be more extreme as we shall see 
in the following example. “Time, Sultana, I have long told you truthfully, but 
you don’t seem to believe it, Sultana,” Maḥfūẓ said in Al-Sukriyyah (19). How-
ever, Mikhail translated it into “Times have changed, singer, and I’m telling you 
the truth over and over again, and it seems you do not believe it, my lady” (18). 
With Mikhail, “sultana,” becomes “singer,” and “my lady,” in the same sentence. 

7. Negligence of Marginal Clauses 

We note through Mikhail’s translation of Maḥfūẓ’s Sukriyyah that he neglected 
the marginal clauses in many places in the Hebrew translation. Maḥfūẓ says, for 
example, “Welcome, (Ahlan Wa-Sahlan in Arabic) then while he points to the 
seat that Hamzawi angrily vacated” (19). In Mikhail’s translation, Maḥfūẓ’s ex-
tract becomes, “Ahlan Wa-Sahlan; he pointed to the seat that Hamzawi vacated 
and added: Please” (17). Here, he neglected the marginal clause and confused the 
marginal with the main meaning when he should have maintained the original 
meaning and phrasing. Likewise, in the following excerpt, Mikhail paid no at-
tention to the marginal clause: Maḥfūẓ marks, “This is what awaits you, Master 
of the generous people! Then ‘in a sad tone,’” (18). In Mikhail’s translated ver-
sion, the excerpt is phrased, “I expect this from you, Master of the generous 
people and added afterwards with a sad tone,” (18). Clearly, here, he neglected 
the fact that the phrase “in a sad tone,” in the original versions serves as a mar-
ginal phrase that is not part of the main content and turns it as an integral part 
of the main content written free from punctuation marks. 

8. Negligence of Punctuation Marks 

Mikhail did not consider the punctuation marks in the novel very seriously, 
which is reflected in translating numerous sentences without use of these 
marks. According to Haridy Mohammad Abdul Latif (1989: p. 147), “The 
translator’s neglect of transferring punctuation from the original leads to confu-
sion of meaning in the mind of the reader”. Maḥfūẓ says, for example, in his 
Al-Sukriyyah “How difficult is the stairs!” (11). In Mikhail’s translated novel, the 
excerpt appears as, “So tough to me to go up on the stairs,” doing away with ex-
clamation marks, which leads to a glitch in meaning. At a different place, 
Maḥfūẓ says, “from Farouk Street and back and from Musky and to it” (11). Yet, 
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Mikhail wrote, “From Farouk’s beginning to the end and to the extension of the 
Musky) (93). Evidently, the translator disregarded the punctuation marks at the 
beginning and end of the sentence. Another clear example is discerned when 
Maḥfūẓ says somewhere else, “I know my duty!” (45). But, Mikhail translated it 
as, “I know my duty,” without punctuation marks (93). On a different occasion, 
Maḥfūẓ says, “Say my aunts…!” But Mikhail translated it free from punctuation 
marks. 

9. Deletions 

Mikhail unjustifiably deleted some Arabic words in his translation of Al-Su- 
kriyyah into Hebrew, in harmony with the fact that critics believe it is the right 
of the translator to delete words from a certain phrase or add words to it in the 
interests of meaning (Mohammad Abdul Ghani Hasan, 1966: p. 53). The truth is 
that Mikhail dropped some words in his translation, which influenced the 
meaning rather than serve it. Maḥfūẓ says, for example, that, “He rose to pray 
al-’Asr,” (the afternoon prayer) (35). Mikhail, however, finds it sufficient to say, 
“He rose to pray” (21) without specifying the time of the prayer, thus producing 
a flaw in the meaning. It is not clear which prayer he intends. When Maḥfūẓ de-
fines it is the afternoon prayer, he undoubtedly wishes to convey a certain 
meaning, because if he wanted to refer to a mere prayer, he would have left it 
undetermined. The same phenomenon recurs in the subsequent few pages, where 
Maḥfūẓ writes, “She was content with Abdul Mon’em and Ahmad and her ma-
rital life which was generally successful” (24). Mikhail, however, translates the 
excerpt with some deletions. He writes, “She was content with Abdel Mon’em 
and Ahmed and her married life” and dropped two words “generally” and “suc-
cessful” and undoubtedly the deletion jumbled the meaning. 

And on another occasion, Maḥfūẓ writes, “It’s not just the world that’s changed, 
but people have changed more,” (19). It was translated by Mikhail “Not only the 
world has changed, but also the people” (18) and dropped some words from the 
translation which has influenced the meaning of the writer. In short, this phe-
nomenon has been repeated elsewhere in translation indicating that Mikhail’s 
manner of deletion was not a mere accident (17, 93). 

10. Changing the Meaning 

In his book, The Mayor and the Merits of Poetry: Its Manners and Criticism, 
Iben Rashiq Al-Qirwani says, “The word is the body and its soul is the meaning, 
and their association is as the connection of the soul to the body; each weakens 
with the other’s weakening and strengthens if the other does” (Al-Qirwani et al., 
1963: p. 124). Mikhail does not find this rule interesting and chooses to create 
his own rules of translation. He translated Maḥfūẓ’s meanings in a way unlike 
the meaning the author wanted and the examples are numerous. Maḥfūẓ, for in-
stance, says in Sukriyyah “in one of Ahmed Abdo’s coffee shop rooms” (55), 
which is translated by Mikhail into “in a compartment in a coffee shop by Ah-
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mad Abdo” (25). This is not the meaning intended by Maḥfūẓ, who did not 
mean a small room or a compartment in a coffee shop. If he had meant this, he 
would have written it in his books directly, but Mikhail reformed the import, 
thus endangering the message desired by the author. Maḥfūẓ says elsewhere, 
“No, no, no,” (64), which is translated by Mikhail into “No, no” (47). In so 
doing, he changes the meaning. When Maḥfūẓ, repeats the negation article three 
times, he intends to confirm the meaning. In other words, he does not repeat it 
in vain. 

Another example: Maḥfūẓ says on subsequent pages, “Welcome Hajj Yassin” 
(57), which becomes in Mikhail’s translated version, “Good evening, Hajj Yas-
sin” (78). This implies Mikhail changed the time of the event in the novel, and 
decided it was in the evening, although it was not. I so doing, he affects the orig-
inal meaning of the author. 

These changes were not casual or scarce but numerous (1, 17, 87), which in-
dicates that Mikhail was either indifferent to the meaning intended by the author 
or simply he was inaccurate and did not think the changes were important or he 
believed he helped explain the meaning of the author. 

11. Conclusion 

The conclusions drawn by the study are the following: 
1) The Israeli orientalists pay special attention to Arab literature in general, 

and to Maḥfūẓ’s literature in particular, being an important source of disclosure 
of the nature of Arab society in general and Egyptian society in particular. 

2) The Israeli orientalists were highly interested in Maḥfūẓ’s literature owing 
to the richness of his production, his prestige in the international and Arab lite-
rature, as well as his own attitudes towards Israel before and after the October 
War, for which he was criticized, and even prevented from writing because of 
them. 

3) Mikhail’s translation of Sukriyyah was not only inaccurate, as his transla-
tion was marred by many mistakes that influenced the meaning that Maḥfūẓ 
wanted. He, for example, did not translate the title of the novel accurately, al-
though it is one of the places in ancient Cairo. Not only this, but when the name 
itself appears inside the novel it was wrongly translated. The same happens with 
other names of places and people when translated into Hebrew, thus bringing 
about a defect in the meaning. 

4) Mikhail did not adhere to the accuracy of the translation of time. Maḥfūẓ 
refers in his novel to a certain time, but Mikhail, as we have seen, is not accurate 
in translating the time intended by the author. Nor is he accurate when translat-
ing the nouns for he stumbles between singular and plural. 

5) Mikhail did not pay attention to punctuation marks or marginal sentences, 
which caused a breakdown in translation. 

Mikhail deleted some Arabic words in his translation, which influenced the 
meaning of the translation, and changed the meaning of some words in his 
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translation contrary to the meaning of Maḥfūẓ. 
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Abstract 
Death of a Salesman premiered in 1949, deeply revealing an intuitive under-
standing of the society at that time. Since then, the tragic masterpiece has 
been studied hundreds of times in a variety of theories. In the third decade of 
the twenty-first century, more and more people are pursuing wealth and suc-
cess, emphasizing on the materialistic in life. It is worth reading Death of a 
Salesman again. This paper relies on the original playscript rather than oth-
ers’ theories, and perceives the fusion of the Marxism’s influence on the play 
through a close reading of the text. 
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1. Introduction 

Arthur Miller (1915-2005), a significant force in American drama during the last 
century, passed away in the beginning of this century. His tragic masterpiece 
Death of a Salesman, nevertheless, will never fade away/out with the death of the 
dramatist. In the play, Miller, through the tragic story of an aging traveling sa-
lesman, successfully dramatizes the conflict in the American consciousness be-
tween the desire for material success and the search for adventure and happi-
ness, and deeply reveals an intuitive understanding of the society of his time. 

A variety of theories have been employed on the studies of Death of a Sales-
man, such as sociolinguistic analysis (Akins, 2009: pp. 5-12), interpersonal ac-
ceptance and rejection theory and family systems theory (Chavkin & Chavkin, 
2015: pp. 27-44), and psychoanalytic theory (Anwar, 2018: pp. 31-38). Indeed, 
the criticisms on the masterpiece are too numerous to be reviewed here. Rather 
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than applying a theory to interpret the play, however, this short article will un-
dergo a close reading of the text, scrutinizing the imprints of traditional Marx-
ism-the doctrine of Karl Marx (1818-1883) and Friedrich Engels (1820-1895) 
between the lines, which is a very powerful and influential intellectual force in 
the first half of the twentieth century. 

2. Willy’s American Dream 

In Death of a Salesman, Miller profoundly depicts Willy Loman’s American 
dream. Willy, the tragic figure, lives in the American dream for all his life, and 
believes that the United States is the greatest country in the world, in which, as 
long as one can adventure, he will definitely be successful. As Willy puts it, “The 
greatest things can happen!” (Miller, 1958: p. 157) He is always unrealistically 
optimistic, and self-important. For example, although he is only a common trav-
eling salesman, and his friend—Charley’s business is successful, he blindly be-
lieves that he will have his own business which will be much bigger than Char-
ley’s. 

In his mind, his brother, Ben, is the concrete embodiment of success of the 
American dream. Ben is a wealthy entrepreneur. He went to the diamond mines 
on the Gold Coast of Africa, and walked into the jungle when he was seventeen. 
Four years later, Ben walked out of the jungle, having gotten rich. Willy respects 
him as a hero. At the first time he introduces Ben to his sons, he proudly says, 
“This is your Uncle Ben, a great man!” (Miller, 1958: p. 157) 

Furthermore, the success of his sons is also an important part of Willy’s 
American dream. As he blindly thinks himself superior to Charley, Willy always 
thinks his sons superior to others. He always dreams that Biff, his elder son, en-
tertains great expectations, for instance, that three universities are offering scho-
larships for Biff, and Biff will be a football star. 

Willy began to fill his children with the spirit of the commercial adventures 
since their early youth. He tells them, “[...] the man who makes an appearance in 
the business world, the man who creates personal interest, is the man who gets 
ahead.” (Miller, 1958: p. 146) 

He teaches his sons, using Ben as their model, to aspire towards becoming 
great men of the future. When he discusses how and what he should teach his 
boys with Ben, he strongly revealed these feelings, “... [Ben] was rich! That’s just 
the spirit I want to imbue them [Willy’s two sons] with!” (Miller, 1958: p. 160) 

The desire for reaching material success through adventure, which Arthur 
Miller vividly draws out in Death of a Salesman, in fact is the product of the 
commercial/capitalist society. Unlike the feudal society which is rigidly strati-
fied, the capitalist society provides every one the equal opportunity to be suc-
cessful, because everything is fair in buying and selling in market. Thus, if 
someone is smarter, more aggressive and hardworking than other people, he 
promises to be more established. 

Also, Willy’s unrealistic optimism is deeply influenced by the established val-
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ues present in the United States during the late 1940’s—a time when the United 
States had won the great victories in the two world wars. The United States ac-
cumulated the huge capital through buying cheaper black slaves at the beginning 
of its development, and by selling arms during two world wars. After the Second 
World War, the U. S. dollar became an international currency, and the United 
States became the strongest country in the world. Thus, the American govern-
ment blindly thought that they could easily control most of countries in the 
world. As one saying put it, “When American sneezes, all of the world will get 
the flu.” 

3. The Conflict between the Dream and the Reality 

In Death of a Salesman, through the conflict between Willy’s dream and reality, 
Miller clearly shows how Willy’s dream is unrealistic. According to the play, 
some Americans like Ben had indeed realized their American dream, but not 
everyone can win in this kind of commercial gambling. If someone wants to be a 
very successful businessman, he must be ruthless and not worry about other 
people’s feelings. In this play, Miller uses Ben’s mouth to tell audiences about the 
trick for success in competitions, 

Never fight fair with a stranger, boy. You’ll never get out of the jungle that 
way. (Miller, 1958: p. 158) 

The depiction of Ben’s experience and life in the play is compendious, but 
from Ben’s words, shrewd behavior, and unfeeling attitude towards people, 
audiences can still imagine how Ben unscrupulously competes and struggles 
throughout his life, at last becoming a material success. 

However, Willy is not Ben. Since he is not hardhearted and practical 
enough, he can only be the foil, or prey of such millionaires rather than one 
of “Ben”s—successes. Just like a pyramid, a few “Ben” successes need thou-
sands upon thousands of “Willy” failures as foundation stones. In the play, 
Willy cannot realize his ideal. As his counterparts, his sons cannot either. Af-
ter tramping around for many years, and trying twenty or thirty different 
kinds of jobs, Biff runs into snags and is defeated everywhere he turns. At last, 
he wakes up from his phony dream built up since his childhood, and begins to 
realize the true social status of him and his father. Biff painfully tells the truth 
to his father, 

Pop! I’m a dime a dozen, and so are you! (Miller, 1958: p. 217) 
I am not a leader of men, Willy, and neither are you. You were never any-
thing but a hard-working drummer who landed in the ash can like all the 
rest of them! (Miller, 1958: p. 217) 

Unfortunately, Willy cannot wake up from his beautiful dream at all. He feels 
that Biff has failed to live up to his expectations and complains vigorously that 
Biff has degenerated, even in the greatest country in the world! He shouts in a 
huff, 
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I am not a dime a dozen! I am Willy Loman, and you are Biff Loman! 
(Miller, 1958: p. 217) 

But, what does “Loman” mean? “Loman” is not an equivalent of a millio-
naire’s name like “Rockefeller” or “Ford”. No, it only means “low man”. As 
Harshbarger pointed out, “Miller has incorporated a pun into his protagonist’s 
name: ‘low man.’ [...] Willy is a ‘low man’ most obviously in the sense that he 
has been a small and insignificant failure.” (Harshbarger, 1979: p. 53) Willy Lo-
man is only an unimportant little man existing in society. This is a cruel reality 
which Willy himself refuses to recognize! 

When Willy was young, perhaps he had been a very well received salesman 
who had a smile and a shoeshine, and was humorous and happy. After more 
than thirty years of struggle and worry, however, he is old and infirm now, and 
his mind is so overactive that he can not concentrate on his driving. One time or 
more Willy even stops at a green light, and then goes when the light turns red. 
He realizes something must be done; therefore, he wants to work in the office 
instead of driving everywhere everyday. Unfortunately, since he has lost the val-
ue which he had in the past, he is fired. At that point in time, Willy angrily says 
to his boss, 

I put thirty-four years into this firm, Howard, and now I can’t pay my in-
surance! You can’t eat the orange and throw the peel away—a man is not a 
piece of fruit! (Miller, 1958: p. 181) 

On the surface, it seems fair that Willy works for Howard and then gets his 
salary for his work, but essentially this kind of exchange is not fair. Willy’s lines 
above remind of us the viewpoint of Marxism, the wages capitalists pay to work-
ers are only for workers’ labour rather than their work. The “work” is the result 
of the “labour”, but more valuable than the “labour”. The balance between the 
labour and work is surplus value, which is held by capitalists. This is how capi-
talists exploit workers. Willy is also exploited by Howard in this way, being 
squeezed out surplus value for thirty-four years. As a common traveling sales-
man, he has to drive hither and thither, sometimes working ten, or twelve hours 
a day and literally exhausting himself. 

In such a commercial/capitalist society, the fetishism of money, property, and 
commodities becomes so powerful that people’s relationships become mere 
money relations. The sentimental veil among people has been torn away, and 
people can hardly keep their dignity as human beings. As Karl Marx and Frie-
drich Engels vividly described in The Communist Manifesto, 

It [the bourgeoisie] has drowned the most heavenly ecstacies of religious 
fervor, of chivalrous enthusiasm, of philistine sentimentalism, in the icy 
water of egotistical calculation. It has resolved personal worth into ex-
change value, and in place of the numberless indefeasible chartered free-
doms, has set up that single, unconscionable freedom, Free Trade. In one 
word, for exploitation, veiled by religious and political illusions, it has subs-
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tituted naked, shameless, direct, brutal exploitation (Marx, 1964: p. 6). 

With the development of capitalism, obviously, the whole society became 
wealthier, and the living standard of working class in developed countries like 
America is being raised as well. However, in light of Marxist viewpoints, workers 
in capitalist society are still poor—relatively poor. For instance, although in-
comes of a worker in America might be higher than that of a business man in an 
emerging country, in his own country his income and social status are both 
much lower than those of a wealthy man. Human beings are not animals. People 
not only need food, clothes, and house, but also need other people’s respect and 
understanding. If a person is always in a low social status, he or she will feel de-
pressed and miserable. Compared with workers in emerging countries, Willy 
seems richer because he has his private car, but he has to work hard in order to 
pay the mortgage and installments for his refrigerator, washing machine, va-
cuum cleaner, and so on. He is often sad and lonely on the road, and does not 
have people to talk to. When business is bad, he really worries that he will never 
sell anything again and will not be able to make a living for his family. 

4. The Collapse of Willy’s American Dream 

At the denouement of Death of a Salesman, by using Willy’s death, Miller illu-
strates to the audience that Willy’s dream has truly collapsed in the reality. Willy 
can not realize his dream at all; however, he still hopes his sons, the continuation 
of his life, will make it real. Thus, he commits suicide so that his family may col-
lect the twenty thousand dollars from his insurance policy, thus creating a con-
dition for his sons to succeed. 

Linda, Willy’s wife, loves her husband and sons more than herself. She cannot 
understand Willy’s death. After her husband’s death, she repeatedly asks, “Why 
did you do it? I search and search and I search, and I can’t understand it” 
(Miller, 1958: p. 222). In her opinion, having worked a lifetime to pay off the 
house, Willy almost owns it, and will not need to worry about paying a mortgage 
any more. He will be able to relax and enjoy life, for example, planting the gar-
den. But he takes his life and will never live in the house for which he has strug-
gled all his life. Why did he have to commit suicide!? 

Linda is a nice and kindhearted woman, and she opposes cruel struggles. For 
example, when Ben teaches Biff the trick of fighting, she dissatisfiedly asks her 
husband, “Why must he fight, dear?” (Miller, 1958: p. 157) Unlike her husband, 
she stands aloof from worldly success; for her, her husband and sons are her 
whole world. Since she has never been involved in any fierce competition, natu-
rally, she cannot understand the sadness and pain after the failure of violent 
struggle, and therefore she is unaware of the spiritual crisis of her husband. 

As “outside eyes”, nevertheless, audiences could clearly see that Willy has suf-
fered a grave spiritual crisis before his suicide by observing his contradictory ac-
tions. For instance, although Willy desperately needs a job, asking only forty 
dollars salary for a week work from Howard, his boss, he turns down a better job 
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offer from Charley, his friend, without any hesitation. Willy has belittled Charley 
before, thinking that his business would be much more successful than that of 
Charley. In the end, however, he seems to have no way to go except accepting 
Charley’s charity. How can he face such a “taunt” that indeed injures his 
self-esteem?! 

What Willy seeks for all his life is not only a house or a job, but material suc-
cess. As long as he is successful and outstanding, he will be rich, powerful, and 
respected by others. For Willy in Death of a Salesman, it is only material success 
that will be able to bring the greatest satisfaction; otherwise, life is totally mea-
ningless. The very complex of Willy, the American dream in the play, comes 
from the reality of American society, and influences all his behaviors. Unfortu-
nately, after more than thirty years of struggle, his energies wane, his mind be-
gins to crack, and he has totally failed. Reviewing his life, nevertheless, he does 
not doubt his American dream at all. Instead, he regrets that he did not go to 
Alaska so that he lost the most important chance to be successful in his life. 
Consequently, he decides through his suicide to provide a chance for his sons to 
continuously seek material success. 

Doubtlessly, from Death of a Salesman, audiences are able to tangibly perceive 
that Willy’s contradictory actions are motivated by the delusions of his Ameri-
can dream, and his suicide is the inevitable outcome of the conflict between his 
miraculous dream and the cruel reality he lives. No wonder, thus, in a periodical 
of the far Right, the play has been claimed a “time bomb expertly placed under 
the edifice of Americanism” (Miller, 1958: p. 27). 

5. Miller’s Selective Realism 

As analyzed previously, through the collapse of the lowly traveling salesman, 
Arthur Miller links the individual, Willy Loman, to the social whole. We might 
regard Death of a Salesman as a modern realistic tragedy with its emphasis on 
social concerns, which reminds of us those of Ibsen. In fact, Miller has a high 
opinion of Ibsen, and, for instance, he once discusses Ibsen’s realism in his writ-
ing (Miller, 1958: pp. 19-22). 

Evidently, Miller’s manipulation is influenced by realism. As Engels points out 
in his letter of 1888 to Margaret Harkness (1854-1923), “Realism to my mind 
implies, besides truth of detail, the truthful reproduction of typical characters 
under typical circumstances.” (Eagleton, 1976: p. 46) The very comments of Engels 
were thought of as the definition of realism by Marxist critics for a long time. 

Unquestionably, the theory of realism plays a very important role in Marxist 
literary criticism, though some Marxist dramatists and directors, such as Berthold 
Brecht (1898-1956), are antirealists. First of all, Marx and Engels both liked realis-
tic writers like Honoré de Balzac (1799-1850) and Charles Dickens (1812-1870), 
and gave these two writers high evaluation. Moreover, in the former Soviet Un-
ion, the theory of “socialist realism” appeared in the middle of 1930s, and was 
then believed to be the only correct methodology in literature and arts. Histori-
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cally, realism influenced many artists, who believed in Marxism, or who were 
leftwing, and Miller is one of them. 

Death of a Salesman, on the other hand, differs from traditional realism in 
some respects. Although in the play Miller employed a realistic approach to deal 
with the relation between the characters and the environment, he heightens cer-
tain details of action, scenery, and dialogue while omitting others. We might call 
Miller’s realism a selective realism, which is mainly based on traditional realism, 
but sometimes neatly shifts to antirealism (Wilson & Goldfarb, 1983: p. 342). 

Flashback, for example, plays an extremely important part in The Death of a 
Salesman. To express Willy’s particular mental state, Miller weaves those scenes 
from the past into Willy’s stream of consciousness. Just as its original title, The 
Inside of His Head (Miller, 1958: p. 23), suggests, the play frequently highlights 
selected elements of Willy’s inner world. As a result, locations of The Death of a 
Salesman sometimes freely shift from one to another. In Act One, for instance, 
when Willy is deeply moved by the love from Linda (his wife), guiltily thinking 
of his disloyalty, simultaneously, the scene transfers from his kitchen into an inn 
where he meets The Woman (his lover), and then switches back into the kitchen 
after their meeting: 

Willy, with great feeling: You’re the best there is, Linda, you’re a pal, you 
know that? On the road—on the road I want to grab you sometimes and 
just kiss the life outa you. 
The laughter is loud now, and he moves into a brightening area at the left, 
where The Woman has come from behind the scrim and is standing, 
putting on her hat, looking into a “mirror” and laughing. 
… 
Willy: Good night. And keep your pores open! 
The Woman: Oh, Willy! 
The Woman bursts out laughing, and Linda’s laughing blends in. The 
Woman disappears into the dark. Now the area at the kitchen table brigh-
tens. Linda is sitting where she was at the kitchen table, but now is mending 
a pair of her silk stockings. (Miller, 1958: pp. 149-150) 

On one hand, the scene above tells audiences events of the past through both 
characters’ actions and dialogues; on the other, it also describes Willy’s psycho-
logical movements. In the traditional realist play, however, flashbacks are events 
of the past exposed to audiences through characters’ dialogues rather than living 
scenes. 

Additionally, Miller also used elements of symbolism in his play. Like a specter, 
Ben frequently appears in the play with his music, and always repeats that he has a 
little time, and the jungle is dark but full of diamonds. It appears that the jungle 
symbolizes a dichotomy, or a paradox, which mixes danger and wealth. At the 
climax of Willy’s inner struggle, Ben—the symbol of material success (an epitome 
of the American dream)—reappears. He encourages Willy, “Yes, outstanding, with 
twenty thousand behind him [Biff].” (Miller, 1958: p. 218) Money! Biff will be 
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successful! Thus Ben, the specter, tempts Willy to take his own life. 
Forms of literature and arts are historically changed, transformed, broken 

down and revolutionized as that content itself changes (Eagleton, 1976: p. 22). 
With the development of the human inner world, some artists tried to present 
the infinite qualities of the spirit, not only day-to-day activities. In fact, the ap-
pearance of realistic drama has partly changed after the Second World War. 
More or less, it has been influenced by a variety of antirealism, and has incorpo-
rated some antirealistic elements. Miller’s Death of a Salesman is an example of 
these dramas. 

6. Conclusion 

To sum up, in his Death of a Salesman, Arthur Miller puts his protagonist, Willy 
Loman, into a particular social environment. By building a relationship between 
Willy and others portrayed in society, Miller demonstrates a series of tragic con-
flicts. Willy’s problem is that he has implicit confidence in the established values 
of his society so he becomes unable to take proper measure of himself. Finally, 
the tragically deluded figure is destroyed by the society in which he dwells. In 
one word, Willy Loman is a typical character under typical circumstances, match-
ing the criterion of realism in Marxism. Basically, Arthur Miller utilizes a realis-
tic approach, but he also absorbs some antirealistic elements, keeping pace with 
the literary and artistic development of his times. In this way, his Death of a Sa-
lesman has reached the perfect unity in form and content. 
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Abstract 
The present study investigated how English as a foreign language (EFL) writ-
ers read and used source texts whilst reading-to-write. Two separate studies 
were conducted. In Study I, 16 participants were first completing a read-
ing-to-write task on an eye-tracker, and then a stimulated recall session was 
performed to elicit their text interpretation processes. In Study II, another 
172 participants responded to a reading-to-write process questionnaire after 
completing the same task. Findings from eye-tracking data, stimulated recalls, 
and questionnaires showed that the participants engaged in several types of 
text interpretation processes through task completion, and they were using 
different reading strategies at various stages of reading-to-write to understand 
and exploit the text provided in the source materials and in their own writ-
ings. 
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1. Introduction 

A typical reading-to-write task often provides writers with several source mate-
rials. These sources should be comprehended, and relevant information should 
be extracted and reassembled into an original piece of writing. The background 
information presented in the sources can help to mitigate the negative effects 
imposed on writers who are unfamiliar with the writing topics assigned (Jennings, 
Fox, Graves, & Shohamy, 1999; Lee & Anderson, 2007). Impact studies of inte-
grated writing tasks have also demonstrated that this kind of test can improve, to 
some extent, washback on teaching and learning of writing (Feak & Dobson, 
1996; Weigle, 2004). 
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Text interpretation is a process in which writers create “internal representa-
tions from linguistic and graphic inputs” (Hayes, 1996: p. 13), and is mainly 
concerned with reading activities. In a traditional independent writing task, text 
that needs to be interpreted includes the text in the task instructions and the text 
writers have written, while in an integrated reading-to-write task, text in the 
source materials is also added into the whole text, which may result in differenc-
es in writers’ cognitive processing while completing the task. In this study, EFL 
writers’ text interpretation processes while responding to a reading-to-write task 
were investigated, in order to gain more insights into writers’ use of this type of 
cognitive process. 

2. Literature Review 

Khalifa and Weir’s (2009: p. 43) reading model provides a useful classification of 
reading activities that test-takers perform in real-life situation. Two types of 
reading are identified in their model: careful reading and expeditious reading, 
both of which can be accessed at local and global levels. Careful local reading 
is used to comprehend the meaning of sentence(s), during which lower-level 
processes such as “decoding at the word or phrase levels” and “establishing propo-
sitional meaning at the sentence level” are involved; careful global reading is used 
to comprehend main ideas or the majority information in the whole text, and 
higher-level processes such as “linking propositions in building a mental model” 
and “inferencing” are involved in this type of careful reading (Khalifa & Weir, 
2009). Expeditious local reading is used to scan or search for specifics in the text, 
while expeditious global reading involves skimming for gist, or searching for 
main ideas and important details. 

Studies of reading processes in language assessment are mainly concerned 
with independent reading tasks (for example, reading comprehension tasks). 
Most findings have revealed that independent reading tasks seem to be targeted 
at measuring careful local reading at the clause and sentence level rather than 
careful reading at the global level, and rarely at expeditious reading (Urquhart & 
Weir, 1998; Khalifa & Weir, 2009; Moore, Morton, & Price, 2010). There is little 
research on reading processes involved in integrated reading-to-write tasks. 
Among these few attempts to investigate writers’ text interpretation processes, 
most studies were conducted through offline investigation methods. Shi (2004) 
compared the written products of two types of writing tasks (opinion and sum-
mary) produced by two groups of writers: native and non-native English writers. 
The findings revealed that L2 writers borrowed more from source texts than L1 
writers, and that the summary task elicited more verbatim use of source texts 
than the opinion task. Similarly, Campbell’s (1990) study found that L2 writers 
cited the source texts considerably more than L1 writers. 

Studies that investigated writers’ online cognitive processing are scarce (Wang 
& Zhang, 2021). Therefore, in order to improve our understanding of how writ-
ers read and use source text or any other types of text in reading-to-write, there 
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is a need to conduct experiments using some online investigation methods. This 
study used a combination of eye-tracking, stimulated recall and questionnaire 
methods to look into 16 EFL writers’ text interpretation processes while com-
pleting a typical reading-to-write task. Data from both online and offline me-
thods were collected and triangulated to address the following research question: 
How do EFL writers read and use source text as they complete a reading-to-write 
task? 

3. Methods 
3.1. Participants 

Study I involved 16 participants. They were all master’s students from China and 
were studying in the UK at the time of data collection. They ranged in age from 
21 to 28 years old. Eleven (69 percent) of them were females and five (31 per-
cent) were males. Their performance on the International English Language 
Testing System (IELTS) test overall and on the Reading and Writing compo-
nents is summarised in Table 1. The proficiency levels of these participants fell 
between B2 and C1 according to the Common European Framework of Refer-
ence for Languages (CEFR). 

172 participants took part in Study II. They were all native Chinese under-
graduate students enrolled in Business English programs at two universities in 
China. Among them, 120 were in their second year studying at University A; 52 
were in their third year studying at University B. They were mostly (91.4 per-
cent) female students, and their ages ranged from 20 to 21 years old. Based on 
their TEM-4 (Test for English Majors, Band Four; a national test for English 
major students in China) scores, it was estimated that their proficiency in Eng-
lish is between CEFR B2 and C1. These participants were regarded as being rep-
resentative of the population targeted by the TBEM-8 reading-to-write task. 

3.2. Tasks and Instruments 
3.2.1. Tobii TX300 Eye-Tracker 
The participants’ eye movements were recorded using a screen-based binocular 
tracking eye-tracker: Tobii TX300 (Tobii AB, Sweden). The infrared illuminators 
and image sensors are located underneath an ordinary looking monitor (screen 
unit). They are both invisible to the human eye causing no disturbance to the 
subject in an experiment so that a participant would perform the task as if sitting  

 
Table 1. Participants’ IELTS test scores. 

IELTS/IELTS  
components 

Mean Median Mode 
Standard  
Deviation 

Minimum Maximum 

Overall 7.16 7.00 7.50 0.35 6.50 7.50 

Reading 8.00 8.00 8.50 0.58 7.00 9.00 

Writing 6.25 6.00 6.00 0.55 5.50 7.00 
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in front of a normal computer screen. The Tobii TX300 has a high tolerance for 
head movement. It allows the subject to move freely in front of the eye-tracker if 
their heads are positioned within an area of 37 cm (width) × 17 cm (height) at a 
distance of 65 cm from the screen (maximum head movement speed: 50 cm/s). 
If the participant moves out of this area while being eye-tracked and then back 
into it, tracking is recovered almost instantly (time to tracking recovery after lost 
tracking: 10 - 165 ms). The freedom of head movement and unobtrusiveness al-
low participants to act more naturally and minimize their fatigue, particularly in 
a lengthy experiment such as the one reported in this study, which involved a 
reading-to-write task lasting about 40 minutes. In this way, the features of the 
specific eye-tracker used contribute to the validity of the claim that performance 
is authentic. 

3.2.2. TBEM-8 Reading-to-Write Task 
One sample task of the Test for Business English Majors-Band 8 (TBEM-8, de-
veloped and administered in China) reading-to-write tasks was used and inves-
tigated in this study. The topic of the task concerned Steve Jobs’ resignation 
from Apple. The task contained a set of instructions, and five source materials in 
the prompt. The instructions stated clearly 1) for whom this essay was to be 
written, so that the writer may be able to decide in what style the writing should 
be, for example, whether a colloquial style as might be used in an e-mail or an 
academic style similar to that used in an assignment for university course; 2) 
what content was expected in the writing (describe the event, analyze the situa-
tion and comment on the impact of Jobs’ resignation on Apple); 3) how long the 
writing should be (250 - 280 words) and how much time (40 minutes) was given 
to complete the task; and 4) some indication of how the writing was to be scored 
(how well you develop your ideas and how coherent your essay is). On the 
eye-tracker screen, the task was displayed as follows: the first three source mate-
rials were displayed on the left side of the screen, and the other two source ma-
terial and the answer sheet (where the participants typed their writings) were 
presented on the right side of the screen. 

3.2.3. Questionnaire 
A reading-to-write process questionnaire was also utilised to elicit participants’ 
cognitive processes. This questionnaire was developed by Chan (2013), and 
adapted according to the features of TBEM-8 reading-to-write task. In this ques-
tionnaire, items related to the text interpretation processes are: Item 2.1, “I read 
through the whole of each source material carefully”; Item 2.2, “I searched 
quickly for the ideas which might help me to write the essay”; Item 2.3, “I read 
some relevant part(s) of the materials carefully”; Item 4.5, “I selectively re-read 
the source materials”. 

3.3. Procedures for Data Collection 

In Study I, the 16 participants first completed the TBEM-8 reading-to-write task 
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while their eye movements were recorded by the eye-tracker. These eye traces 
then formed the stimuli for a stimulated recall session in which the participants 
reported their text interpretation processes while reading-to-write. The stimu-
lated recall session was conducted in Mandarin Chinese, and audio and video 
records were taken for later analysis. 

In Study II, the 120 participants from University A took the TBEM-8 read-
ing-to-write task as a midterm test for a college English writing course. They 
were given the task via computer in a multimedia classroom. Immediately after 
completing the task, the participants were asked to respond to the questionnaire 
reporting the extent to which source materials had been visited during task 
completion. Participants at University B were assessed using the reading-to- 
write task as the writing component of an end-of-term English test. The test was 
administered through a traditional paper and pencil format. It lasted about 120 
minutes, after which the questionnaire was given to the participants to elicit 
their text interpretation processes when completing the task. 

3.4. Data Analysis 

In Study I, the participants’ protocols were first transcribed based on the video 
recordings of the stimulated recall session. The transcriptions were then seg-
mented into a series of units for the following coding work. It should be noted 
that the text interpretation processes were categorised into several subprocesses 
so that different types of these processes can be investigated individually (see 
Table 2 for the working definitions and examples of these subprocesses). The 
number of occurrences for each subprocess was calculated. Also, these processes 
were further explained in detail using quotes from participants’ stimulated re-
calls. 

In Study II, 172 questionnaires were collected. Two questionnaires were dis-
carded because they were incomplete (more than ten items remained unans-
wered). The remaining 170 valid questionnaires were analysed using SPSS. A 
frequency analysis was conducted to see the percentage of participants choosing 
each number (1 to 5) for each item. The agreement rate for each item was calcu-
lated by adding the percentages of participants who agreed and strongly agreed 
to that item. 

 
Table 2. Working definitions and examples of text interpretation processes. 

Cognitive processes/ 
subprocesses (Codes) 

Working definitions of cognitive  
processes/subprocesses 

Examples 

Text 
interpretation 

(TI) 

TI-1 Participants read the instructions. 
“I was reading the 

instructions.” 

TI-2 Participants read the source texts. 
“I went back to read the 
second source material.” 

TI-3 
Participants read the 
text-written-so-far. 

… 
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4. Results and Discussion 
4.1. Study I 

Text interpretation is a process that creates “internal representations from lin-
guistic and graphic inputs” (Hayes, 1996: p. 13). In the context of an indepen-
dent writing task, the text to be interpreted normally includes the text in task in-
structions (TI-1) and the text writers have written (TI-3), while in a typical 
reading-to-write task, the text in source materials (TI-2) is also added into the 
whole text and thus resulting in differences in writers’ cognitive processing dur-
ing task completion. 

The whole process of completing the TBEM-8 reading-to-write task was, for 
ease of analysis, divided into three phases: before writing, during writing and af-
ter writing (after completion of the first draft). The participants’ protocols were 
then parsed to differentiate the use of text interpretation process between these 
phases. Table 3 shows the number of occurrences of the participants reading the 
task instructions (TI-1) at different phase of writing. Before writing, they started 
by reading through the entire instructions carefully to create an initial under-
standing of the task, for example, Participant 8 reported that “I read through the 
instructions very slowly and paid close attention to what I should write and how 
many aspects I should cover...”. Most of the participants reread the instructions 
several times before moving on to the source materials; this may be due to the 
complexity of instructions in reading-to-write tasks that test-takers may spend 
more time creating a task representation than they do in an independent writing 
task. This can also be supported by participants’ eye-traces that they read back 
and forth between the instructions and source materials in the first five minutes 
of task completion. Participant 13 explained this kind of looking behaviour in 
her recalls: 

I was reading the second source material, and then I went back to read the 
instructions again, I wanted to make sure what this material was for, and 
what was the connection between it and the instructions, then I could de-
cide in which part (of the essay) I could use the information in this materi-
al. 

Some participants also claimed that reading the source materials imposed an 
extra cognitive load on their minds that they forgot what the instructions were  

 
Table 3. Text interpretation-1 at different phase of writing by participant. 

Writing phase 
Participant 

Total 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

Before writing 6 6 9 3 2 6 3 6 3 5 4 3 5 4 3 6 74 

During writing 9 2 1 3 1 2 3 6 2 3 1 8 3 6 0 2 52 

After writing 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 5 

Total 16 8 10 8 3 8 6 12 6 8 5 11 9 10 3 8 131 
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about and thus reread the instructions either during or after reading the source 
materials. 

During writing, the participants most often used an expeditious form of read-
ing: scanning, to locate specific information in the task instructions, as evi-
denced in their eye-tracking recordings and the protocols, for example, Partici-
pant 12 went back to read the instructions while composing, “I was talking about 
resignation, so I had a look back to the instructions and found that it wanted me 
to discuss the impacts of Jobs’ resignation, this was to make sure that I was on 
the right track”. The purpose of reading the instructions at this phase is, to a 
large extent, monitoring the progress of writing, more specifically, to check if the 
text written so far is not deviating from the topic specified in the task instruc-
tions, and to determine whether writing plans need to be modified for the text to 
be produced. After completing the first draft, few participants reported that they 
revisited the task instructions when they re-checked if the essays fulfilled the re-
quirements of the task. This may be partly because most of the participants 
tended to monitor their writing frequently as they wrote, but less often after fi-
nishing the draft. 

Reading the source materials (TI-2) was the most reported process of text in-
terpretation (375 instances) in the participants’ stimulated recalls. Table 4 shows 
that they reported the most instances of TI-2 (271 instances, 72.3 percent) while 
they were writing; 98 instances (26.1 percent) were devoted to comprehending 
the source materials before writing and only two participants mentioned that 
they did read the materials after finishing the first draft. Before writing, the form 
of reading adopted by these participants was, as evidenced in eye-tracking re-
cordings, mostly careful reading. They read through the source materials in a 
slow and careful manner, particularly when they were reading the English source 
material (Source 2). Organising process (using strategies to understand the 
structure of readings) was also engaged in reading activities during this phase, 
for example, Participant 1 summarised the main points in different source mate-
rials when she was reading, “…I found that there were some similarities as well 
as some differences in these source texts, so I thought I might need to think crit-
ically on this issue, I re-evaluated the requirements of the task”. 

During writing, the participants used scanning most often to locate the spe-
cific information in the source materials they considered useful in their writing,  

 
Table 4. Text interpretation-2 at different phase of writing by participant. 

Writing phase 
Participant 

Total 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

Before writing 4 7 10 7 8 7 5 7 8 5 8 6 3 5 5 3 98 

During writing 30 19 23 17 11 12 23 19 22 14 6 16 14 14 19 12 271 

After writing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 6 

Total 34 26 33 24 19 19 28 26 30 22 14 22 17 22 24 15 375 
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which is similar to the process of reading the task instructions during writing; 
for instance, Participant 1 told the researcher why she frequently went back and 
forth between Source 2 and the answer sheet when writing the first paragraph of 
her essay, “…there were some key words I could add into my introduction, they 
helped to describe what kind of person Steve Jobs was, and what the impacts of 
his resignation were…they helped me to elaborate my points”. Similarly, Partic-
ipant 4 looked back to the same source material at some point during writing, 
but he stated that he was checking whether the word “resignation” was spelt 
correctly in his writing. 

As expected, rare instances of reading the source materials were found after 
writing. This may be because of the time limit under testing situations that 
test-takers may focus on examining the textual quality of their written products 
such as accuracy of spelling, word use and sentence structure rather than the 
appropriateness of the content which probably needs spending time to refer back 
to the source materials. 

Reading the text that had been written (TI-3) is the last subprocess of text in-
terpretation found in the participants’ stimulated recalls. Unlike the other two 
processes discussed above, this process may be expected not to differ much be-
tween independent and integrated writing tasks, as it is by nature more asso-
ciated with test-takers’ writing abilities rather than the integration of reading 
and writing skills. As shown in Table 5, most of the TI-3 processes (133 in-
stances) were reported during writing; the participants said they were trying to 
plan for the text to be produced by reading the text that had just been written, 
for example, Participant 5 stated that “I didn’t know what to write in the con-
cluding paragraph, so I went back to have a look at what I had written”, also they 
reported that they were checking the qualities of the text produced. 

4.2. Study II 

Four items were meant to measure the participants’ text interpretation process, 
which, in this questionnaire, referred specifically to participants’ activities relat-
ing to reading the source materials. Table 6 presents these four items and the 
agreement rate for each item. 

Overall, as shown in Table 6, more than 80 percent of participants chose ei-
ther “agree” or “strongly agree” in response to the four items. Items 2.1 and 2.3  

 
Table 5. Text interpretation-3 at different phase of writing by participant. 

Writing phase 
Participant 

Total 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

Before writing - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

During writing 21 3 8 8 12 7 3 17 8 13 1 11 7 1 9 4 133 

After writing 1 4 0 2 0 2 1 3 2 6 0 0 4 1 1 2 29 

Total 22 7 8 10 12 9 4 20 10 19 1 11 11 2 10 6 162 
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Table 6. Agreement with items measuring the process of text interpretation. 

Items 
agree or strongly  
agree (n = 170) 

2.1 I read through the whole of each source material carefully 82.2% 

2.2 I searched quickly for the ideas which might help me to 
write the essay. 

89.3% 

2.3 I read some relevant part(s) of the materials carefully. 93.5% 

4.5 I selectively re-read the source materials. 87.1% 

 
investigated participants’ careful reading approaches. For Item 2.3, a very large 
proportion of participants (93.5 percent) claimed that they read some relevant 
part(s) of the materials carefully, while Item 2.1 had a lower agreement rate (82.2 
percent) among participants, and about 10 percent of participants did not agree 
that they read through the whole of each source material, which was distinct 
from the other items in this group. 

Items 2.2 and 4.5 elicited participants’ responses to activities relating to expe-
ditious reading. For Item 2.2, 89.3 percent of participants agreed that they 
searched quickly for the ideas which might be helpful in writing the essay, with 
10.7 percent of participants choosing “no view” on this item. Items 2.1 and 2.2 
seem to be opposites in some way, although it may be due to the fact that partic-
ipants are thinking more along the lines of a sequence of behaviour (e.g., they 
read carefully first, and then expeditiously later). But the questionnaire does not 
necessarily help to differentiate between the different types of behaviour that 
were able to be identified in the eye-tracking study. A similar high percentage of 
participants (87.1 percent) claimed that they selectively re-read the source mate-
rials while writing the first draft (Item 4.5), but there were also about three per-
cent of participants who thought they did not engage in this type of reading 
during writing. 

5. Conclusion 

A total of 668 instances of text-interpretation processes were reported by the 16 
participants in the eye-tracking and stimulated recall study; meanwhile, in the 
questionnaire study, a large proportion (more than 80 percent) of participants 
claimed that they adopted both careful and expeditious reading approaches 
when reading the source materials. Previous studies (e.g., Chan, 2013) showed 
similar results for writers’ reading activities in integrated writing tasks. This 
study goes on to further explore how these activities differ at various stages of 
writing, benefiting from the eye-tracking technique which allows an online in-
vestigation of participants’ eye-movements during task completion. 

Before writing, the participants typically started responding to the TBEM-8 
reading-to-write task by quickly browsing all the components of this task, and 
then went back to read the task instructions and source materials one after 
another in a slow and careful manner. They were also found comprehending and 
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analysing the structure of the source materials to interpret the connections be-
tween different sources. During writing, the participants most often used an ex-
peditious form of reading: scanning, to locate specific information in either the 
instructions or source materials that they considered useful in their writing. 
Another interesting finding was that the participants tended to read Chinese 
source materials much faster than the English texts. This may indicate that the 
language of the text appeared to influence the degree and nature of writers’ interac-
tion with the source texts, which has not been studied in previous research. After 
writing, the participants reported relatively less instances of text-interpretation 
process, most of which were devoted to reading the text that has been produced 
for monitoring and revising purposes. 

This study primarily contributed to increased insights into how EFL writers 
read and engage with source materials while reading-to-write, thus helping EFL 
teachers to better plan their lessons. For example, they should realise that EFL 
learners may be involved in different types of reading activities as they read and 
write, and they could design some specific tasks which may be helpful to raise 
students’ awareness of the varieties and usefulness of various reading processes 
when reading-to-write. Furthermore, the findings resulting from the analysis of 
eye-tracking, stimulated recall, and questionnaire data were triangulated and 
provided a solid basis on which conclusions could be drawn about test-takers’ 
text interpretation processes while completing the TBEM-8 reading-to-write 
task. It is believed that this methodology could be of value as part of test valida-
tion studies. For example, it could be used to collect a priori cognitive validity 
evidence based not on “what the test constructors believe an item to be testing” 
(Alderson, 2000: p. 97), but on what processes test-takers employ for successful 
task completion (Brunfaut & McCray, 2015). 
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Abstract 
Considered as having recently sprung up, health literature has suffered a long 
neglect by critics. However, with the outbreak of COVID-19, the latter has 
not finished reviving traces of literary pandemic representations. Consequently, 
much research is nowadays focusing on its collateral interactive impacts with 
the economy and other sectors while eluding stark thematic similarities that 
exist with anticipation fiction in terms of aesthetical representation. Thus, 
through comparative approach, Alex Scarrow’s Last Light is chosen to high-
light those parallels with oil fiction. Consequently, the analysis must, firstly, 
foster that oil fiction does reflect pandemic-like symptoms representations 
marked by economic and sociocultural substrata. Secondly, oil, like any pan-
demic, shall invariably influence characters’ mindset in the throes of para-
noia, duality, quest for social identity, etc. Thirdly, oil fiction is meant to per-
vade and seep throughout the whole narrative fabric thereby embedding a li-
terary journalism style and fueling the narrative with aesthetic representa-
tions abundant with tropes that inevitably tap into medical, financial, pyra-
midal, conspiracy metaphors, etc. 
 

Keywords 
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1. Introduction 

Marie Telling’s “Ce que la littérature peut nous apprendre sur les épidémies” 
(What literature can teach us about epidemics) is a particularly compelling and 
groundbreaking contribution to a deeper understanding of the diverse potentials 
of energy humanities. This is all the more relevant because literature has always 
convoked historical facts that have irreversibly impacted human life through fic-
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tional treatment of situations that are intricately related to health, economy, 
culture, etc. Indeed, how many of us have not, for instance, read or heard of the 
success of works like Daniel Defoe’s A Journal of the Plague Year (Defoe, 1722), 
The Plague by Albert Camus (Camus, 1948), The Year of the Flood by Margaret 
Atwood (Atwood, 2009), to name but a few? It may therefore prove worthwhile 
to determine why and how global curfew and lockdown measures will further 
pave the way to the comeback of thrillers that, like Contagion, enjoy a second 
success in the wake of the coronavirus pandemic. 

With the rediscovery of certain bestsellers, although some anticipation fictions 
do not directly treat the theme of pandemic, they significantly display the same 
underlying thematic approach and establish consistent parallels with paranoia, 
poor governmental communication and management, human nature, consump-
tion excesses, etc. which coronavirus is currently inspiring to many a reader. A 
case in point is Last Light, a narrative dealing with Peak Oil and conspiracy and 
rife with COVID-19-like symptoms and side-effects. In fact, Alex Scarrow de-
picts Great Britain and some places around the world impacted by a conspiracy 
around the management of dwindling global oil reserves. As usual, in situations 
of chaos like this, human beings tend to manage to survive in hostile environ-
ments ruined by peak oil. 

The aim of this article is not to deal with the collateral interactive effects be-
tween oil and coronavirus but, rather, to focus on the similarities of their effects 
on society, economy, literature, etc., hence its particular focus on the following 
hypotheses. Firstly, oil fiction does reflect pandemic-like symptoms representa-
tions marked by economic and sociocultural substrata. Secondly, oil, like any 
pandemic, invariably pervades and seeps throughout the whole narrative fabric 
thereby fueling plot events and influencing characters’ mindset and final narra-
tive outcomes. Through a comparative approach, the study is meant to generate 
alternative perceptions in terms of prevention of psychologic, sociocultural and 
economic impacts, the inhibition of violence against women and children in times 
of confinement, aesthetic representations, etc. 

This work is therefore divided into three parts. The first one performs an analy-
sis of socioeconomic impacts of the crisis. The second one represents a psycho-
logical diagnosis of characters. Thirdly, it will be the place to explore aesthetic 
representations in the narrative. 

2. Socio-Economic Impacts of the Crisis 

In their treatments of oil-centered issues in fiction, critiques often widely resort 
to the notion of petroculture which has been defined as follows: 

“Broadly defined, the term ‘petrocultures’ refers to the social imaginaries con-
stituted by the knowledge, practices, and discourses resulting from the con-
sumption of and subsequent dependence on oil.” 

Although petrocultures involve a variety of social, economic, and political 
manifestations, they have also been defined in terms of cultural representations. 
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(Baptista, 2017) 
Oil has consistently shaped both our Weltanschauung (that is our ways of 

seeing the world) and our ways of life into new aesthetic modes. These, in my 
view, stand at the very crossroads of literature and such various social and eco-
nomic issues as resources and crisis management, education, gender, etc., and, as 
a result, reflect representations of societies based on oil economy. This section is 
therefore meant to highlight the multifaceted dynamic of oil and pandemic re-
lated to economic and social contexts that are inherent in populations in periods 
of, say, pandemic crisis. 

2.1. Pandemic-Inspired Representations of Economic Issues 

To economically analyze consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic and that of 
peak oil which “is the theorized point in time when the maximum rate of extrac-
tion of petroleum is reached, after which it is expected to enter terminal decline” 
(Climate Launch Pad, 2020). It is important to heed the following briefing of the 
European Parliament Think Tank as guideline: 

“The evidence reported in various studies indicates that epidemic disease im-
pacts on a country’s economy through several channels, including the health, 
transportation, agricultural and tourism sectors. At the same time, trade with 
other countries may also be impacted, while the interconnectedness of modern 
economies means that an epidemic can also implicate international supply chains.” 
(Delivorias & Scholz, 2020) 

The reading of this passage channels the complex search for similarities to-
wards the context of globalization and interdependence of countries. As a result, 
oil, through its use as a commodity, appears as a source of wealth, dominance or 
dependence, hence Alex Scarrow’s singular depiction of the consumerist British 
society as a community of extravagant consumers causing material excesses with 
“oilrich luxuries,… big cars, big homes, and an endless supply of power” (501). 
And, unsurprisingly enough, he announces that they are at the end of the oil age. 

Today, it is amazing to see how current world economic superpowers and old 
ones have joined their forces to fight the coronavirus. One reason for this is glo-
balization which makes them all vulnerable. With oil which “sustains this inter-
connected, interdependent world” (284), Britain is depicted as largely dependent 
on importation: “The vast majority of the food we eat in this country comes 
from abroad.” (73). Thus, Andy describes on page 245 how world agriculture 
through Argentina and Brazil suffers from the impact of oil crises and how the 
phenomenon reverberates throughout the whole supply chain. Similarly, PBS 
News Hour (2020) titled “How the COVID-19 pandemic is sending American 
agriculture into chaos” with Trump announcing a $19 billion aid for farmers. 

In the majority of oil crises, the Third World pays the price. Therefore, with 
the disparities that exist between oil producing and non-producing countries or 
developed countries and developing ones, Ash argues that all countries will suf-
fer from this crisis, contributing to what he calls a “global sacrifice” (510). A pa-
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rallel could therefore be drawn with the Coronavirus impact which has plagued 
each and every country. Concerning an economic analysis of oil dependence, the 
author compares oil to “the twentieth-century version of the Roman slave econo-
my.” (325). On account of modern economies using oil in all sectors, people get 
accustomed to simplified life until becoming dependent on the different services 
it provides. He analyses this type of dependence through the angle of slavery: 
“He said some economist once calculated the ways in which oil helps us live and 
translated that into slave power. He compared the oil economy to the Roman 
slave economy.” (325).  

In terms of finance, due to the domino effect, peak oil has caused the tum-
bling of prices of oil barrels impacting Wall Street, like the world is experiencing 
it presently with the Coronavirus. Besides predictions announcing the drop of 
the sterling, Scarrow (2007) goes as far as forecasting, as in Robinson Crusoe 
(Defoe, 1719), the same worthlessness of currencies in the near future after the 
crisis has lasted few days: “Money doesn’t mean anything right now.” (255). 

2.2. Social Impacts and Prevention 

Socially, the impact of oil can be analyzed in the light of dependences generated 
by a consumerist society as well as from the point of view of the various impacts 
of governmental policies during crises. Social impact analysis is often related to 
political decisions in the management of crisis. As in periods of pandemic, meas-
ures like confinement require a number of precautions since lockdowns are, 
generally, the first type of policy to be adopted by governments: “Reduce popu-
lation migration from the cities. That’s what Andy would have dryly answered, 
thought Jenny. It was the first step in disaster management—you have to control 
the movement of people as quickly as possible.” (252). Scarrow warns about the 
appropriateness of its implementation. Ruth sees it as a source of acceleration of 
social instability: “They start panic-buying; you end up with food running out in 
the shops, people getting even more worked up.” (253). 

Social divisions among members of the family and members of the communi-
ty are perceptible. Lockdowns sometimes prove to be inadequate for vulnerable 
people. Within the families, they may, for example, constitute a sort of detri-
mental exposure of children as with the Sutherland family which happened to be 
particularly struck with anxiety due to the separation from their children left to 
themselves in a gang-prone district. This reminds us of the political debate that 
implied Dominic Cummings, British Prime minister’s Special Adviser, was ac-
cused of having broken lockdown and travelled home. Thus, the novel reveals 
that the same confinement measures are not applicable everywhere as during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. 

Environmental injustice remains an important theme in crisis management. A 
major issue related to this theme is the repartition of food, water, energy and 
security. Through a satirical view, the narrator goes as far as to inform the reader 
of the uneven distribution of electricity. He describes the situation “as if some 
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central switchboard had been overrun by monkeys who were now randomly 
punching the shiny buttons in front of them.” (385). 

As if addressing a message about coronavirus lockdown zones and equitable 
vaccine distribution, Scarrow warns about discrimination of areas he calls “safe” 
regions and those called “lost-cause big cities” (385). Andy criticizes the encamp-
ment of people with the supposed aim of protecting them. He argues that the 
fact of rationing them with “water bottles and high-energy protein bars for the 
next fortnight” (465) may be sufficient for few days but not in the long run. The 
indeterminacy of the duration of health and oil crises is pivotal. 

Scarrow also stresses the grouping according to their professional affiliation 
like housing estates where live “supposedly sensible middle-class, middle man-
agement types and media moppets” (474). In his descriptions of the street after 
the chaos, he portrays social disparities by identifying districts that clearly show 
the stratification of populations notably with rich areas spared by chaos and 
poor looted rows of houses. The police and militaries are positioned in strategic 
points only, leaving the population to itself. Consequently, security remains a 
key issue in this COVID-19 context favourable for chaos. 

The COVID-gendered narrative, too, is suggested through the violence that 
men exert on women, particularly with the theme of rape. Jenny experiences an 
attempt from Paul after they escaped the assault of hungry people gathered 
around the service station. He uses this scene to depict the psychological state 
that characterizes “potential rapist… bully… abuser… murderer” (396) in mo-
ments of chaos or absence of rules that are compared to “a window of time” 
which could be definitely closed and “untraceable”.  

With frequent advertisements denouncing domestic violence during these pe-
riods of confinement, the legitimacy that male imposes on women is depicted on 
page 397 following quotation: “But he had the ace card, as all men do over 
women—brute strength. If he got a good grip on her, it wouldn’t matter how 
much faster she could move. It wouldn’t matter one bit—brute strength was 
everything.” 

As it could be seen from above, aesthetic parallels could be drawn between 
economic and social crises and COVID-19 eruption and development mostly in 
terms of alerts on risks of social mutations in times of large-scale catastrophes 
that can plunder the world. Further associated advantages include authors’ va-
ried abilities to use thrillers to better make people aware of these issues that are 
dealt with. And, to better hammer it home, Scarrow as far as calls for cultural 
consciousness about dependence and lack of communication in times of global 
crises. 

3. A Psychological Diagnosis of Characters 

Petrofiction, as a new literary genre, can also be said to be significantly pervaded 
by conspiracy, chaos and characters that develop consistent psychological states, 
etc. Interestingly enough, links between oil crises and Coronavirus-related pa-
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thological symptoms could be posited through the enlightening discovery of 
the following research findings: “Psychological research on past crises can help 
people cope with the daily—sometimes hourly—newsflashes about the corona-
virus… While the new pandemic is unique in many ways, there are lessons to be 
learned from a significant body of literature on the psychological and behavioral 
health responses and consequences of disaster events” (Weir, 2020). Last but not 
least, Last Light written before the COVID-19, further buttresses our interest in 
psychological analyses aimed at contributing to better management of said cris-
es. 

3.1. Representation of the Self: Between Paranoia,  
Duality and Archetypes 

Paranoia is important in the analysis of characters in a conspiracy. The character 
who displays the most paranoia signs is Andy. “He spent too much time obsess-
ing about the whole Peak Oil thing. And a little paranoid too. Just silly little 
things like worrying about viruses on his computer that might be spying on him, 
noises on the phone line.” (389). Knowing the sheer consequences and the in-
volvement of the group who commissioned the rewriting of the report, he de-
veloped an obsession with the stability of oil. Like the pronouncing of the word 
“contaminated”, the word “Peak oil” becomes source of anxiety until becoming 
an obsession. 

Like a character in a thriller or a spy fiction, he developed “little tics” (476) 
such as “checking the tone on the house phone” and “ritual tour of the down-
stairs windows and doors before bedtime” (476). This, particularly, Jenny sus-
pected to be “a minor case of obsessive compulsive disorder” (476). His suspi-
cion reaches a level which the author compares to a “tumour”, to these can be 
added the frequent irritating reminiscences of the family. As with a transmissible 
disease, Jenny experiences this psychological state, too, when travelling alone 
with an unknown man, Paul. This allows the author to further tap the impact of 
the issue of gender on such a treatment of petrofiction by describing how Jenny 
developed a deep anxiety of being raped all along her travel back home, particu-
larly when they reached tree-covered areas and had to leave the main road. 

In these states of anxiety and suspicion, Scarrow allows the characters to in-
dulge in soliloquy. Jenny’s dialogue with her other self is linked to a curious 
nightmare warning her about her children being in danger. 

Her adult mind chided her. Just a nightmare, Jenny. God knows you’re due 
one after everything you’ve been through this week. 

Yes… a nightmare. That was it. But the sensation was strong; an overpower-
ing sense of being hunted, chased, fleeing from certain death. 

Classic nightmare material is all this is, Jen. This really isn’t what you think it 
is. 

Isn’t what? Maternal instinct? Of course not. (433) 
The narrator emphasizes the duality of the self. The maternal instinct 

represents Freud’s Id3 and is under the control of emotions. The second self is 
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“her adult mind” meaning her superego which represses her maternal instinct to 
persuade her that it is a nightmare. Also, Jenny’s pessimism about rape is per-
ceived through soliloquy when she confides: “Today, and tomorrow, and for 
God knows how long… you don’t want to be a woman on your own.” (251). 

In a context “when the rules go” (355), Scarrow defends that human beings 
are fallible in nature, “no matter which country you live in” (355). With the situ-
ation created by the peak oil, Great Britain is hit by riots due to food, water and 
electricity shortage leading the population to radically change. Thus, Scarrow in-
sists on the psychological Id or animal lying in human nature as the proverb il-
lustrates: “What’s bred in the bone comes out in the flesh”. The narrator sug-
gests words like “cavemen”.  

The character of 50 cents stands for the archetypal power animal described as 
an “unassailable leader” (424). On page 436, Scarrow goes even further when he 
describes the gang as “feral creatures now; wild things, ogres, trolls, hobgoblins” 
or “a pack of baboons she had once seen on a family trip to the zoo many years 
ago, simple-minded creatures with a basic set of overpowering drives: thirst, 
hunger, anger… rape.” (436). Ultimately, he qualifies people as “un-British” 
(395) when they turn to be violent people. 

The archetype of the hero through the representation of the self is pivotal. It 
takes the role of the alpha-male to suggest our superego. The latter is embodied 
by Andy. Before going to Iraq, he was seen by her wife as a “pacifist” (243). But 
through experience that brought him close to death his self knew a metamor-
phosis as Mike admitted: “Your husband turned out to be a real alpha-male back 
in Iraq, a sharp thinker—a good field-man,’ he said.” (488). Therefore, he de-
veloped psychological defense mechanisms to overcome his fear on the battle-
field and his anxiety to find his family safe. This acting out 5 urges him to 
emerge from his reality anxiety and take the command of the group of militaries 
to get them out of Iraq. 

3.2. The Mob and the Quest for Social Identity 

This psychological analysis of characters is proved crucial in times of crisis, par-
ticularly in cases of social distancing since it allows to understand and anticipate 
human behaviours. In literature, for instance, crowds have often been perceived 
as being negative and volatile. This allows Scarrow to depict them in the light of 
their relationships with the individual and his own quest for social identity. 
Therefore, Stephen Reicherexplains: “The social identity theory posits that the 
self is a complex system made up primarily of the concept of membership or 
non-membership in various social groups” (Reicher, 2000). This section will 
therefore focus on the identification of groups and the representation of the very 
self. 

In her quest for social identity, Leona tries, in the absence of her parents, to 
reassess membership within a community marked by violence. Informed by her 
father about the impending chaos, she becomes part of what she calls “the mi-
nority that know” and develops suspicion. This attitude increased during her 
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shopping when “there was a moment of shared communication, eyes meeting, 
and barely perceptible nods of acknowledgement.” (167) with shoppers. Insistent 
side eyeing finally made her aware that she was not alone, far from it. 

In periods of oil and pandemic crises and social unrest, sensitivity to a social 
identity is spatially, too, particularly discernible. In a moment of chaos rife with 
looting and gang reign, Leona feels the need to share food provisions with 
people “she could feel safe with; preferably adults, older adults.” (408). She iden-
tifies herself as belonging to vulnerable people. This psychological surge of soli-
darity and compassion for an isolated or fragile layer of the population reminded 
her of an essay she wrote at school when she longed to live “in a world populated 
only by teenagers—the beautiful people, young, alive, energetic and fun.” (408) 
as if willing to take refuge in fantasy. 

This attitude is different from that of another gang whose members show 
loyalty to the current chief “more like a group of feral creatures, cooperating 
under the intimidating gaze of the pack alpha.” (452). After the overall shared 
emotional experience when 50 cents killed the other member of the gang, he 
leads them to primitive levels; hence, 50 cents representing the Id. Ironically, 
Scarrow sets a comparison defending that “the bird world mirrored the human 
world. The crows were the gangs, and the pigeons were nervously hiding away 
somewhere else.” (454). Pigeons represent the fringe of the population tucked 
away in their houses. 

Through the assimilation of the mob with danger, the narrator identifies the 
subversive element who has an influence on the hungry crowd camping near the 
service station. 

And there were some who wanted to rip her to shreds. She knew it was those 
of the latter kind who tended to make the biggest noise, the hidden sociopaths, 
the ones who cried loudest and longest for a lynching when some paedophile, 
benefit defrauding immigrant, or disgraced minor celebrity was being outed by 
the red-top press. (340). 

The deconstructed archetypal character of the blonde is qualified as the “hid-
den sociopath” with her capacity in haranguing and dominating the crowd and 
is discernible through her voice and lack of compassion. This personality uses 
mass psychology to place herself as “horde leader”. She represents Freud’s id and 
has no morality; her impulse is to get food for her children whenever they have 
to loot or lynch Jenny to death. The narrator deduces that independently of our 
social status the id lies in anyone of us: “blue collar or white collar, if you’re 
starving enough, you’ll do anything to survive; middleclass, lower-class, tabloid 
or broadsheet reader. You scratch the surface and we’re all the same under-
neath.” (475). 

To gain a momentary flinching of the leader, Ruth exploited two techniques. 
At first, she adopted their community as her social identity for she understood 
“neighbourhood was their tribe”. Secondly, she embodied the image of the lead-
er by affirming her personality as leader in being “Bolshie, loudmouthed and 
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downright ballsy” (352) and “tapping into that inner-child thing everyone has” 
(352). She represents the superego which moralizes the Id. 

Ruth failed when the blonde unveiled her status as foreigner and appealed to 
the sense of social identity, membership to the tribe in a context of hunger and 
lockdown. The starving people camping near the service station conclude that 
“They had to stick together, because it looked like no one else was going to come 
and help them out. When things turn to shit, you stick with your own.” (345). 
This remains a tremendous psychological behaviour during crises. To annihilate 
Ruth’s attempt, the blonde recurs to emotional contagion identified by Gustave 
Le Bon as leaders’ means of action. “Ideas, sentiments, emotions, and beliefs 
possess in crowds a contagious power as intense as that of microbes. This phe-
nomenon is very natural, since it is observed even in animals when they are to-
gether in number” (Le Bon, 2009). 

Oil fiction as well as pandemic fiction share psychological states such as pa-
ranoia, suspicion, emotional contagion that could allow governments or interna-
tional authorities forecast social reactions concerning environmental or sanitary 
injustice and entice population in their different policies. 

4. Journalism and Analogies as Aesthetic Substrata 
4.1. Literary Journalism as Narrative Substratum 

Alex Scarrow instils in his narrative a dose of fictional representation of journal-
ism and the journalist known as literary journalism or narrative journalism. 
Dealing with the theme of conspiracy and hypersensitive global interdepen-
dence, the representation of the professional and the profession plays an impor-
tant role as a satirical and narratological tool. 

Firstly, the fictional representation of journalists in Last Light is the place for 
satire reflected through the theme of conspiracy and fear. Scarrow treats the re-
presentation of the journalist as a protagonist. One of the first popular images of 
the journalist is through his appearance when he is on stage with his make-up 
and when he is on the field. In reportage during the riots, Jenny describes Sean’s 
change in appearance from “his usually well-groomed appearance” to “someone 
who had been roused from sleep after an all-night vigil.” (233). 

The journalist bears the description of the flawed hero. He wears the mask of 
the unreliable person. He has the reputation of conveying false information: “‘I 
ask that you,’ Charles gestured towards the gathered members of the press and 
the media, ‘help me by not sensationalising current events.’ He aimed a re-
proachful gaze towards a row of seats in the middle, reserved for journalists 
from the various popular red-tops. ‘One thing I really don’t want to see are racial 
and religious differences being stirred up with inflammatory headlines’.” (171). 

Charles, the Prime Minister, denounces the tendency in exaggerating infor-
mation for a buzz. The author includes the racial and religious differences which 
are considered volatile in times of crisis. Thus, amalgam is a key issue in the re-
presentation of Islam by distortion particularly conveyed in “news on TV” (159). 
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Leona also makes the same remark when: “bird flu turned out like SARS to be 
yet another mediahyped non-event journalists” (165). They hyped these pan-
demics and push the population to buy and store foods which finally proved to 
be useless. 

Additionally, media in Iraq are attributed to being unreliable and inclined to 
deliver religious and violence-prompt messages: “And the local radio stations 
still running in the country were no longer broadcasting news that could be con-
sidered reliable; instead it was a mishmash of religious sermons, calls to arms 
and incitement to sectarian violence.” (301). 

Depicted as a group, journalists represent the pack which can be anonymous 
or pro-governmental as in periods of pandemics. In mentioning “red-tops” with 
media like The Sun, the Daily Star and the Daily Mirror, Scarrow represents the 
tabloid press which takes political positions. In search for information, the group 
is often caricatured as the “pack of hunting dogs” eager to squeeze some infor-
mation out. In the political field, they sometimes wear the image of the cor-
rupted and consequently fail to give the right information. The satire peaks 
when the narrator describes them as Mediamoppets. 

Scarrow exploits through his writing the fact-driven or factual narrative. 
However, fictional and factual narratives are generally described as opposed. 
Therefore, the author wonderfully blends both. In fact, in a fictional conspiracy, 
the author bases his narrative on real situations to reinforce his conspiracy 
theory. Consequently, the reader is allowed to further explore the plot in search 
of historical facts that allow reliable comparisons, which proves all the more re-
warding as the narration fully reflects well-researched information, as is the case 
when Scarrow meticulously provides such relevant details as dates for example. 

To describe the spreading of a phenomenon like this, Scarrow recalls pan-
demic events through the panic or rapidity of their expansion. The bird flu is 
used on page 52 to describe the expansion of the civil war in Saudi Arabia. 
Therefore, in certain scenes of chaos he does not hesitate to convoke natural 
phenomena and riots. With scenes of riots, Scarrow reminisces about LA riots 
and Katrina in New Orleans. From all the interdependent countries, the author 
conjures up a general situation by providing examples of towns in states of utter 
chaos, confirming what the geography of the pandemic looks like. 

Secondly, the narrative of Last Light reflects a literary device consisting in 
shuttling through a variety of environments, texts and styles. Its nonlinearity gives 
it an aesthetic and rhetoric form that is germane to tabloid descriptions thereby 
confirming its postmodernity. Alex Scarrow adopts a style which is a tabloid like 
the webpage of an online newspaper. In fact, through the three-quarters of the 
narrative, the author alternates between three main scenes: Iraq and southern 
Turkey, London and its surroundings and the house of Sutherlands. 

Consequently, like a webmaster, Scarrow creates his hypertexts and browses 
between the private story and the public story. Behind the story of the Suther-
lands, the narrator tells the public story about a world conspiracy and thriller 
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that gravitates around it. With the hypertextual narrative, hence the alternance 
between the triptych scene, Scarrow increases the suspense. Scarrow can create a 
scene which is volatile and the time of reaching the outcome he deliberately 
shifts to another scene increasing the reader’s curiosity. 

Besides the tabloid narrative, hypertextuality conveys the intermittence of the 
journalist text in the normal telling of the story. We have an example of hyper-
text on page 26 between the report of the journalist and the story. On page 233, 
after the appearance of Sean, the journalist, on the TV set and some comments 
on his clothing, the author shifts from the normal course of the narrative and 
inserts Sean’s reportage on a riot. These hypertextual travels occur several times. 
This technique allows giving the reader information about the current situation 
that is prevailing and the motive of the character’s future action. 

Intertextuality is, as we can see it, of paramount importance. Alex Scarrow’s 
intertextuality goes through references to seminal works of cinema, cartoon and 
literature. Its understanding requires the competence of the reader to identify 
the movie, the scene or the synopsis. The author tells some actions of unnamed 
movies with famous actors. Thus, to explain a gesture of Charles, the narrator 
makes an incursion into a movie: “There was a gesture he had once seen in a 
film, he couldn’t remember which film it was, but it had starred someone like 
Morgan Freeman playing the President of the United States.” (408). By citing 
Home Alone on page 412, the author encourages the reader to perform research 
to understand his allusion. Therefore, the genius of Scarrow (2007) peaked 
when, on page 409, Leona’s fantasy of living in a world populated by youths only 
is linked to the story of Lord of the Flies (Golding, 1954). 

The representation of the pyramid and the theme of espionage through what 
Jenny mentioned about “Big Brother watching you” is telling and could, too, be 
understood as a palimpsestic rewriting of George Orwell’s theme represented in 
his novel 1984 (Orwell, 1949). As such, it symbolizes, as with Orwell’s narrative, 
the existence of a global ruling power different from legal institutions with, on 
top of it, the members of the Twelve and at the bottom the One Hundred and 
Sixty. 

Italicized passages, too, inform the reader about the character’s thought, feel-
ings, discourse, etc. They may indicate a hypertext that allows the author to 
make an incursion into Andy’s report as on page 302 when he cites the results if 
the “highest risk distribution chokepoints were to be hit within a twenty-four 
hour period”. And, last but not least, many soliloquies are highlighted with ital-
ics. 

4.2. Analogies 

Analogies cannot escape the triptych representation of oil, globalization and 
terror. Therefore, the following analysis will focus on the representation of im-
ages that tap oil, globalization and finance which are key domains supplying oil 
and health with metaphors, symbols, etc. 
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Medical metaphors fuel the narrative. Oil has always aroused analogies as be-
ing source of life. With its liquid form, it is often represented through blood and 
its lexical field. Ash describes it as “our oxygen, our life’s blood” (502). This de-
picts the importance of the role such a resource plays in the economy. In fact, by 
associating the human body with the personification of the world, the narrator 
offers a vital role of oil: “The world is an old man with a weak heart, and oil is 
the blood supply.” (74). The analogy continues with the assimilation of oil 
shortage to artery block resulting in a no return state. “It needs only a single 
blocked artery to throw him into a seizure, and if it lasts long enough, the organs 
start dying, Charles, one by one.” Malcolm turned to look the Prime Minister in 
the eye. “Even if the blockage clears and blood starts flowing again—once those 
organs start failing, there’s really no way back.” (74). Like a doctor, he diagnoses 
the medical problem as being a thrombosis, an “embolism or stroke” (420). 

Andy predicts a “System-wide failure” (465) leading to an apocalyptic world 
that will never “reboot after something like that” (465). This reflects a warning 
that economists are issuing about the impact of the coronavirus. With a more 
global impact, Scarrow talks about “a global, economic heart attack” (420). The 
author has tactfully instilled other tools to depict the dependence of some coun-
tries to the oil circuit or blood system. Instead of the common lexicon which re-
fers to pipeline, tap, etc., he uses “drip-feed” and “strangulation” to illustrate the 
dangerous and “tenuous situation of this interdependent modern world”. Oil 
dependence is assimilated to an infection through a metaphorical idiom “to 
lance the boil” (501). 

Alex Scarrow also explores the environment of conspiracy to describe the 
chaotic situation prevailing in Arab countries. To represent the rapidity and re-
percussions of the consequences, he compares their spreading to a “bloody bird 
flu” (52). By giving documentary information about the history of crises, he uses 
the pandemic lexical field through viruses. Health metaphors describe the relief 
of characters who survived mortal assaults by militia. The jet’s sound and Andy’s 
safe way back home are considered as “sedative” (420). 

In describing the unpredictable effects of an oil shock or pandemic, meta-
phors of globalization are explored. Despite the unconsciousness of the risk by 
TV watchers at the beginning of bombings in remote Arab countries as this was 
the case with Coronavirus’ outbreak at Wuhan, the effects are felt all around the 
world through the metaphor of the butterfly described as follows: 

“The butterfly metaphor captures the notion that a butterfly flapping its wings 
in Brazil today could affect the atmosphere in ways that bring a snowstorm in 
Alaska tomorrow? […] In the field of international relations, the notion that in 
interconnected systems, small perturbations might reverberate or cause cascad-
ing disruptions is an important one. Dynamics of this kind have been observed 
in various forms of globalization.” (Yetiv, 2011) 

The crisis began with a bombing in Saudi Arabia and which Cameron, jour-
nalist, predicted as a story which was “going to grow very quickly” (18). In fact, 
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with the growing conflict between Sunni and Shi’a, the two main religious 
communities, the explosive situation spread to the whole Arab countries like a 
civil war. With the undergoing globalization, the bombing of other chokepoints 
of the global oil circuit is felt throughout the world. To reinforce this contagious 
effect, Scarrow recurs to ludic analogies like endgame or dominoes: “It’ll happen 
quickly when it happens… one thing after another, going down like dominoes.” 
(26). 

The representation of globalization inspires images. They convey human be-
ings’ unconsciousness of the issues in modern oil societies. When giving direc-
tions to the reader about a global perspective, Scarrow often refers to the notion 
of a “bigger picture” (60). He stresses on the fact of analyzing local impacts of oil 
or terror on global level. To make the readers understand the American motive 
about their intervention in Iraq, he invites them to go beyond, referring to the 
geopolitical map; even the conspiracy which is spreading around the world is 
represented through this image as Malcolm indicates: “They would see the big-
ger picture. They would see that this needed to be done for everyone’s benefit.” 
(285). He acknowledges the unawareness of the scope of this conspiracy which is 
as dangerous as a “tidal wave” (56), hence, the necessity of thinking global for 
the fight against Coronavirus. 

This reference to a bigger picture tends to introduce a more complicated im-
age which is that of the puzzle. Scarrow draws the image when representing oil 
imperialism. In fact, Farid explains Mike that his ideological discourse about his 
vision of Iraq constitutes a lack of understanding of the ideal of Iraqi people. 
“You Americans don’t even know what picture is on the jigsaw!” (59). Further in 
the discussion, Farid made him know that Iraqi population do not negate the 
project of rebuilding their country but reject America’s attempt at ideologically 
acculturating them through education, business, religion, etc. 

Imagery-wise, the financial sector, too, deserves scrutiny. In the race for oil 
exploitation, foreign companies sometimes resort to joint ventures. This merg-
ing is revealed through the introduction of Mike and Andy who are sent to Iraq 
for risk assessment consultancy. Andy comments: “They all seemed to be hy-
phenated now, the oil companies. It was a sign of the times; struggling compa-
nies merging their dwindling reserves, all of them desperately consolidating their 
assets for the end-game.” (31). This metaphorical union reflects the current trends 
marking the combined governmental fight for COVID-19. The author mentions 
two merging operations concerning with fictional companies such as Che-
vroil-Exxo for the account of United Kingdom and Texana-Amocon for United 
States motivated by dwindling oil reserves. 

The treatment of the effects of instability in oil producing countries includes 
descriptions of oil-related impacts on stock markets and oil barrel prices. These 
descriptions often recur in financial metaphors as in the following quotation: 
“On Wall Street this morning, share prices took a major tumble as oil prices 
rocketed to over $100 a barrel. There are some murmurings that the worsening 
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Saudi situation will trigger what is known in some obscure corners of the oil and 
gas industry as an artificial Peak Oil scenario.” (39). Like COVID visual repre-
sentations through contamination rate comments, words like “tumble”, “rocket” 
and “trigger” describe fluctuations. 

To reinforce the interconnectedness of the world, the author resorts to inter-
connection symbols. This is achieved trough variations on the theme of con-
spiracy, along with symbols related to oil, globalization and terror. The Circle is 
one of such symbols with its circularity conveying the archetypal meaning of un-
ity, entity or interconnection between different parts. Throughout the narrative, 
the global oil circuit is represented as a loop. To describe the inability of a “cho-
kepoint” to produce oil, the author qualifies the global oil circuit as “out of the 
loop” (69). With the description of conspiracy as a hidden and coordinated 
group of people, Scarrow represents the image of the chain often used in the 
sector of transit or pandemic transmission (“breaking the chain of transmis-
sion”). As a consequence, the existence of a breach suggests the frailty of the 
chain, designated as the “weak link” (498) and personified as being the banker. 

The representation of globalization is, too, made to emerge through a meta-
phorical representation of the pyramid. It represents the Orwellian 1984 hie-
rarchy of world governance acting in the name of interdependence and with 
anonymity and no allegiance. 

In terms of symbolic representation, it, too, might prove rewarding to analyze 
some acronyms or words that stem from periods of chaos and reactions of go-
verning bodies using war or military (rocketed, trigger) and animal metaphors. 
In Last Light, the British government creates the Cabinet Office Briefing Room 
A (COBRA), the supreme body in charge of managing the crisis. Similarly, 
through the current COVID-19 context, Senegalese government created FORCE 
COVID-19 (Fonds de Riposte et de solidarité Contre les Effets du COVID-19), a 
Response and Solidarity Fund against the Impacts of COVID-19. 

As for the environment, it is part of the representation of the oil crisis or pan-
demic. Its depiction generally covers a wide range of images of apocalypse, tsu-
nami, invasion, fire, etc. As a consequence, Scarrow’s analogies to the destruc-
tion in Arab countries and developed countries abound and are drawn from real 
events. 

Finally, in oil fiction marked by an environment of conspiracy, analogies end 
up abundantly tapping closely related sectors to depict its interconnectedness. 
Therefore, for further analyses, Alex Scarrow leaves the reader not enlightened 
about the existence of symbols that suggest masonic portent and that could be 
related to the conspiracy track. 

5. Conclusion 

The aim of this article was to examine in Last Light COVID-19-like symptoms 
marked by economic and sociocultural substrata and show how oil, like pan-
demic, represents a certain power on the narrative fabric that fuels plot events 
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and influences characters. Alex Scarrow’s narrative could, therefore, be said to 
have largely confirmed our hypotheses. 

Indeed, Alex Scarrow’s petrofiction reflects a variety of social, economic, and 
political issues that constitute a basis which could serve in pandemic crises like 
the COVID-19 in terms of repercussions and preventions. Consequently, these 
contexts impact characters that develop psychological reactions to oil crisis, go-
vernmental measures (confinement, mismanagement), conspiracy and even chaos. 
This implies, on the one hand, the embodiment of paranoia and duality of the 
self and, on the other hand, representations of mobs through which characters 
try to identify themselves as belonging to a social group. Besides, aesthetic ana-
lyses revealed that Scarrow embedded his narrative with literary journalism that 
confers the text its postmodernity through tabloids, hypertextual and intertex-
tual narratological devices. And, last but not least, scratching the layers of the 
narrative allowed tapping highly metaphorical images along with symbols and 
archetypes that allow to delve into the wells of health, globalization, oil and ter-
ror. 
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Abstract 
The Color Purple written by Alice Walker is a powerful cultural touchstone of 
modern American literature to indicate a large number of symbolic images 
with profound meanings. The paper analyzes the rich meanings contained in 
the symbolic images and metaphors, and strives to comprehensively interpret 
and deeply understand the themes and ideological connotations of the novel. 
An interpretation of the symbolic images indicates that: 1) The symbolic im-
ages embodied in the novel reflect Alice Walker’s “overall survival” of her 
womanism, through which Walker points out the way for black women to 
realize “overall survival”, through black women’s search for independence in 
family and society; 2) Alice Walker entitled the novel The Color Purple, 
which reflects her desire to build a harmonious world. The color pink stands 
for females while blue stands for males; the color purple, a mixture of pink 
and blue, symbolizes the unity of black men and women to denote that the 
harmonious coexistence is expected to be the only way for the black to resist 
racism and obtain happiness in a multi-cultural society. 
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1. Introduction 

Alice Walker is one of the most remarkable and influential Afro-American writ-
ers in contemporary American literary world. Her epistolary novel The Color 
Purple written in 1982, a powerful cultural touchstone in modern American li-
terature, is the pinnacle of her achievements which won her three awards: the 
Pulitzer Prize, the National Book Award and the National Book Critics Associa-
tion Award. The Chinese version of The Color Purple was published in 1986 in 
China. Since then, the novel has drawn increasing attentions in domestic acade-
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mia. The researchers analyzed and interpreted it from the aspects of theme, main 
characters, language art, symbolic meanings, and metaphoric techniques. 

In terms of research content, the thematic studies and character portray are 
mainly involved. Zhou Shiyi explored the three themes contained in the travel 
image in Alice Walker’s works which shows that travel is to seek a better way of 
survival and the first step to change the material and spiritual life, and travel is a 
process of black women’s self-awareness, which could be achieved through un-
derstanding life and understanding the world (Zhou, 2012). Zeng Ling analyzed 
the theme of the initiation story of the novel and discussed the process of Celie’s 
gradual maturity and ultimate independence through struggle with the help of 
Shug and others (Zeng, 2010). Yan Zhengkun and Chen Kuiyang discussed the 
inheritance and transcendence of epistolary form of the novel to the classical li-
terary paradigm of initiation novels (Yan & Chen, 2014). 

In terms of the research perspective, most researches were conducted mainly 
from the perspective of literature, and some studies were conducted from the 
perspective of culture, translation and religion, for example, Wu Di pointed out 
that the heroine Celie’s life is inseparable from the spiritual pillar of religion, and 
analyzed Celie’s understanding of God (Wu, 2003). Xu Taimei analyzed Celie’s 
growth through transformation of her religious belief and pointed out the story 
of Celie’s transformation of religious belief is both enlightening and educational 
for the majority of women in the contemporary society (Xu, 2013). The literary 
perspective is the main perspective for the study of the novel. Researchers main-
ly interpreted Walker’s view of women and its new concept of womanism from 
different angles and levels. Feng Jinke explored the way out for black women to 
build their own identity and realize free release. He pointed out that “Celie, the 
protagonist of the novel, experienced two major changes in the process of look-
ing for her own identity: from female conquest to female freedom; from spiritual 
loneliness to mental integrity (Feng, 2007). Chen Jing and Song Baomei, starting 
from the theme of love depicted in the novel, interpreted Walker’s eco-feminist 
consciousness, and analyzed Walker’s common concern for oppressed black 
women and nature (Chen & Song, 2013). Hou Xiaohua interpreted Walker’s 
new concept of womanism from different angles and levels. Hou Xiaohua con-
ducted a study on Alice Walker’s womanism both from the perspective of black 
men’s transformation (Hou, 2018a) and from the perspective of black women’s 
rebellion (Hou, 2018b). Xu Taimei further pointed out that womanism was not 
out of date in contemporary times, which still had important guidance and ref-
erence significance for contemporary women to struggle for their own freedom 
and rights (Xu, 2021). 

Writing technique is also an important literary perspective for the study of the 
novel. Some researchers explored the novel from the aspects of epistolary genre, 
language art, symbolic meanings and metaphorical techniques. Liang Honglan 
discussed and analyzed the epistolary narrative technique and style of The Color 
Purple from the perspectives of multiple person narration and double narration 
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(Liang, 2016). Wang Chengyu’s research mainly focused on the language art of 
the novel. Through the comparison between the black dialect English and Nadi 
standard English in the rural South of the United States, it was pointed out that 
the comparison of languages reflected Alice Walker’s view that blacks and whites 
were basically the same (Wang, 2002). Wang Chengyu made a further study on 
the blank language art and vocabulary spelling variation of the novel (Wang, 
2003). 

As a representative of African American female writers, Alice Walker has 
unique life experience that inspired her unique psychological perception. In her 
creation, she prominently uses the symbolic metaphor commonly used in black 
literature. At present, there are relatively few studies on the artistic characteris-
tics and expression techniques of the novel from the aspects of symbolic mean-
ing and metaphorical implication in domestic academe, which merely focus on 
the symbolic meanings of the color image in the novel. For example, Yu Qiulan 
analyzed the collocation and application of three groups of color words in the 
novel: purple and red, black and red and black and white to excavate the charac-
ter and situation of the characters in the novel, and clarified the deployment and 
application of color which enhanced the expression of the theme of the novel 
(Yu, 2014). Zhang Hua analyzed and revealed the multiple connotations of the 
main color images such as purple, red, blue and black in the novel (Zhang, 
2018). In addition to using rich colors to symbolize the protagonist’s mood, en-
vironment and different stages of growth, there are also some other metaphori-
cal images with deep symbolic meanings, the ingenious use of which makes the 
novel have unique artistic charm and become a classic of African American 
women’s literature. However, these metaphorical images are rarely systematical-
ly studied in domestic academia. This paper analyzes the artistic techniques of 
color image and other symbolic metaphors in the English version of the novel, 
discusses the rich meaning contained in the symbolic image, and strives to com-
prehensively interpret and deeply understand the theme and ideological conno-
tation of the novel, with a view to helping readers understand deeply the whole 
work, feel more strongly the unique charm of the novel and Walker’s unique ar-
tistic thought. 

2. Novel Introduction 

Taking place mostly in rural Georgia, the story focuses on the life of women of 
color in the southern United States in the 1930s. The novel opens with a demand 
for silence that leaves a fourteen-year-old girl named Celie with no way to ex-
press her pain and confusion except in the letters she writes to God. From the 
first letter Celie writes to God, we know what is happening to the little girl, Celie. 
Her mother, giving birth to so many children, is falling her health and cannot 
satisfy her husband’s sexual appetite. When her mother is away, her stepfather 
rapes her and warns her not to tell “nobody but God”. Celie keeps silent, but this 
doesn’t stop bad things happening on her. Her mother dies. Her two children 
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are taken away, leaving her alone wondering whether they have been sold or 
even killed by his stepfather. She is also worrying about her sister Nettie: “I see 
him looking at my little sister. She scared. But I say I’ll take care of you. With 
God help.” (CP, P.5) Celie is victimized physically and sexually by her stepfather. 
Utterly alone and out of desperation, Celie has no choice but to choose to write 
to God to express her confusion, shame and suffering. 

Then a few years later, she is forced into a loveless marriage. When the wi-
dower Albert comes to propose marriage with Nettie, Celie’s father refused: “I 
can’t let you have Nettie. She too young…But I can let you have Celie. She the 
oldest anyway” (CP, P.9) “Fact is, he say, I got to rid of her. She too old to be 
living here at home. And she a bad influence on my other girls.” (CP, P.10). Ce-
lie then is passed like a piece of property from one cruel black male into the 
hands of another. In fact, the life with Albert is the continuous of her nightmare. 
In the wedding day, Harpo, the oldest son of Albert welcomes Celie with a rock 
laying her head open and blood runs all down between her breasts. His daddy, 
Albert tells him not to do that. But that’s all. He rapes Celie with her head 
blooding. Actually, Albert marries Celie not out of love; his true lover is Shug, 
with whom he has had three children. He can’t marry Shug because his father 
forbids him to do that. He is not able to marry Nettie, because Celie’s father 
doesn’t approve. He finally marries Celie in desperation. He is in need of a ser-
vant to cook and clean for him and to take care of his three children just as he 
says: “Well, you know, my poor little ones sure could use a mother.” (CP, P.9). 
Despite the fact that Celie is an ideal housekeeper, cook, labor, good stepmother 
and wife, she still wins no care and love from Mr.- and his children. Celie is con-
tinually physically and sexily abused by Albert. 

“Staying alive” seems the best thing that Celie can hope for. Then Sofia, Har-
po’s wife comes. She is a woman utterly different from Celie who is very submis-
sive and stoical because she puts up with Mr.- and doesn’t say anything back, 
whereas Sofia has a voice and uses it because she wants to be in a fair relation-
ship with Harpo and feels reluctant to be dominated. When Celie is in the most 
miserable and desperate life, Sofia shows Celie a new life attitude that Celie nev-
er touches and has great effect on Celie, whose untiring rebellion, causes Celie to 
reflect on the relationship between husband and wife. Shug is another important 
black woman who carries Celie on a spirit-affirming journey towards transfor-
mation, redemption, and love. More than anyone, Shug’s influential presence 
and acceptance give Celie the strength she needs to redefine herself, take charge 
of her life, and leave Albert. Nettie escapes his sexual advances by moving in 
with Celie and her husband, Mr. Albert. This arrangement is no better than the 
previous one and Nettie is again forced to leave. She ultimately ends up in Africa 
where she writes to Celie of her experiences. Shug and Celie move to Memphis 
where Celie begins a career designing and selling pants. After her stepfather’s 
death, she returns to her family home. Nettie also returns with Celie’s two child-
ren from Africa to America. The novel ends with a reconciliation of Celie and 
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Albert’s friendship. 

3. Symbolic Images with Profound Meanings 

A large number of symbolic images with profound meaning and great feminine 
literary color are used in the novel, which makes the whole novel full of won-
derful color and thought-provoking philosophy. By analyzing the rich meanings 
contained in the symbolic images in the novel, this study has a comprehensive 
interpretation and deep understanding of the ideological connotations and its 
unique artistic thought of the novel. 

In an interview, Alice Walker mentions that: “I am preoccupied with the spi-
ritual survival, the survival whole of my people. But beyond that, I am commit-
ted to exploring the oppressions, the insanities, the loyalties, and the triumphs of 
black women.” (O’Brien, 1973). Walker clearly pointed out the path for black 
women to achieve “survival whole” which is realized through black women’s ex-
ploration for independence in family and society. The following symbolic images 
reflect Walker’s “survival whole” of womanism and illuminate the specific path 
she pointed out for black women to obtain family and social independence. 

3.1. Black Women’s Search for Independence in Family 

Black women’s pursuit of independence in family implies actualization of recog-
nition, understanding and respect gained from the family, namely, freeing them-
selves from the subordinate status and obtaining the equal rights of equality be-
tween the sexes. 

3.1.1. “Fighting” and “Speaking” 
Living under terrible physical and mental oppression, “staying alive” seems the 
best thing that Celie can hope for. As Mr.- beats her, she keeps silent, like a tree, 
and “that how come I know trees fear man.” At this time, for Celie, death is the 
only way out of present miserable life. Then Sofia, Harpo’s wife elucidates the 
significance of fighting for Celie in both words and action: “I had to fight my 
daddy. I had to fight my brothers. I had to fight my cousins and my uncles. A 
girl child ain’t safe in a family of men. But I never thought I’d have to fight in my 
own house. She let out her breath. I loves Harpo... God knows I do. But I’ll kill 
him dead before I let him beat me.” (CP, P.38) Sofia never submits to her hus-
band, Harpo, though she deeply loves him. She fiercely beats him when he tries 
to follow his father’s example to be a familial patriarch. By fighting, Sofia gains 
her dignity as a black woman. Sofia’s untiring rebellion causes Celie to reflect on 
the relationship between husband and wife in the black family. Moreover, Nettie 
advises Celie to fight: “You got to fight. You got to fight.” (CP, P 17) Mr.-’s sis-
ters also admonish that “You got to fight them... You got to fight them for your-
self.” (CP, P.21) 

Celie gets to realize that it is effective to fight for familial independence as she 
writes it in her letters, which reveals her consideration in exploring for familial 
independence. When she discovers that her husband has suppressed Nettle’s let-
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ters, Celie speaks out. The power of speech immediately ends her state of silence 
and moves her toward a more autonomous sense of self. Celie begins to assert 
herself, airing her covert thoughts and resisting her position as slave to her hus-
band. Celie shouts her curse at the family tyrant. “You a lowdown dog is what’s 
wrong, I say. It’s time to leave you and enter into the Creation. And your dead 
body just the welcome mat I need.” (CP, P.84) and with black woman’s dignity, 
she declares to the world, “I’m pore, I’m black, I may be ugly and can’t cook, a 
voice say to everything listening. But I’m here.” (CP, P.84) It is the powerful 
voice of an irate black woman, which helps to actualize her exploration for fa-
milial independence. The image of “fighting” and “speaking” presents more of 
the black women’ search for independence in family. 

3.1.2. “Leaving Home” 
Shug and Celie move to Memphis where Celie begins a career designing and 
selling pants. After leaving the old family, Celie gains complete freedom and in-
dependence in her new world. Moreover, her leaving home leads to the trans-
formation of her husband. Mr.- eventually realizes that Celie is an independent 
and respectable black woman with equal rights as him. He sends Celie a little 
purple frog carved by him, symbolizing his recognition of her feminine dignity, 
and equal rights. “Leaving home” liberates Celie from the familial bondage, and 
turns over a new leaf for her as well. “Leaving home” symbolizes the black 
woman’s casting off the old self and exploring for a new independent one. 

3.1.3. “Coming Back Home” 
“Coming back home” is another artistic symbol for black women to obtain fa-
milial independence. In the end of the story, Celie comes back home, which is 
not the “old” one where she has spent her terrible childhood but a “new” one 
that really belongs to her. Celie’s “coming back home” indicates both her getting 
rid of the old self and becoming a new independent one. Moreover, Celie comes 
back to a pleasant and peaceful home, where she can not only enjoy happiness 
and freedom, but also gain respect from Mr.-. She begins to love her “new fami-
ly. She even intimately calls Mr.- “Albert”. She says, “Mr.- seem to be the only 
one understand my feeling... he begin to be somebody I can talk to... two old 
fools left over from love, keeping each other company under the stars.” (CP, P. 
84) Mr.- also tells her passionately, “Took me long enough to notice you such 
good company.” (CP, P 84) He even asks her to marry him again. Although Ce-
lie turns it down, they can get along well with each other in an atmosphere of 
equality and amicability, which indicates that Celie has gained recognition, love, 
and esteem in a black family. 

In these images, Walker clearly points out the steps for black women to 
achieve family independence. First of all, only when black women form an al-
liance based on economic strength, urge black men to reflect and change them-
selves, and correctly understand and treat black women, can the problem of 
gender discrimination among blacks be eradicated. Then, taking this as a new 
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foothold, black men and women unite to fight against racial discrimination and 
oppression. Walker has also realized that black women’s struggle for social 
equality must be repositioned in political, economic, cultural and ideological as-
pects. Black women’s exploration for independence in society in a broader sense 
of economic, political and spiritual independence is vividly embodied in the fol-
lowing images. 

3.2. Black Women’s Exploration for Independence in Society 

For black women’s exploration for independence in society, Alice Walker as a 
womanist seeks for self-realization by exploiting black women’s potential from 
black feminine household activities, that is making full use of black women’s limit-
less potential as a black woman in her daily work-the wisdom and artistic creativity, 
by which black women gain self-confidence, self-esteem and self-support, and thus 
actualizes their independence in the society. 

3.2.1. “Making Pants” 
“Making pants” presents an artistic symbol for black women to explore eco-
nomic independence by themselves. Originally only men have rights to wear 
pants. Celie now is making different sorts of pants for both males and females, 
which shows her brave challenge to male economic dominance by her feminine 
artistic creativity. At the end of the novel, Celie achieves great economic success 
for she sets up her own company to make all kinds of pants designed by her. By 
making pants, Celie creates a new way to make her living and completely frees 
herself from subordinate status in economy and realizes her self-independence 
both in the family and in the society. 

3.2.2. “Quilting” 
“Quilting” symbolizes the womanist’s self-realization of political independence 
from her own feminine activity. In the novel, Celie patches the torn curtains and 
old dress into a new quilt and designs a beautiful pattern called “Sister’s Choice”, 
which fully reveals her imagination and creativity. And just in the creative activ-
ity, Celie comes to value herself and lays her eyes open to the world. She writes 
in her letter, “What the world got to do with anything, I think. Then I see myself 
sitting there quilting tween Shug Avery and Mr- for the first time in my life, I 
feel just right.” (CP, P 84) In her mind, quilting has become a bridge between 
her and the world, by which she taps her potential capability in the feminine 
work, and realizes her value and importance as a black woman in the world. 
Quilting prefigures her exploration for self-independence in the society.” 

3.2.3. “Wearing Pants” 
“Wearing pants” also signifies black women’s exploration for political indepen-
dence. In the novel, Celie wears pants that originally only men can wear, which 
suggests her victory over the male in the struggle of equal rights and her defiance 
to the severe sexual discrimination in the society When she goes to visit her 
stepfather, Celie wears pants that she elaborately designs and makes, which re-
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veals her open challenge to the male oppressor and her maturity as a new black 
woman. By wearing pants, Celie presents her dignity as a black woman and her 
exploration for political independence in the society. 

3.2.4. A Room of One’s Own 
Having a room of their own means that black women have the economic foun-
dation and material guarantee to settle down, which is the key to black women’s 
liberation. Owing a room of their own, black women have a sky to show them-
selves, express their thoughts, and develop their talents, without being bound by 
the outside world. In the novel, Celie, Nettie and Shug have their own thatched 
house after their own efforts. Shug decorated her big house in pink and Celie 
dressed up her room as she liked, with everything purple and red, and only the 
floor painted bright yellow. The different decoration and arrangement of their 
own rooms symbolize their own colorful inner world and their different pursuit 
goals. The image of “a room of one’s own “ symbolizes not only a free living 
space for black women, but also a free spiritual space for them. 

4. The Title of the Novel 

Alice Walker entitled the novel in The Color Purple, the color purple being a 
mixture of pink and blue is a cultural characteristic of purple. In Western cul-
ture, the color pink stands for females, while blue stands for males. Then the 
color purple symbolizes the unity of them. It means that the alliance of black 
men and women is expected to be the only way for the black to resist racism and 
obtain happiness, which is a wonderful metaphor for womanism in which a rela-
tionship of equality and harmonious coexistence between men and women is to 
be established. The realization of this harmonious relationship depends not only 
on the awakening and struggle of black women, but also on the self-reflection 
and change of black men. 

In the last letter Celie wrote to God, Celie is so happy because she has got love, 
work, money, friends and time, which all indicate her final success in exploring 
self-independence in the black family as well as in the society. In addition, her 
sister Nettie takes her two children home; they are leading a happy life now. 
Alice Walker’s ideal, through Celie, is shown to us, that is, black women can 
have a bright future. 

5. Conclusion 

The Color Purple is full of profound symbolic images. Through the interpreta-
tion of these symbolic images, it can be found that each symbolic image embo-
dies the connotation of a womanist advocated by Alice Walker, who advocates 
equality between men and women and realizes the perfect survival of women. 
Interpretation of these symbolic images full of womanist philosophy is expected 
to help readers more comprehensively and deeply understand the theme of the 
novel and the ideological connotations of Alice Walker. 

In her prose collection In Search of Our Mother’s Gardens: Womanist Prose, 
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Walker defines a womanist as “a feminist color or a black feminist”, who seeks 
not only liberation from male dominance but also the collective cultural re-
covery of their ethnic identities. Alice Walker explains that a womanist appre-
ciates and prefers women’s culture, women’s emotional flexibility, and women’s 
strength. A womanist is committed to survival and wholeness of entire people, 
male and female (Walker, 1983). 

Walker identifies herself a womanist rather than a feminist. In her eyes, fe-
minism aims to break the traditional archetypal shackles of women, demand the 
same rights as men, and pursue a new pure female paradise, which inadvertently 
divides women and men into two opposing forces, which is not conducive to the 
long-term development of mankind. In contrast, Walker’s womanist is a univer-
salist not a separatist. The self-realization of black women’s value not only needs 
the strength of women’s individual and collective, but also needs men’s under-
standing and participation. The realization of women’s liberation also means the 
emancipation of men’s minds. The goal of “Survival Whole” should be accom-
plished by men and women. The far-reaching womanism presented to the world 
by Alice Walker and her novel The Color Purple not only illuminates the road of 
black women’s liberation, but also has important practical significance and 
guiding role for people of different colors and races who pursue equality and 
love freedom to achieve harmonious development all over the world. 

The happy ending of the novel reflects Alice Walker’ desire to establish a 
harmonious and beautiful world in which men and women coexist equally. 
Walker believes that black men and women must eliminate barriers, unite and 
jointly resist racial discrimination, so that the black nation can stand in the for-
est of nations in the world with equal identity. In Walker’ works, the ending is 
always the harmonious coexistence of black men and women. Her tolerant hu-
manistic spirit and fraternal womanist spirit provide a new perspective for solv-
ing the problems of domestic violence, women’s liberation and gender harmo-
nious development in today’s society. 
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Abstract 
The Egyptian critic ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz Ḥammouda grew in an important period of 
the twentieth century that is characterized by benefitting from the Western 
critical theories. The Arab critics’ responses to them varied in attitude and 
interaction. In that period, the Arab critic stood at a sharp turning point, torn 
by his desire to keep up with modernism, and his tendency to create an Arab 
modernism that establishes a modern critical method. Western modernism 
fascinated a lot of Arab critics and thus, it prevailed and abolished the identi-
ty of the classical and modern Arab critic, who got lost amidst the various 
critical trends. ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz Ḥammouda’s project embodied one of the most 
important theoretical references of modern Arab criticism in which he drew 
from the Arab classical culture and Western cultural wells, combining be-
tween the originality of the Arab heritage and the modernism of the incoming 
Western knowledge. This study discusses in detail Hammouda’s theory and 
makes conclusions, which are mainly based on his views in his two main 
books: al-Maraya al-Muḥadaba. Min al-Bunyawiya ila al-Tafkikiya (1999), 
which was considered by some critics to be antagonistic to the modernistic 
critics; and al-Maraya al-Muqaʿara naḥwa Naẓariya Naqdiya ʿArabiya (2001). 
The study concludes that Ḥammouda’s theory constitutes a visionary prom-
ising solution that can help get the modernist Arab critics and criticism out of 
their labyrinth. 
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1. Introduction 

ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz Ḥammouda’s experience reflects the problematic situation that a 
lot of contemporary Arab critics faced through their aspiration to make a change 
but simultaneously to preserve the classical Arab critical tradition Ḥammouda’s 
genuine and sincere endeavor motivated me to investigate his relentless struggle 
to face the 20th century critical trend that overwhelmed the majority of Arab 
critics, who fully abandoned their heritage and adopted the Western modernist 
trend. I admired his attempt to integrate between his desire to create a new kind 
of Arab modernism that combines between the classical Arab heritage and the 
modernist Western culture. To conduct my research in a scientific objective way, 
I planned my research in the following way: 

1.1. Objectives of the Research 

The objectives of this study are based on four main causes that motivated me to 
conduct this research: 

1) Identification of ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz Ḥammouda’s critical project, his attitude 
towards the issue of western and Arab modernism and post-modernism; revela-
tion of his contribution to the field of modern Arab criticism; definition of his 
critical theory, benefitting from his opinions and thoughts towards the reality of 
modern Arabic criticism and its future. 

2) Criticism of Criticism: ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz Ḥammouda‘s critical project opens a 
wide door onto the Western critical discourse through his follow-up, criticism, 
and assessment. His attempt is considered as one of the most prominent Arab 
attempts in the field of (critique), namely, criticism of criticism. His attempt 
motivated me, as a critic, to know through his works, and his knowledge of 
Western culture, how to know about new developments in the field of Western 
criticism. 

3) Investigation of ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz Ḥammouda’s attempt to collect the threads 
of a broad group of basics to be a basis for a structural systematic vision of me-
thodological thought of his concept of theory and his conclusion through revela-
tion of the veils of the mirrors and his reading to them. 

4) Assessment of ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz Ḥammouda’s contribution to the enrichment 
of Arabic criticism and documenting his contributions to the development of an 
original critical theory. Hammouda is one of the prominent figures who deserves 
a serious study that documents his project. 

1.2. Significance of the Research 

The significance of this research lies not only in its above objectives but also in 
its deep monitoring of the motives to get out of this modernistic labyrinth, and 
simplify ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz Ḥammouda’s proposed theory, and clarify the concepts of 
his theory, the reasons’ for returning to the entity of the text, the linguistic and 
terminological indication of the text in Arabic and Western criticism, the condi-
tions that should be met in the desired text, acknowledgement of the entity of 
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the authority of the text, the dominating element in the text, the relationship 
between the text and different contexts, and the balance between the different af-
finities of the text. 

The study also deals with the ‘desired text’, the intention of the text, the con-
cept of ‘intentionality’ according to  Russian formalists, intentionality among 
classical Arab critics, taking al-Jurjani as a sample, and intentionality from 
Ḥammouda’s perspective. It also seeks to determine the fundamental pillars that 
Ḥammouda derived from the Arab heritage and clarifies the degree of success of 
the principal features of the alternative model that he introduced, in what way he 
is distinguished from others, the sources of success of his theory, and how his 
newspaper and journal essays supported the main features of his theory. 

1.3. Hammouda and the Western Literary Criticism 

Ḥammouda reconsidered the Western theoretical criticism in three works that 
carried a project of an Arab critical discourse: al-Maraya al-Muḥadaba min 
al-Bunyawiya ila al-Tafkikiya, which was considered by some critics to be anta-
gonistic to the modernistic critics; al-Maraya al-Muqaʿara naḥwa Naẓariya Naq-
diya ʿArabiya, in which he made a lot of effort to introduce a contemporary crit-
ical theory by returning to the classical Arabic legacy. Ḥammouda went further 
in it when he said that all the modern major Western theories such as ‘structu-
ralism and ‘deconstruction’ have origins in the Arab culture, and the Western 
critics benefited from it after they became familiar with them. In his third book, 
al-Khurūj min al-Tīh: Dirasa fi Sultat al-Naṣ, to reveal in it that the Western 
culture became finally a dominant non-neutral culture, and the theories and 
schools that grew out of them are like them do not accept difference and try to 
erase and cancel it. In his last book, he clarified his proposal of “return to the 
text” 1. 

1.4. The Motives for Getting Out of the Labyrinth 

Hammouda monitors the most important motives for trying to get out of the 
labyrinth, which are: 

1) A lot of the data of the labyrinth of Western criticism is a result of the in-
tellectual luxury, which was driven by the society of leisure, luxury, and afflu-
ence, which led them to the verge of boredom of everything that was traditional 
or fixed. To a large extent, this is a right of the Western intellectuals but it is not 
a right of some critics in the Arab world that makes them choose voluntarily to 
enter the Western labyrinth itself without standing on the same ground of the 
intellectual, political, and economic achievements. If the Western cultures, 
whose spaceships have reached the solar planet, have the right to practice that 
philosophical luxury, the Arab intellectuals have no right to enter the same laby-
rinth to practice the same intellectual luxury in the name of modernization and 
‘modernism’ at a time the majority of the Arab peoples struggle for freedom of 

 

 

1al-Judiy, Lūtfi (2011), p. 30. 
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expression, political democracy, and even for their livelihood. 
2) If the sons of the Western culture themselves started looking for the string 

of salvation after they realized the enormity of the labyrinth that the theory led 
them to, especially when the nihilism of deconstruction reached its summit, why 
can’t we also look for the thread of lifeline from a labyrinth that was not our la-
byrinth or of our making originally?2 

In the light of those data and motives, a filtering process took place of the data 
of the Eastern criticism in the twentieth century, which are the motives that 
imposed on us what should be excluded and what should not be retained. 
Ḥammouda showed that the needs of our educational and contemporary cultur-
al reality decided on our behalf to keep the text, its authority, and its intention 
for a meaning3 and leave everything else to infiltrate into the holes of the sieve4. 

Criticism is not merely an expression of one’s view; it is a serious effort to see 
the literary work for what it really is. Objective criticism can determine the val-
ues of the literary works. It connects them with each other in a way that turns 
the literature of the nation into a stream that flows, in which the past connects 
with the present, and the present with the past5. It appears that Ḥammouda be-
lieves that no study can gain a real value if it is not connected to our life in the 
present and in the future. He admits that intellectual inertia is equal to death, 
and he sees that the critical schools and doctrines do not die fully as some people 
might fancy. The follow-up of the history of literary criticism from the Greeks to 
the present day confirms that critical doctrines represent circles whose areas of 
overlap are greater than those of the regions of areas of divergence and separa-
tion6. 

Ḥammouda’s attitude towards heritage appeared in several places in his writ-
ings. One of them is his remark that if anyone wants to become a playwright, his 
study about the dramatic structure is not sufficient, and actually is worthless 
compared with the real guide, namely, the artistic dramatic heritage. He points 
out in another place that till now, there is no theoretical book that replaces the 

 

 

2Ḥamouda, ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz (2003), p. 322-323. 
3al-ʿAnbar (2013) criticizes Ḥamouda’s statement that the meaning of the text is mandatory. He ar-
gues that his statement is not convincing because that meanings that the text arranges do not con-
stitute obligatory faces to the text reader. It is noticed that the text is formed of a semiotic-based 
symbolic system that produces a resumption of interpretation makes the meaning on which it is 
founded permanent, and that leads to multiple readings. It seems that looking at the text as spaces 
whose orbit is variation, leads to the rejection of the notion of “binding,” even if the meanings come 
together in common lines that we cannot describe as binding or obligatory because the problem of 
the code system of text allows for a set of different codes lead to the production of different mean-
ings in different reading modes. Thinking in a binding sense of the text is a textual invitation that 
assumes that the text involves a format that brings together a number of meanings that shape the 
reader’s awareness and formulate. 

The idea of a binding meaning is rejected because textual structures are constantly shifting in a 
particular way, that gives way to reading semantic loads and their awareness of forms that transcend 
the relation of indicator to its meaning out of breaking the semantic framework to which the struc-
tures belong, and the ability of these structures to transcend. See: al-ʿAnbar, Omar ʿAbdullah (2013). 
Vol. 40, Issue N0.2. 
4Hammouda, ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz (2003), p. 322. 
5See what Rashad Rushdi wrote in his introduction to Ḥammouda, ʿAbdal-ʿAzīz (1999), p. 23-24. 
6Ibid., p. 20. 
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heritage .7  
In his introduction to the book Masraḥ Rashad Rushdi/Rashad Rushdi’s Theater, 

Ḥammouda sees that the acculturalization process itself and the process of contact 
with the new and the ancient of the local and international heritage in his arena is 
considered among the important and fundamental steps that he crosses on the road 
of the arduous journey8. Ḥammouda wrote several articles in which he called for 
more attention to the cultural heritage9. In his cultural reject, Ḥammouda draws 
from the well of the Arabic and Western culture, calling for making reconciliation 
between authenticity and contemporaneity, emphasizing the imperative of cohesion 
with the culture of the other, not falling in the arms of the Western modernity10. 

 

 

7Ḥammouda, ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz (n.d.), al-Bina’ al-Drami, p. 6. 
8Ḥammouda, ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz (2005a), p. 7. 
9In one of his articles, Ḥammouda referred to Zaki Najib Mahmoud and the change turning point 
into his intellectual direction from an established belief that the European though is the human 
thought, and we cannot look for an Arab thought without it. That was also connected with the 
growth of the call for the Arab nationality and unity, on the one hand, and hostility to the West on 
the other. Zaki confirmed that the historical period that he lived in the sixties does not differ in ex-
cept in its parts from the historical circumstances that the nation is living these days. These days, the 
nation is living in an open struggle for its survival with hostile powers that threaten to destroy its 
identity. Zaki tries to see his position between originality and modernity and the positions of the 
Arab intellectuals in their puzzle between two cultures, defining the danger of blind copying on the 
one hand, and the shortcoming of the cultural heritage, on the other, in a reconciliatory attempt to 
define what we can take from the Other in order to become modern and what awe can take from our 
heritage in order to remain Arabs. He decides that the Arab intellectual is in a difficult situation and 
therefore, he looks for an intermediate area, which Zaki Mahmoud defines it as the ‘middle-area, 
where the rational side, which is the focus of modern sciences, and the moderate fundamental side. 
He means that side which allows the mind to contribute its share to interpretation when there is 
need for interpretation. See: Ḥammouda, ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz (2005b). Thaqafatuna: Istirjaʿ al-Khuta (2-2), 
al-Kitab. I see that this applies to the change that happened to Ḥammouda in his intellectual direction, 
and his acknowledgement that the nation is living a condition of survival that threatens the nation with 
the erasure of our identity, and his call to adopt the best thing in the Western theories and the best in 
the cultural heritage in an attempt to create a middle-area in his quest for a reconciliatory theory. 
10Naqd Khitab al-Hadatha, p. 22: Ḥammouda pointed out in several places the influence of the com-
ing critical approaches and our arrival at a roadblock after we had achieved a knowledge break with 
the legacy of Arab rhetoric, without succeeding in producing a modernist or postmodernist Arab 
critique that contributes to the world approaches of criticism, and some of us have been satisfied 
with the crumbs of Western critical projects and strategies, raising a sparkling slogan that calls for 
the universality of thought and its supremacy above nationalist prejudices and fanaticism. He also 
pointed out that his books, al-Maraya al-Muaddaba and al-Maraya al-Muqaʿara were published be-
fore the events of 11 September 2001, which revealed the true intentions of the new world order led 
by the United States towards Arab culture. Ḥamouda added that he is not against modernity, but re-
fuses to transfer Western modernity to the Arab soil without realizing the different constants and 
variables between different cultures, and what he calls for is the development of an Arab modernism 
that does not reject the other or separate from the roots. The Arab modernism is the protective iden-
tity in an age in which culture has become in the last trench if resistance against swallowing. See: 
Ḥammouda (2004). Al-Naqd al-ʿArabi bayn al-Qawmiya wa al-ʿAlamiy. Al-Hilal, Issue N0 8, Au-
gust 1st, p. 124-125. He also dealt with the same idea at a symposium of the Third Meeting of the Intel-
lectuals in Egypt, where he pointed out that the coming global culture is a dominant one and we are 
required now to impose the American values on the Third World, and therefore, we have to stick to a 
lot of our differences. He also called for the development of education, the steps that must be applied, 
the changes that we must introduce into the teaching curriculum, and the information that should be 
communicated to the student to become better able to deal with the challenges of globalization. 

(See: Ḥammouda (2004), “Ruʾa wa Wujuhat Naẓar fi al-Liqāʾ al-Fikri al-Thalith li al-Muthaqafin. 
Qaḍaya wa Ārāʾ”. Al-Ahrām, Issue 42782. Saturday 24th January, 2004/ Dhi al-Hijja/1424. At:  
https://www.ahram.org.eg/Archive/2004/1/24/OPINII.HTM).  
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2. The Alternative Arab Critical Theory 
2.1. The Proposed Theory 

The term “theory’ is a word in circulation among researchers in different science 
and knowledge but this circulation does not mean that it is clear. Therefore, I 
thought I would start by clarifying the indication and highlighting the concept, 
because definition of the term is a fundamental method in scientific research and 
a way to create a common language among researchers, and what he called for is 
the development of Arab modernity that does not reject the other and is inse-
parable from the roots, and the Arab modernity is the protective identity in an 
age in which culture is in the last trench of resistance against swallowing.(See: 
Ḥammouda, ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz (2004), pp. 124-125); 

2.2. The Linguistic Meaning of the Term “Theory” 

The lexicological meaning of the entry “nazar” in Arabic dictionaries is this.  Ac-
cording to Ibn Manzur (2011) is: “manage”, “consider”, and “reflect”, e.g.: nazara 
fi al-Amr = consider; manage; reflect. So “nazar” as a noun means: “liking in-
to”/“thinking”; “consideration”; “reflection” on something, evaluation and mea-
surement.11 Ibn Durayd (1987) (321 h.) in his Jamharat al-Lugha, is satisfied with 
mentioning “looking into”, which implies visual sight and the figurative indica-
tions that are derived from it in the meaning of: “waiting”, with allusion to what is 
mentioned in the Koran: “ onthuroona naqtabis min noorikum/ “Turn ye back to 
your rear! then seek a Light (where ye can)!” أنظرونا نقتبس من نوركم” (The Holy Ko-
ran, n.d., Surat al-Hadid: 13); and the meaning of: “delay”, such as God’s saying: 
 “fanathiratun ila maysaratin/ let there be postponement until (he is in) ease  فنظرة/
 We can add to that a part of .(The Holy Koran, n.d., Surat al-Baqara: 280) إلى میسرة
the related meanings that are connected to this word and its derivatives12. 

The word “naẓariyah/theory” in this sense, and its plural “naẓriyyat/theories” in 
the form of Masdar Sinaʿi (coined infinitive), is an abstract noun that indicates ‘an 
abstract meaning’, not a ‘concrete’ meaning, and it is formed by adding the attri-
butive “ya”/iyya suffix” and a short “a” to the verb “nazar/look”. Though the form 
of Masdar Sinaʿi or Masdar Yaʾi (that ends with –iyya suffix) is known in Arabic 
grammar and syntax, the form “naẓariyya” is a developed innovated form, which 
did not appear in the period of the novel, but during a later time13. 

Johnathan Culler defines ‘theory’ as “a complete indefinite group of writings 
that always increase in time of maturity and anxiety, and increase in criticizing 
the guiding concepts that the predecessors put down, and enhance their contri-
butions to the theory by new thinkers, and rediscovers the work of the ancient 
ones, especially the neglected heritage”14. 

 

 

11See: Ibn Manzūr, Muḥammad (2011). Lisān al-ʿArab. Beirut: Dar Sader, 1st Ed. Vol. 7, Entry: N.S.S, 
P. 97-98. Ibn Manzur did not add to these meanings anything that can imply benefit from the Arabs 
philosophical, logical or scientific works. Works. 
12Ibn Durayd, Muḥammad ibn al-Ḥassan (1987), Vol. 2, p. 763. 
13Legzewi, ʿAlī (2007), p. 33. 
14Culler, Jonathan (1997). Literary Theory: A Very Short Introduction, 1sted., Oxford University 
Press, Oxford, New York, 1997. pp. 15-16. 
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Nazim ʿOdeh maintains that it is an abstract intellectual system that accom-
panies the cognitive operations that we perform to know and interpret things 
and phenomena, whose function lies in regulating the cognitive operation in or-
der to reach the assumed facts, as their history is extended in the ages of know-
ledge and the genesis of the humanities15. 

Salah Fadhl defined it as a system of integrated principles that interpret a uni-
versal human phenomenon that is characterized by an amount of flexibility, cre-
dibility, and proximity; its most important characteristic is that it is human, and 
it explains general phenomena that are not linked to an ideological orientation16. 

The word ‘theory’ did not enter the Arabic dictionary until the end of the 19th 
century, and though its roots exist in the dictionary, its terminological indication 
entered the lexicon only recently. 

According to Nazem al-ʿOdeh, Boutros al-Bustani (1819-1883) was the first to 
introduce the term into the Arabic lexicon, when he composed his dictionary 
Muḥit al-Muḥit, which is the first long dictionary that talked about it: Na zari 
(theoretical) and Na z ariyya (theory) in their terminological meaning17. He says: 
“al-Naẓari: is attributed to ‘Naẓar’, and it refers to the ‘equivalent’ of ‘necessary’; 
it is called “gained and required, and its acquisition depends on ‘sight’ and ‘gain’ 
like the perception of the soul and mind like: that the universe is an event. In 
science classification in general, it is used to refer to something that is not related 
to the manner of doing something but it is equivalent to ‘practical’, which is 
connected to the manner of doing. In classification of “wisdom”, into ‘something 
that is not in our ability and choice. In classification of “industries”, to some-
thing whose making does not depend on practicing any work, and the ‘practical’ 
is its opposite. Al-Naẓariya (theory): is the feminine of al-Naẓariy, and in “engi-
neering”, it refers to a problem that needs evidence to prove its validity”18. 

Father Luwīs Maʻlūf (d. 1908), also talked about “Naẓariyya” in his dictionary 
al-Munjid fī al-Lughah (1908), but he did not add anything to what al-Bustani 
said. Nazem ʿOdeh argues that al-Bustani and Maʻlūf (d. 19 did not get closer to 
the philosophical concept of Naẓariya or its being an abstract mental structure 
that is hard to prove on the level of reality19. 

3. The Critical Theory 

Hind Ḥussein Ṭaha defines ‘critical theory’ as an idea through which the critic 
recrystallizes the opinions of critical heritage that share in their treatment of a 
specific issue. He composes it through his valuation of his predecessors and ef-
forts. He analyzes them, investigates them, fills their gaps, and corrects their 
mistakes through an approach of defined procedural steps, and puts them in a 

 

 

15al-ʿOdeh, Nazem (2009), 1st ed., p. 19. 
16Fadl, Salaḥ (27/11/2004). Hal Tujad Nazariyya Naqdiyya Arabiya. p. 1.  
https://www.alyaum.com/articles/224587/%D9%87  
17al-ʿOdeh, Nazem (2009), 1st ed., p. 29. 
18This dictionary depended on al-Qamus al-Muḥit by al-Fairuzabadi (817 h.) a classical linguistic source, 
adding to it some additions of scientific terms, arts and living colloquial words. See: al-Bustani, Butrus 
(1983). Muḥit al-Mu Muḥit it. Beirut, Maktabat Lubnan. New edition, p. 901. 
19al-ʿOdeh, Nazem (2009), 1st ed., p.31. 
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consistent regular context in a the form of a unified structure from which the 
other cognitive fields can benefit such as: sociology, ethics, literature, anthro-
pology, education, psychology, etc.,… without remaining closed on its critical 
source. 

Based on that, we can say that the critical theory is a product of many indirect 
attempts that preceded linguists and critics who are influenced by philosophy, 
which is a direct attempt by these two groups to study those lines that were 
adopted in the theoretical product. Thus, it is an attempt that accompanies the 
realistic existence of Arabic literature20. 

Therefore, we can say that the Critical Theory is subject to a dialectic that ap-
pears on three levels: 

1) The Subject Relationship, namely, the relationship between the subject of 
‘criticism’, the subject of ‘literature’, the subject of general scientific knowledge, 
the general cultural knowledge, and the applied practical practices. 

2) The Theoretical Relationships, namely, the relationships between theories 
and their kinds, such as the critical theory, the literary theory, and the scientific 
theories in other cognitive fields. 

3) The Deliberative Relationship, namely, the relationship between the crit-
ic, the creator and the reader, and requirements that of producing knowledge, 
culture and creativity that control that relationship. 

Based on that, we can say that the Critical Theory, like other theories, exists as 
a multilateral dialogue21. 

Jaber ʿAsfour sees that those who call for establishing an Arab theory or theo-
ries in criticism should wait long till the conditions of its establishment are 
achieved, which are: availability of a climate of complete freedom of thought, 
refusal of the conditions, revaluation of the legacy without obstacles or obstruc-
tions, and strengthening of the tools of knowledge production and the relation-
ships of their production in such a way that makes them actually capable of 
self-creation, besides availability of huge cognitive accumulation which can be 
built upon. Besides, there should be a fast-moving movement of translation of 
accurate results, and deep goals, and a feeling of rival treatment with the devel-
oped ‘other’ and realization that the theory cannot affiliate with a religion or a 
state or an individual or a political doctrine, but is affiliated only with its basic 
formative element22. 

4. Reasons for the Return to the Text 

There are several reasons for the critic’s return to the text: 
1) The Cultural Paradox: The remarkable Arab cultural ironic paradox in 

this context is that those who called for modernization of the Arab mind and 
started a new age of enlightenment that gets the Arab nation out of the ages of 

 

 

20Ṭaha, Hind Ḥussein (1981), p. 16. 
21al-Daghmumi, Muḥammad (1999), p. 45. 
22ʿAsfour, Gaber (n.d.). Fi Nadwat: Hal Yumkin Binaʾ Naẓariya Naqdiya ʿArabiya? Al-Weḥda. See: 
https://www.jamahir.xn--alweda-6m7b.gov.sy/node/322695. 
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backwardness and ignorance chose to achieve that goal by adopting the Western 
modernism and postmodernism to do so. Ḥammouda does not object to the ne-
cessity of modernizing the Arab mind and starting a real age of enlightenment, 
but his objection focuses on the means, and on the choice of Western modern-
ism and postmodernism as a way to modernize the Arab mind in a clear mixture 
between modernization, modernism, and postmodernism. Ḥammouda sees that 
the three terms do not agree except in the linguistic root. 

2) The Historical Test: Since the 1970s, the Arab modernists have been busy 
trying to modernize the Arab mind in their own way, but all the Arab intellec-
tuals suddenly realized that the military defeat in 1967 War between Israel and 
the Arab countries was actually a defeat of the Arab mind in first place. By the 
end of the twentieth century, the groups of the Arab modernists had already 
covered the whole Arab region and became dominating masses and groups that 
narrowly accepted difference and refuses it under the argument that their option 
is the right option to modernize the Arab mind. When Baghdad fell down, the 
helpless Arab reaction revealed on all levels that the Arab mind in 2003 was 
more backward and more torn than what it had been in 1967. 

3) Return to the Text was a necessity of survival in an age that threatens with 
abolition of identities, and calls openly for that to the advantage of a dominating 
culture. Some national cultures that were aware of the coming danger early, and 
succeeded in developing of a national modernism or modernisms that rise from 
their own nationality as India did. 

The Arab culture, however, fell in the lure of the Western culture, and turned 
its back to its own cultural heritage, without being aware of the danger of what 
was happening. What actually happened was neutralizing the intellectual elite, 
deactivating them, and pushing them aside from leading the people and creating 
a popular mass culture. When the culture of the intellectual elite was isolated 
from the popular culture, the dominating culture dominated the popular culture 
to reformulate it in its own way, and implant the new affiliation in the name of 
universality of culture23 

 

 

23Ḥammouda points out that he is not the only one who called for separating the intellectuals from the masses and keeping them away from the 
public leadership and formation of the public awareness. Alan Tourin, in his talk about the intellectuals in the developing countries, had drawn 
the attention how they abandoned the role of leadership and turned into an elite who talk to each other. He also pointed out that the more the 
intellectuals are isolated from the crowds, the closer they become to the ruling authorities and ally with them. Consequently, instead of enlighten-
ing the masses and achieving modernization, the intellectuals abandon their pioneering role and seek alliance with the ruling authority. The 
strange thing is that this is exactly what the dominant culture aspired to achieve in order to dominate the popular national culture. The strangest 
thing is that the Arab world made the task of this culture easier. The fascination of some Arab intellectuals with everything produced by the 
Western mind had paved the way for the dominant culture to dominate even before attempts began to impose the Western civilizational model on 
the peoples of the world. The most serious consequence of this has been the ultimate singularity of the dominant culture of popular culture to do 
whatever it wants. According to Ḥamouda, popular culture means “a way or ways of life,” and the pioneers of higher culture or thought have to 
shape the consciousness of the masses, and then influence their ways of life, but when the pioneers abandoned their original mission and lived in 
isolation, on the one hand, and allied with the regimes of governance, which are mostly non-democratic, on the other, they left the arena empty 
for the dominant culture to penetrate popular cultures and inculcate their values, the values of consumer culture, the values of the market and the 
giant institutions that in turn began to diminish the importance of national government systems. They also left the dominant culture to practice 
all the mechanisms of fascination and its tools, and in this way the values of American life, the American dream and the American way of life 
being an the embodiment of the ultimate ideal of the model, (See: Ḥammouda, ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz (2003), p. 326. Read also his articles in the book 
al-Ḥulm al-Amriki, that deal the same subject. 
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5. Entity of the Text 
5.1. The Linguistic and Terminological Indication of the Text in 

the Arab Criticism 

The Arab linguists were interested in a precise definition of a “text”. Lisān 
al-ʿArab (2011) introduces a number of semantic indications: 

The entry (نصص/n.s.s.) means: raise something: e.g. 
1) “Naṣat aldhabya jeedaha/the doe raised her leg” means: raised and showed it; 
2) “Naṣa al-ḥadith” means: raised it to its narrator to find support for it; 
3) “Naṣa al-mata’” means: put it over each other; 
4) “Naṣa al-rajul Naṣahan” means: the man explored it; 
5) “Naṣa kullu shay’ muntahauh” means: everything reached it end.24 
We conclude that “al-Naṣ/text” is a term that carries the indication of “emer-

gence, raising, exploration, showing the goal of something and its end”. 
The classical dictionaries did not give the terminological meaning of the word 

“Naṣ/Text”. Modern dictionaries realized this shortcoming and corrected it by 
adding the meaning: what bears one meaning only, or does not bear interpreta-
tion25. In other words, al-Naṣ/Text is coupled with a definition that does not 
bear interpretation. In other words, it is coupled by determination and negation 
of probability, and exclusion of interpretation. Muʿjam al-Istilahat al-ʿArabiya 
points out that the Text expresses the meaning of the printed words or the ma-
nuscript that consists of the literary work26. 

The terminological meaning of the text among the Arabs was not crystalized 
until they had direct contact with the West, which means that the meaning of 
the text that the current Arab studies depended on was a foreign concept27. 

Muḥammad Muftah, however, summarizes its meaning saying: it is a blog of a 
speech event that has multiple functions28. It appeared that the meaning of the 
term “Naṣ/Text” represents a problematic issue as it is no more limited to its 
dictionary and terminological indications so that to overlap with a number of 
terms as: discourse, work, and literary work. 

5.2. The Linguistic and Terminological Indication of the Text in 
Western Criticism 

The term “Naṣ/Text” is considered one of the most problematic issues that the 
new critical approaches introduced. It is no more exclusive to its dictionary and 
terminological indications, but moved to other fields in which it acquires new 
indications that differ according to the jurisprudence of their authors on the one 
hand, and according to the developments of the term, on the other. 

Western culture express the text as a texture of letters and words that was wo-

 

 

24Ibn Manzūr, Muḥammad (2011), p. 97-98. 
25Mostafa Ibrahim, al-Zayyat Muḥammad, ʿAbd al-Qāder Ḥamed et al. (1989), Part 1, p. 926. 
26Wehbi & al-Muhamdes (1984). Muʿjam al-Mustalaḥat al-ʿArabiy, p. 566 
27Sultan, Munir (2004), p. 38, maintains that the “text” is a foreign term that was wrongly translated 
because it did not have ab equivalent. 
28Muftaḥ, Moḥammad (1992), p. 120. 
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ven by writing in harmony, regularity and intertwinement. Therefore, if the 
sounds and words are not turned into writing, namely, into a texture, it will not 
be considered a ‘text’. Paul Ricœur sees that the word “Naṣ/Text” is used for 
every discourse that was fixed by writing29. Roland Barthes agrees with him and 
admits that the word “text” means, in its origin, “textile”, which means that the 
text creates itself consistently, and it is also a textile that is similar to the spider’s 
web that is tightly woven in a cohesive net30. 

There are various theoretical approaches that seek to define the text. For the 
socialists, the text is connected to its social ground in which it grew. History, 
culture, politics, and even economics together constitute the background in 
which the text is formulated, and consequently, it is imprinted by them, and 
therefore, it is known through them, while the advocates of the psychological 
method are satisfied with connecting the text with its writer31. That was about 
the contextual methods, but the systematic or textual methods, represented by 
the Russian formalism, which differs from the previous methods, and looks at 
the text as an organic structure immediately at the end of its writing. It becomes 
a whole integrated unit that is seen from within, and the rules that control the 
relationships between its components, are the rules of the work itself32. 

6. Return to the Text 

Return to the text means return to the authority that the linguistic text enjoys 
and emphasizes. This authority requires must have an amount of compulsion on 
the reader, whether he is an ordinary reader or a critic. This obligation 
represents a safety valve to the operation, or operations of reception within the 
same language. Returning to de Saussure, the “authority of obligation” that the 
sign enjoys and the obligation that the reader should practice depends on the 
rule of spontaneity or arbitrariness of the relationship between the two ends of 
the sign. When the critics lead the philosophers into the labyrinth of postmo-
dernism by robbing the ‘referred to’, the result becomes ‘infinite’ in its indica-
tion. In other words, it becomes impossible to fix one specific meaning because 
it is considered authoritative and infinite in its indication. In this sense, the re-
sult is no-meaning. In another place, Ḥammouda says that ‘authority of the text’ 
means what the text imposes or fails to impose on the receiver during the 
process of reading regarding the obligation or non-obligation to its data. 

In his study “al-Khurūj min al-Tīh/Getting out of the Labyrinth”, Ḥammouda 
explains how returning to the text33 was the tool of rebellion against the Arab 

 

 

29Ricœur, Ricœur (1988), Issue 3, Pp. 3, 38. 
30Barthes, Roland (1990), Issue, 10, p. 35. 
31Ismail, ʿIzz al-Din (1958), p. 26. 
32Ḥammouda, ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz (1999: p. 189). 
33The “text” is a communicative event that should have seven criteria. If one of them is missing, it stops to 
be a ‘textuality’. These criteria are: formation or linguistic structure; semantic coherence or confluence; 
intent (intentionality) which is the purpose of the writing the text; acceptance (acceptability), which is re-
lated to the attitude of the receiver of the text; telling and giving information about the recipient’s outlook 
and his total expectations for the information contained in the text; and the status relating to the relev-
ance of the text to the situation, circumstances and intertextuality. See: al-Fiqqi (n.d.), p. 33-34. 
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critical labyrinth. He explained how all the new critical approaches in the last 
two decades of the twentieth century, which gathered under the umbrella of 
cultural criticism, agreed that ‘return to the text’ is the thread of salvation that is 
tied to the rock outside the labyrinth. He pointed out that the ‘last return to the 
text’, loading it with much more than it can carry, also lost the authority of the 
text and negated its intentionality .34  

Return to the text is an attempt to introduce an Arab critical alternative to the 
Western critical labyrinth that we entered, and the return to the confirm the au-
thority of the text is considered a continuation to the project of al-Maraya 
al-Muqa’ara, where Ḥammouda adopted the call for ending the boycott with the 
legacy of Arabic rhetoric35, and he leaves the invitation open to every sincere ef-
fort to add new features to complete the theory so that we turn from consuming 
the modernity of the other to produce true Arab modernism, and we can say 
that we have developed a protective cultural identity36. 

Talking about the text means talking about three main elements: the desired 
text, its authority and its intentionality (See: Table 1, Table 2 and Figure 1 be-
low). So, what is the text that Ḥammouda calls for and what are its components? 

7. Requirements of the Desired Text 
A Text that Performs a Function or Functions in a Changing 
World, and Preserves an Aesthetic Value at the Same Time37.  
It Can be Called the “Text of the Middle Area” 

 

 

34Moḥammad Ḥamasa ʿAbd al-Latif (2001) sees that the modern period witnessed a growing interest 
in the text under the influence of lots of thoughts that were developed in the West in both the field 
of linguistics and the field of literary criticism. For example de Saussure’s thoughts brought to the 
development of the text and we harvest their fruits now. Besides, the “Linguistic Circle” in Copen-
hagen and “Prague Forum for Linguistic Studies” affected the development of our views about the 
text. These thoughts met to create modern critical opinions, mainly certain thoughts by T. S. Eliott, 
Richards, and Empson, and the group of the “New Criticism”, who cared for nothing except the text 
itself from the beginning to the end, and as a means and an end, which made some critics say that 
they were not theory holders but text interpreters. Besides, there were the formalist critics, the 
structural, the stylistic, and the deconstruction critics. He maintains that the growing interest in the 
text was a reaction to the exaggeration in keeping away from the ‘text’ and paying attention to theo-
ries in previous periods.  
35Ḥammouda clarifies that this means that we try to suggest more than one alternative Arab critical 
theory because the significance of the connection with the heritage of the Arab rhetoricin its golden 
era, with imphasis that that does not mean in any was a call for boycotting the cultured other or iso-
lation represent two features of the Arab alternative Arab theory that we dream about. See: 
Ḥammouda, ʿAbdel-ʿAzīz (2003). Al-Khurūj min al-Tīh, p. 350. 
36Ḥammouda sees that development of a protective identity is the most important purposes of the 
study Al-Khuruj min al-Tīh. Since the publication of al-Maraya al-Muqaʿara (2001), at the time of 
September 11, events, lots of water have run under the bridge of the New World Order, which made 
the protective cultural identity a necessity for survival in an era in which one dominant culture 
threatens to impose its civilizational model on other cultures. The consecutive events since Septem-
ber 11 dropped all the international and the public cases of the thoughts of Western modernism and 
postmodernism; those events actually revealed the falseness of the connection between modernity 
and modernization. See: al-Khuruj min al-Tīh, p. 351. 
37To determine the features of the dream-text, Ḥammouda refers to a specific experience, which is 
his watching of the play of Fiddler on the Roof. The play embodies the sufferings of the Russian 
Jews. Ḥammouda sees that the show was introduced in a wonderful artistic performance. The play is a 
sample of a text that combines between art, its aesthetics, and its performance of a specific function. 
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Ḥammouda argues that engagement in a text in the middle area started to ap-
pear with the beginning of literary criticism itself and Aristotle dealt with it in 
his book Poetics. Edward Said tried to define this middle area, the area of the 
in-between, in which the text that he dreams about should stand. This text is 
characterized by the following features: 

1) A text that does not belong completely to the different realistic, his-
torical, subjective contexts that produced or participated in its production, 
and does not reject these contexts, at the same time. It starts from the propo-
sition of Michael Riffaterre, in which he sees that the process of reducing the text 
to the different circumstances and contexts that shared in its production is not 
more than a legend or a lie38. 

2) The New Text Stands between two opposite ends: According to Edward 
Said the contrast between the texts disappears, “under the burden of myths,” 
between the new and the old, from the inevitability of the connection of the lite-
rary text with other non-literary discourses at the level of the superstructure, and 
the varied powers of the social relationships of production at the level of the in-
frastructure, and then, a contrast that looks at the world of the text as a monk’s 
cell where the “important dimension of the meaning of the text is only the in-
ternal dimension only”. 

3) The New Text allows a double treatment of the text because it exists in 
the world, as Edward Said says; it is a product of that world on the one hand, 
and a power that affects it, on the other. Therefore there must be a middle area 
where it would be possible to deal with the language rhetorically, as Hillis Miller 
says, without isolating it from other more urgent issues of life. Edward Said is 
considered the most outstanding writer in cultural criticism, and he is more 
successful in his identification of that middle area than others. The dream in the 
middle-area is the common mold among the critical doctrines, despite all their 
contradictions39. 

It is remarkable that the coincidence of the Russian formalism with the com-
munist revolution, was not narrow for a few years for the aesthetic direction of 
the critical movement, which does not care for the connection with the external 
realistic contexts of the text and its meaning. When it became certain that the 
revolution became a new dictatorship that suppresses the proletariat rather than 
liberating it, and started being tired of the opposite opinion, like all the domi-
nant ideologies throughout history, the formalists partially modified their posi-
tion in an attempt to conform to the requirements of the new era in a partial 
concession that recognizes the production of the external contexts and circums-
tances of the literary text, but they refused to acknowledge that these external 

 

 

38Said, Edward (1979). “The Text, the world, the critic”, in: Josue Harari, ed., Textual Strategies, op. 
cit., p. 166. 
39The imagination of aestheticians in their moments of realization was tapped by the danger of com-
plete disconnection between literature and reality. Similarly, the imagination of critics of the school 
of commitment in their moments of realization of its various names was tapped by danger of trans-
forming the text into a document of the age and a witness to it. See: Ḥammouda, ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz 
(2003). al-Khuruj min al-Tīh, p. 352. 
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contexts or circumstances are historical or social, and they limited these external 
conditions to the tradition of literature. 

But that partial concession did not save the Russian formalist who quickly 
spread into the European countries, carrying with them the formal seeds that 
prepared the atmosphere for the emergence of structuralism. At the same time, 
those who were affected by Marxist principles tried to find a middle area be-
tween commitment and formal criticism. 

 
Table 1. The requirements of the desired text. 

Does not refuse different realistic, 
historical, personal, contexts that 

produced or participated in producing 
it 

Text 

Does not belong to different realistic, 
historical, personal contexts that 

produce it or participate in its 
production 

Keep its aesthetic value  Performs a job/ job 

Has an impact  
allows a double treatment of the text 

being existent in the world, or producing 
that text 

 
The form shows the requirements that should be contained in the desired text 

as Hammouda sees them: A text that performs a function or functions in a 
changing world, and yet, it keeps its aesthetic values; a text is characterized by 
being a text that does belong as a whole to the different personal, historical or 
realistic contexts that produced or participated in its production and it does not 
refuse these contexts; a text that stands between two opposite ends and allows 
double-treatment 

8. Entity of the Text Authority 

Acknowledgement of a text-authority indicates acknowledgement of the exis-
tence of a text, namely, a linguistic entity that the author coined it in order to 
achieve an aesthetic goal that enjoys an amount of obligation, and he maintains 
that by that he gives a kind of evidence towards the mess of readings and inter-
pretations that the methods of postmodernism introduced, and this cannot be 
achieved except through the inspiration of heritage and the creation of a theory 
that is inspired by reality and reproduction. 

The authority of the text, as Ḥammouda sees it, does not mean that he denies 
it or its existence, but recognition of the existence of meaning to the text that we 
can extract after reading the text. What is meant here is that versatile, conscious 
reading by a professional critic who is familiar and acquainted with text signals 
and its decoding in a way that interacts with them and produces a new reading 
that differs from the first reading of the text. 

9. The Dominant Element in the Text 

Ḥammouda points out the attempts of Roman Jacobson, one of the most prom-
inent Russian formalists who have exercised a strong influence, on the one hand, 
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and who has become one of its pillars, on the other hand, in defining the mid-
dle-area, in which the literary text achieves balance between the two opposites. 

In that, Jacobson expresses the recent development that the Russian formal-
ism witnessed when some of its members who adopted the principles of the rev-
olution tried to reconcile between the aesthetic of early formalism and the com-
mitment imposed by new ideological affiliations40. 

In his article on the dominant element, Jacobson rejects the two radical points 
of view: the point of view that advocates plurality of the functions of the text; or 
the point of view that advocates plurality vis-à-vis the unilateral view that is sa-
tisfied with the text and its internal unity, and the one-sided view, and after that, 
he defines the middle area41. 

The text for Jacobson is not a purely aesthetic creature, nor is it a mul-
ti-functional being. In a way that isolates it from its aesthetic values. When Ja-
cobson turns to defining the middle area, he refuses to agree that the literary 
work does an aesthetic job, in addition to other non-aesthetic functions because 
he is occupied with the idea of the dominant element that imposes on the text an 
interpretation that agrees with that element. 

For Jacobson, the literary text performs multiple functions, including aesthetic 
function, with an essential difference that sees that the aesthetic function is the 
dominant element that dictates the nature and direction of its interpretation. 
Jacobson’s words mean one of two: Either, in his defining the middle region, he 
comes closer to the aesthetic function of the text than to the other functions that 
are determined by different contexts. This argument may be explained in the 
light of Jacobson’s early affiliation to formalism, or it means nothing more than 
replacing the term “dominant element” that he coined with any other equivalent 
term. According to Ḥammouda, Jacobson’s talk about the aesthetic function is 
less shy than the talk of a number of contemporary critics42. 

Hammouda deals with the attitude of the new criticism attitude in the context of 
his talk about the middle area that combines between the aesthetics of literature that 
are based on studying of the text from within and the different external contexts 
and functions, and the possible employments of the text, and that is attributed to 
the fact that talking about the middle area was unexpected in the first place. Cleanth 
Brooks, as a critic who approaches the middle area cautiously, talks about the rela-
tionship of the text with its author and reader, and the mood of each of them that 
determines the writing and reading of the text. Criticism that calls for complete se-
paration between the text and its author, his life, hopes, fears and interests is in his 
view a hollow criticism, but the reader seems to be separated from those who read 
it, and in spite of everything, literature is written in order to be read43. According to 

 

 

40It is the same balance that the structural leftists tried later, when they made an ally against the 
structural critics from outside the leftist ideology because of their adoption of the idea of the literary 
and linguistic text which is closed in the face of external powers. 
41Jacobson, Roman (1997). “The Dominant”. In Twentieth-Century Theory: A Reader: ed. by K. M. 
Newton, p, 7. 
42Ḥammouda, ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz (2003), p. 330. 
43Brooks, Cleanth (1979), “The Formalist Critic”, in K. M. Newton, Twentieth-Century Theory, p. 27. 
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Ḥammouda, Brooks is well aware that what he says is a costly concession that 
runs counter to everything that Elliott said about the objective theory, namely, 
the Impersonal Theory, which says that the act of creativity is a constant escape 
from the Self and a sacrifice of it, but in the end, that act enters it emphasizing 
the impossibility of separating the text, on the one hand, from its author and 
reader, on the other. 

Then, he ends with two important sentences, in which he admits admitting 
that “the poem has its roots in history, past and present, and we cannot ignore 
its place within the historical context.” 

What matters to Ḥammouda here is to emphasize the realization of some new 
critics of the need to search for a middle area in order to repel the accusation 
against that school that it is deals with the literary text as if it were hung in a va-
cuum, and the in-between text in its connection with different contexts that 
share in its production seeks to the following: 

1) Addressing a first contemporary reader with the text, who lives with 
the contexts: 

When we call for a text that does not exist in a vacuum and is partly linked to 
the real contexts that produce it, we talk about addressing that text to a particu-
lar reader. Though we do not mean by that the link between the new text and its 
reader adoption of arguments of reception or the theory of the reader’s reaction 
on the basis that these arguments essentially invalidate the role of the text and 
negate its authority, we cannot ignore the historical role of the contemporary 
reader with the text. The text, in addressing its first reader, was aware of the ex-
pectations that the reader would have when reading it. Therefore, the historical 
horizon of the expectations gains a special importance by one of the poles of the 
theory of the reader’s reaction, Hans Robert Jaus (1921-1997)44. This means that 
Ḥammouda acknowledges the importance of the role of the reader in interpret-
ing the literary text and criticizes the transfer of the authority of the text to the 
reader. 

2) Existence of the meaning of the text on the one hand, and the existence 
of multiple readings on the other: 

Ḥammouda sees that the middle-area he is trying to define for the new text, 
first: allows for the existence of a meaning that the text intended, on the one 
hand, and the existence of multiple readings of the text itself. This means that 
the text is liable to multiple interpretations, and does not mean that the reader 
can rewrite the text instead of just reading it. The reader does not read the poem 
that he wrote, or, as the members of the receiving club say, but he reads a text 
that has the authority to impose a meaning that it intended; a text that allows 
him to be somewhat different that is the basis for multiple interpretations. The 

 

 

44Jaus was engaged in the attempts of reconciliations between the aesthetics of Russian Formalists 
and affiliations to Marxism. The attempts of reconciliations led him to concentrate on the historical 
horizon of expectations of the first reader, and then, the horizons of the following historical expecta-
tions that dealt with the text, all of which are horizons of expectations that the new reader should 
realize and combine between them and his own expectations. See: al-Khuruj min al-Tīh, p. 333. 
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text is likely to introduce gaps that the reader fills out, and it can provide some 
unspecified areas that the reader will identifies, but it is never a text whose exis-
tence is exclusive to the reader’s awareness of it45. 

3) The text that refuses idea of ‘ultimate monism’ between the text and 
the reader, the subject and the Self, the text and the author: 

Despite that, this this is a text that is based on duality of the reading-self and 
the read subject, on the existence of a text that is independent of its author and 
reader, on the one hand, and the existence of a reader, who can perform a new 
reading or an original interpretation to the text, on the other. 

Ḥammouda maintains that the principles of the compromising solution that 
preserves for the text its existence and, at the same time, builds up bridges with 
the reader, were introduced by Jean Paul Sartre in one of his studies. His solu-
tion acknowledges the existence of things in the text, acknowledges the role of 
the reader in introducing other things, acknowledges the existence of fixed 
structures or defining to the meaning within the text, and the existence of other 
non-defining structures that the writer defines. Thus, the role of the reader be-
comes: Simultaneous creativity and revelation, as he reveals through his creativ-
ity, and creates through revelation. 

The degree of creativity that Sartre speaks about means for the reader at the 
beginning of reading act that “everything waits for someone to achieve it, and 
that everything has already been actually achieved”.46 This is how the reader can 
read and re-read the text several times fully realizing what has been achieved in 
the text. At the same time, that feeling is accompanied by an initial objecting 
feeling that everything is waits for its achievement in the course of reading act. 
That is the genius of the in-between text that rebels against its being hanging in 
the vacuum of the new criticism, and which refuses to give up its full authority 
to a reader of the ‘reception theory’ on the one hand, nor does it give up its aes-
thetic values, which are guaranteed for it by formal criticism to belong to the 
contexts of its production and reception, on the other hand47. 

4) The new text refuses the excess of the past traditional readings of the 
literary text. The new text refuses those readings because of their adoption of 
radical attitudes in interpretations of the text that also arouses in their new 
reader reactions that he is their initiator and engine. 

5) The new text refuses total monism with its reader in a melting opera-
tion that abolishes its authority: 

This is what the advocates of the reception theory adopted. Ḥammouda relies 
on a study by Walter Slatov, who distinguished between two categories of read-

 

 

45Ibid., p. 334. 
46Sartre’s statement means that in his initial handling of the text, the reader acts on the basis that the 
text is already complete, not an incomplete presence waiting for the reader to complete it. Also, Jo-
nathan Culler emphasizes the importance of a creative reading of the literary text that achieves the 
Sartre equation, a reading that does not deprive the reader’s right to interpret the text and at the 
same time reserves its authority for that text. And in that, Culler sets out the creativity of reading in 
her dealings with the vacuum zones in which the followers of the theory of receiving were busy. See: 
Culler, Jonathan (1997), p. 36-37. 
47Ḥammouda, ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz (2003), p. 335. 
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ers, each of whom deals with the text in a completely different way from the 
other category. While Slatov adopts the call for an active role by the reader in his 
interpretation of the text, he refuses the approach of most aestheticians and crit-
ics in their talk about the readers as if they were two types: 

a) The individual singular unique private reader in all his whims, qualities, 
personal history, knowledge, needs, and tensions, and deals with the artistic 
work from a personal point of view only. 

b) The general ideal reader with his objective and aesthetic responses. 
Slatov maintains that most readers turn themselves during their reading into 

people who are in-between these two opposites. In other words, they put aside a 
lot of their circumstances and personal traits that help in limiting their identities 
to the ordinary affairs of life48. 

The idea of the ‘hanging text in vacuum’, which has to be read from within is 
not accepted or possible anymore in the twenty-first century, especially if we are 
talking about an Arabic alternative that is capable of dealing with the challenges 
that the Arab culture is facing. 

Ḥammouda maintains that when we talk about the new text that stands in the 
middle-area between the aesthetic values and realistic contexts as a necessity of 
survival, we do not claim that we are discovering an Arab critical theory. A lot of 
people had previously dealt with the necessity of connecting between the text as 
an aesthetic entity and the political and ideological contexts throughout the 
twentieth century. 

Ḥammouda sees that the problems that are raised by the talk about the nature 
of the promoted and popularized new text are not compared to the size of the 
problems that are related to the operations of reading, interpretation and evalua-
tion. It is easy to call for a text that achieves this duality at the beginning, name-
ly, during the operation of creativity and its end. However, the real problems 
start at the interpretive reading of that text, and the treatment of the endless 
questions that this double nature raises49. Ḥammouda points out that what he 
wanted is a maneuver to introduce a critical hypothesis, which will not probably 
be completely pure, but can largely support the call for return to the text with its 
authority and intentionality. He identifies three points: 

a) The attitude of the Marxist criticism according to what was written by July 
Rivkin and Michael Raya that literature, from the Marxist point of view, is not 

 

 

48This confirms the impossibility of the reader’s complete objectivity in his treatment of the literary text. 
This is why Slatov ignores that reader, and why he tends to the human reader into whom the objective 
reader turns during the act of reading. Slatov does not hide his rejection to the fully subjective reader, 
who reads the text only through his tendencies, identity, interests, needs and pure tensions, which are 
the very elements that identify him as a human being and an individual within the contexts of daily 
life, and they are also the very elements that must be set aside by our ideal reader of the new text: the 
reader who does not deal with text through complete objective detachment or disinterestedness, or 
through considering of the text as a purely aesthetic entity that is suspended in a vacuum. When our 
reader recognizes the impossibility of perfect objectivity, on the one hand, and the impossibility of 
having the text in a vacuum, on the other, he becomes a human being capable of assessing or inter-
preting the text in the light of its contemporary contexts as a reader and the contexts in which it was 
produced. See: Ibid., p 337 
49See the questions that Ḥammouda raises in al-Khuruj min al-Tīh, p. 338-339. 
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expression of general or eternal thoughts, as the new critics claimed, neither is it 
as the Russian formalists claimed, an independent world of aesthetic or formal 
mechanisms acting independently of their natural background in society and 
history. Literature is the first example of a social phenomenon, and on that basis, 
it cannot be studied independently of the social relations, economic forms and 
political realities of the time in which it was written. 

b) The fear of a complete adoption of the central saying in Marxist criticism is 
based on our more important fear of treating the literary text as a document 
produced by the era, on the one hand, or evidence to its truth, and it can be 
re-imagined in its light, on the other hand. 

Those who rejected Marxism and New Marxists agreed that that formula was 
the cheap one for Marxism, and our fear here is not different from the fear of the 
late 20th-century trends that tried to modify that first formula and beautify it by 
reducing the compulsion of the relationship between the social relations of pro-
duction at the level of infrastructure, and literature as a cultural product at the 
level of meta-infrastructure, but unfortunate to the followers of cultural criti-
cism, the successive political events since the early 1990s have become a kind of 
compulsory discharge of those trends from their meaning and abortion to them. 

c) The third point is related to the Arab alternative for which Ḥammouda 
calls. Despite the principled rejection of Marxism politically and culturally, the 
way out of the labyrinth must pass through the Marxist Gate in its amended ver-
sion, at least. This is a position imposed by the recent circumstances of the new 
international order in which a dominant culture threatens to swallow the na-
tional cultures. 

The recent developments that are represented by the beginning of the Ameri-
can era, which aspires to impose its cultural and educational model on the 
world, imposes on us, we in the Arab world, to look at our culture as the last cas-
tle of resistance, because, it seems that the United States chose the area of the 
Arab world to impose its cultural and educational model at beginning of its be-
coming an Empire. 

Therefore, talking about the text as hanging in vacuum, and interest in the 
aesthetic values of literature has become a kind of a mess or cultural luxury 
amidst that new awareness, which we are trying to participate in its development 
by culture and its role as a protective identity. The importance of the connection 
between literature and the political, economic and cultural circumstances that 
produce it is confirmed, on the one hand, and they define the reader’s responses, 
on the other. By that, we come closer to the Marxist commitment without nec-
essarily adopting Marxism, whether in its traditional image or moderated one. 

Based on this attitude, Ḥammouda defines the nature of the new text and its 
function. Above this middle area comes the importance of the guarantees that 
we have to be careful to define and emphasize the importance of our attachment 
to them. These are guarantees that protect the text from a complete transforma-
tion into a document of the era and a witness to it, in isolation from the aesthetic 
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values of literature. They are the same guarantees that do not equally deny it the 
right its should exercise in communicating with the various powers that produce 
it and determine the reader’s reactions50. 

10. The Relationship between the Text and the Different 
Contexts 

The New Criticism introduced some early controls. In his article “The Formalist 
Critic”, Cleanth Brooks emphasized the impossibility of complete separation 
between the text and its author, despite all objective theoretical claims that the 
act of literary creation is an operation of escape from the author’s self. Though 
Brooks speak about one aspect of the relationship, namely, the relationship be-
tween the text and its author, he expresses in that the attitude of the New Criti-
cism in general, which is based on neglect of the relationship between the text 
during its creation and the various contexts that affect it. 

Brooks admits that the formalist critic realizes that the text is produced by a 
human being and addresses other human beings. He also admits a certain inten-
tionality saying that the critic might realize that the text did not happen acci-
dentally. O, the text is entities whose authors intend to write them, driven by 
various motives, which can be a financial profit, self-expression, or even adop-
tion of a case. 

Brooks makes some concessions as a new critic but he keeps holding the prin-
cipled position of the new criticism in studying the text as a literary text first 
and foremost. At the outset, Brooks recognizes the importance of the reader and 
his or her role in the act of interpretation without reaching the exaggerations of 
the followers of reception in the cancellation of the text. Re-creating the text in 
the reader’s mind does not mean that the reader writes the text or reads the 
poem that he or she writes, but it means acceptance of a degree of subjectivity, in 
principle, conflicts with the objectivity of the new criticism. ‘Subjectivity’ for him 
is two types: 

1) Subjectivity that is linked to multiple whims and interests of the readers. 
2) Subjectivity that tempts the reader to try to return to the personal life of the 

author, his biography, or even his potential psychological state during the crea-
tive act. 

Brooks does not confiscate the reader’s right to return to those external con-
texts to study the author’s life or psychological state. This point is considered the 
essential difference between the new criticism and all the critical schools whose 

 

 

50Ḥammouda adopts a saying that Steven Greenblatt introduces which says: “The work of art is the 
product of a process of negotiation between a creator with a stock of complex traditions shared by 
the community and the institutions and practices of society”. These words outline the nature of the 
relationship between the new text and external reality, and they are not different from Edward Said’s 
“The Existence of the Text is in the World,” which means not only its interpretation on this basis, 
but also putting counter restrictions on the different interpretations. The limitations that Said de-
fines for the different interpretations, that is, that do not view the text as existing in the world, are 
the ones that lead us to consider putting counter-restrictions on the interpretation of the text, as it 
exists only in the world. See: al-Khuruj min al-Tīh, p. 342. 
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followers stand to the left of the ideological milieu where the text is a witness to 
the era, reflects it on the one and is taken as a clue, witness or proof to it, on the 
other. 

However, for the New Critics, this point implies the necessity to separate be-
tween the biographical elements or the psychological state of the author and the 
text and his evaluation. Brooks reveals what his teacher hinted at with some 
shyness .51  His proposition embodies the whole attitude of New Criticism to-
wards the literary text in its dangling between self-closure and openness on the 
external powers that it produced, and in its definition of the delicate balance 
between the external affiliations of the text and its internal aesthetic values. It 
actually summarizes the positive and negative aspects of the whole New Criti-
cism. 

Hammouda deals with the ‘positive value’ in Brooks’ quotes of “The Literary 
Work as a Document”, and “it is explicable in the light of the powers that pro-
duced it” and “it mirrors the past and affects the future” where it “is possible to 
consider it a power in itself”. All these statements end the isolation that was 
connected in the minds of many critics and for many years with the literary text 
from the perspective of the New Criticism. Brooks’ words, which represent the 
most of the new critics’ condescension in opening the text, are not considered a 
real change nor bring us closer to the Marxist “reflection theory” or the rela-
tionship between literature as a cultural product at the level of a meta-structure 
and the social relations of the production at the level of infrastructure. Such a 
perception is actually impossible, because the new criticism lacks political ideol-
ogy and even rejects it. 

Brooks’s words are nothing more than broad words that he said, and they 
were necessary to react to the repeated charge to the new criticism that it was 
dealing with the text as if it were hanging in a vacuum52. Ḥammouda believes 
that the fundamental difference with the new criticism is that the text we are 
calling for is not related to the different contexts of our Arab reality by accident, 
because that connection must be an act of choice of survival, which makes deal-
ing with the aesthetics of the literary text a kind of mess in an era of already ex-
isting civilizational and cultural conflict. 

Ḥammouda reaches a compromise by saying that while we are looking for an 
alternative Arab theory that can play a positive role in developing a protective 
identity for the Arab culture, we also hold to the need to link literature with the 
Arab cultural contexts, and this in itself confirms the point of fundamental dif-
ference with the new criticism, and 

what we meant in our view that Arab reality goes beyond the aesthetics of new 
criticism, which for everyone has become a luxury that is incompatible with the 
new international changes, but at the same time, he agrees with Brooks that re-
turning of the literary text to its cultural context is belittling and reducing to it53. 

 

 

51Brooks, Cleanth (1979), “The Formalist Critic”, p. 29. 
52Ḥammouda, ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz (2003), p. 345. 
53Ibid., p. 301. 
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11. Balance between the Different Affiliations of the Text 

Ḥammouda returns to the circle of questions about the balance that has to be 
achieved between the different affiliations of the text, and about which affiliation 
ultimately dominates its interpretation. He sees that if fear of the new critics of 
the dominance of the external affiliations of the literary text is not justified54, our 
fear as Arabs is justified. The call to end the isolation of the literary text and to 
open it to the different contexts that are imposed by historical circumstances on 
the Arab reality makes us strive for: 

- Non-return to the naivety of the reflection theory, and the superficiality of 
propaganda literature55. 

- Rejecting of the causes of the text or the forces that produced it, on the one 
hand, and holding the aesthetic values, on the other, preventing interpretation or 
analysis from becoming a vicious aesthetic exercise. 

- Discarding the idea that the text exists in a vacuum, because a close reading 
of literary works will probably not restore the sense of the message, a sense that 
has characterized it as long as that criticism occurs in a vacuum, isolated from 
historical, philosophical and social contexts.56 

- The focus of the balance of critical treatment of the text is something that 
the critic gains with his delicate sense of his contemporary reality on the one 
hand, and with the fundamentals of good art on the other57, and without that 
mature sense, we cannot achieve balance. Hammouda sees that there are readers 
who treated the text as historical documents and agreed with or refused the his-
torical facts that the text embodied, and thus, the critical reading of the texts lost 
a lot, if those readings were critical at all. There are also those who read those 
texts aesthetically or from within, without much regard for the political context 
that produced them, and in that way, those texts were treated as if they were 
suspended in a vacuum. In both cases, the critical balance that we are talking 
about has disappeared, and between these two contradictory readings, the mid-
dle-area exists. 

- Ensuring that a particular affiliation does not dominate the interpretation of 
the text. In his speech about the balance between the affiliations of the texts, 

 

 

54The talk about external affiliations and “the forces that produced the text,” as Brooks says, was 
nothing but throwing a smokescreen in the eyes, to push back accusations of insolation of the text. 
55In this regard, Ḥamouda refers again to the theatrical presentation he witnessed and to the saying 
of the American director, who demanded that the delicate balance between the affiliations of the text 
should be determined while achieving an aesthetic pleasure for the spectator at the same time. See: 
Ḥammouda, ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz (2003), p. 347. 
56Ḥammouda, ʿAbd alʿAzīz (2003), p. 347. 
57Hammoda refers to the plays of al-Fata Mahran by Abd al-Rahman al-Sharqawi, Baladi Ya Baladi 
by Rashad Rushdi, and Maʾ sat al-Hallaj by Ṣalaḥ Abd al- Ṣabour, which belong to the 1960s in 
Egypt before the Naksa War 1967 and afterwards. The historical or semi-historical material that the 
texts deal with do not make the plays historical ones, at least from the point of view of the contem-
porary reader. The historical dimension might after a century or a few decades from now change 
them into historical texts, but the three writers practiced the act of creativity upon the ground of po-
litical reality in Egypt in the late difficult years of Nasser’s regime. See: Ḥammouda, ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz 
(2003), al-Khuruj min al-Tīh, p. 347. 
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Ḥammouda emphasizes his fundamental fear that a particular affiliation may 
dominate the interpretation of the text at the expense of the other, and if we had 
to emphasize the importance of the cultural and ideological contexts that pro-
duced the text in the age of challenges that Arab culture is facing, that new em-
phasis on the importance of non-literary contexts had to move us out of the 
aesthetic concerns of formal criticism, particularly the new criticism, which also 
impressed a wide range of the Arab intellectuals, including him. 

- Attention to the new affiliations of the text should not make us forget the 
aesthetic nature of literature so that the text will not become a historical docu-
ment or a propaganda piece58. 
 
Table 2. Authority of the desired text. 

Balance between different 
affiliations of the text 

Relationship between the text 
and the different contexts 

Dominant element 
in the text. 
(Balance between 
Two Opposites) 

Refusal of the causes of the 
text or the producing powers 
of the text. 

Connection between literature and 
Arab cultural context 

A text that performs 
a function/functions 

Attachment to aesthetic 
values. 

Existence of a meaning or readings  

Non-return to the theory of 
reflection and its naevity and 
superficiality of propaganda 
literature 

Refuses the idea of monism 
between 
-the text and the reader 
- the subject and the Self 
- the text and the writer 

 

Rejection of the existence of 
the text in a vacuum. 

Refusal of the superficiality of the 
preceding traditional readings of 
the literary text 

 

A delicate sense with the text 
and the fundamentals of the 
New Art 

Refusal of total monism with the 
reader, melting process that 
abolishes the authority. 

 

Attention to the new 
affiliations, without forgetting 
the aesthetic nature of 
literature of literature. 

  

 
The form clarifies the nature of the new text and its function as Hammouda 

sees it. He appointed out that the authority of the text lies in it because includes 
all the elements of beauty, vitality, continuity, and art; a text that achieves bal-
ance between different affinities 

12. Intention of the Text 

There is a prominent place for the intention of the text in the alternative critical 

 

 

58Ibid., p. 348. 
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project59  that faces the mess of reading or interpretation that is based on the 
death of the author and the absence of the text. The importance of the text- 
intentionality in the following points: 

- The ambition to move beyond the aesthetics of formal criticism and isola-
tion of the literary text from the new criticism in order to reaffirm the authority 
of the text in the face of the international challenges that surround us on all 
sides. 

- Achievement of the enlightenment that everyone raises as a motto to get out 
of the darkness of the reactionary life and underdevelopment. Ḥammouda 
points out the paradox in which some critics fall in: How can they advocate the 
importance of the text in achieving enlightenment, while at the same time, they 
are fascinated by critical doctrines that do not acknowledge the power of the text 
and its ability to mean something, or even acknowledge its very existence? 

13. Intentionality among the Arabs—al-Jurjani as a Sample 

Ḥammouda chooses two of ʿAbd al-Qāher al-Jurjani’s linguistic units to illu-
strate his search for an alternative to the labyrinth of Western criticism: 

1) A news text in which full agreement between intention and meaning is 
achieved and ultimately it reaches the reader: 

Example: Zaydun dharaba Amran Yawm al-Jum’a Tadiban lahu/Zyad hit 
Amr on Friday in order to discipline him”. 

This sentence is a simple linguistic unit, a short sentence, and though the 
context that ʿAbd al-Qāher al-Jurjani speaks about, is the context of the signi-
ficance of the rules of syntax to Nazm (ordering), which is a context that is dis-
cussed in Ḥammouda’s book, al-Maraya al-Muqaʿara (Concave Mairrors), the 
text introduces a simplified pattern to the concept of ‘Intentionality’. The reader 
does not have to go back to the first speaker and ask him about his intention in 
the sentence because the meaning that reached the receiver is the meaning that 
the speaker intended. The intention here cannot be achieved except within the 
context of the linguistic text; not outside it because we do not feel that we need 
to go back and ask the speaker what he intended. The value of this linguistic 
sample depends on the accuracy of conveying the item, on the one hand, and is 
controlled by the rules of syntax and grammar that are determined by the 
grammatical parsing marks, on the other60, 

2) A literary Text that Allows Two Contradictory Readings: 
This is a line of poetry by the poet Abu Tammam from his poem “Wasf 

al-Qalam/ Description of the Pen”: It says: 

 

 

59Aḥmad Ṣaleḥ Ghazi sees that Ḥammouda introduced the element of ‘intentionality’ which ranges 
between the author, the text and the receiver a brief bitter criticism of these theories through what 
each of the sides was based on. He pointed out that ‘intentionality’ was taught on three levels: the 
author’s intentionality, the text intentionality, and the receiver’s intentionality, on which 
post-structural or postmodernist theories try to open. See: Ghazi, Aḥmad Ṣaleḥ (2010). Al-ʿAlaqa 
bayn al-Balagha wa al-Dirasat al-Lughawiya al-Ḥaditha. Department of Arabic. Faculty of Middle 
Easter and African Studies. University of English and Foreign Languages. Ḥyderabad. Monday, 
9/8/2010, p. 20. 
60Ḥammouda, ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz (2003), p. 310-311. 
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61لُعاب األفاعي القاتالت لعابھ وأري الجنى اشتارتھ أید عواسل.  
Ḥammouda says that this text requires a linguistic simplification that makes it 

closer to the twentieth century reader, who got accustomed to direct expression 
and actually, to ‘mental laziness’. The line of poetry bears two different readings, 
without changing the order of the words or parsing. 

1) First reading, which Ḥammouda described as a ‘reading by the hurried re-
ceiver’. First, we read the line on the grounds that “Luʿab al-Afaʿi/ Saliva of 
Snakes” is a sentence that consists of a “Subject” and a “Predicate”, which ap-
pears at the end of the first hemistitch (half-line) (its lu’abuhu/its salīva). The 
second “half” of the line, starts with (Uri al-Jana), a second ‘predicate’ to the 
same (first) subject “Luʿab al-Afaʿi/Saliva of Snakes). This means that ‘Luʿab 
al-Afaʿi’ is compared to the “pen of the described person”. “‘Luʿab al-Afaʿi” is 
also compared to “honey” in the second hemistitch (half-line). This way of 
reading spoils the meaning of the line. 

2) Second Reading, which Ḥammouda described as a reading in which the 
meaning is achieved. It is the reading that the poet intended and achieved in the 
line, and it cannot be achieved unless the meaning of the word “luʿabuhu/ its 
salīva” symbolizes “ink”, which the described person uses, and its predicate is 
“‘‘Luʿab al-Afaʿi”. In other words, when the pen of the described person writes 
dispraise poetry (hijaʾ), its “ink” becomes a snakes’ ‘poison’. “Uri al-jana/ ho-
ney” becomes a second predicate for the same previous subject. Thus, the poet 
describes the person that the poem is about in his poem. When he writes a 
“praise”, his ink is like “honey” and when he writes “dispraise, his ink is like a 
poison. In this way of reading, the meaning becomes clear and understood. Ir-
respective of what al-Jurjani says about the “intentionality” of the “author”, what 
concerns Ḥammouda is to emphasize that the importance of the intentionality of 
a specific meaning is achieved in this line of poetry62. 

Ḥammouda sees that ʿAbd al-Qāher al-Jurjani connects “intentionality” with 
the speaker of the text, namely, the author, on the one hand, and connects be-
tween them and the meaning, on the other hand, and by that: 

-He confirms very early in the history of critical thought that link between form 
and content so that form becomes the meaning and meaning becomes the form. 

Ḥammouda here disagrees with al-Jurjani in his linking between the intent 
and the writer of the speech, and so, even if the poet does exist, we cannot ask 
him what he intended in this line. ʿAbd al-Qāher himself realizes that well be-
cause he concentrates in everything that he wrote about the ‘Circle of Con-
veyance’ on “the Purpose for which the speech was written” as if the poet here is 
the beginning point only, when the combination between the speech and its 

 

 

61al-Jurjani, ʿAbd al-Qāher (2004), p. 372-373. 
62Ibid., p. 399-400. (This means that the meaning according to the second interpretation is wrong, 
though the words did not change their position in the sentence. The mistake resulted from the mis-
take of the receiver in his understanding of the meaning, which resulted from the change of parsing 
and consideration of the a ‘subject’ a ‘predicate’ and the ‘predicate’ a ‘subject’. Therefore, it is neces-
sary that the receiver should know the rules of syntax and its meanings. These meanings, for ʿAbd 
al-Qāher al-Jurjani are nor for ‘parsing’ as ‘parsing’ has nothing to do with preference or characte-
ristic and it is not a reason for ‘eloquence’.) 
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speaker takes place. And since we are only dealing with speech, the speech or the 
text becomes the only way through which we can determine the author’s intent. 
The speech is arranged in a specific order or way, and if this arrangement disap-
pears, the meaning changes even if the words remain in their place and order. 

Abu Tammam’s line introduces a unique sample about misreading of a 
meaning that he specifically intended, though the words and their order were 
not changed. ʿAbd al-Qāher emphasizes his critical attitude, which simples “re-
fusal to consider the state of the hearer”63, and this refusal to consider the words 
of the hearer is the safety-valve against the mess of post-modernist reading. 

Ḥammouda determines that the Context that ʿAbd al-Qāher Jurjani speaks 
about is the Context of the Relationship between Word and Meaning, or the lan-
guage and the objects that it describes. Hammouda had previously dealt with it in 
his work al-Maraya al-Muqaʿara The Concave Mirrors, but he repeats here ‘read-
ing between the lines’ themselves in the context of ‘intentionality’. He discusses his 
focal statement of “Refusing to consider the state of the hearer/ listener” or the 
‘receiver’, according to the term of modern criticism, which is the statement whose 
invalidity he proved by depending on full ‘wrong reading’ of the intended meaning 
in Abu Tammam’s line of poetry. The issue as ʿAbd al-Qāher defines it is not an 
issue of ‘meaning’ that the author or the text intended; it is first and foremost an 
issue of order and structure of meaning64. Al-Jurjani’s words are a critical and lin-
guistic precedent, not less clear or definite than a lot of Western things that we 
were fascinated with in the modern age in the field of the inseparable link between 
content and form, between a meaning that the author intends and a form, struc-
ture and order, which that meaning imposes. 

Ḥammouda points out the concept of ʿAbd al-Qāher al-Jurjani about the Connec-
tion Circuit, where there is a message that is concerned or intended or even intended 
by its sender, and how the message imposes a certain specific form, and order65. 

14. Intentionality from the Point of View of the Russian 
Structural Formalists 

Ḥammouda sees that the Russian structural Formalists did not stop at the point 
of intentionality a lot because they took the issue of the meaning of the text as a 
for granted issue and then they went beyond it to study the manifestations and 
mechanisms of its realization. 

The New Critics who were pioneers in coining the term of “Myth of Intentio-

 

 

63al-Jurjani says: “I know that if the reader looked into the meanings and words as the receiver understands them; if he sees the effect of the 
meanings on his soul after he hears the words, he would think that the meanings follow the order of the words. What we have shown proves the 
defect of this thought. If the meaning of the words followed the order of the words, it would be impossible for the meanings to change while the 
words remain in their order. When we saw that the meanings are likely to change, without changing the position of the words, we knew that the 
words are the followers and the meanings are the followed”. See: al-Jurjani, ʿAbd al-Qāher (2004), 372-373. 
64al-Jurjani says: “In short, there is order in anything unless there is an intention to an image and a trait (adjective); if the beginning is not given at 
the beginning, and the item that should come next is not given next, and we begin the second thing, or the third before the second, that image and 
trait will not be achieved. If that happens, then you should look for the intention of the writer of the speech and what he wanted to get from the 
image and the trait (adjective)”. See: al-Jurjani, ʿAbd al-Qāher (2004), p. 364. 
65al-Jurjani says: “I wish I knew, how can you intend to say something without connecting it to the meaning of another thing? The meaning of 
“intention of meanings of speech” is to inform the hearer something that he did not know”. Ibid., p.412. 
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nality” established the legitimacy of studying the text from within on the basis of 
neglecting the what the author intended. However, denial of the author’s inten-
tionality did not mean for them ‘denial of the text intentionality’. 

He adds that there is no contradiction between recognition of the intentional-
ity of the text and denial of the author’s intentionality, because showing interest 
in the author’s intentionality in the analysis of the text means opening the text 
onto external contexts that are incompatible with the closure and analysis of the 
text from its inside. Besides, recognition of the text intentionality by accepting 
the intention that is achieved in the text itself rather than the intention that 
haunted the author’s imagination, confirms the study of the text from within, 
and isolating it from external contexts, first the poet’s biography and his person-
al experience and the different powers that affected his production of the text. 
He draws on Brooks and his definition of ‘intentionality’66. 

15. Intentionality from Ḥammouda’s Point of View 

Ḥammouda introduces four views about of intentionality: 
1) Intentionality is one of the threads that can lead us outside the labyrinth. 
2) The text that loses its intentionality gives space to the mess of readings. 
Therefore, it is important to use the term the “Author’s Intentionality”, which 

has become one of the main tools of criticism in the second half of the twentieth 
century, because the moment that the text loses its intentionality, the door opens 
wide to the mess of readings and endless interpretations. Ḥammouda sees that 
the problem started in the second half of the twentieth century with the theory 
of reception and the strategy of deconstruction which hit the aspect of intentio-
nality in its two levels, the level of the author and the level of the text. 

3) There is no disagreement as to the impossibility of defining the author’s in-
tention, but in imagining an alternative Arabic critical formula, Ḥammouda can 
only reject intentionality in this specific sense, and to agree with the views of 
some critics, first and foremost Hirsch67, about the unilateralism of the meaning 
to which the determination of the author’s intention can lead. 

 

 

66See: Brooks, Cleanth (1979), p. 28. 
67Ḥamouda sees that B. D. Yule agrees with Hirsch that the linguistic analysis is the real entrance to plurality of readings or interpretations of the 
same text. He maintains that the ability of language to suggest does not negate the concept of meaning and the connection of language itself to the 
purpose of its speaker. In this, he depends on the Speech Act Theory, which connects the ‘speech act’ with the intention of its speaker. Yule calls 
for a comparison between the poem by William Wordsworth, and the poem itself, if we imagine that its writer is not Wordsworth. He maintains 
that in the second case, the intentionality disappears because of the absence of the intended verb of speaking.  Then, Yule concludes, beyond 
Hirsch, that the most correct interpretation is the one that is consistent with the author’s intention, which exists only if we acknowledge that 
Wordsworth is the author of the poem and not anything else. Yule, thus, rejects acknowledging that language can make sense, independent of the 
human intention. Walter Ben Michaels and Steven Knapp develop the ideas of Hirsh and Yule about the significance of intentionality in the text. 
They even provide an analysis of Wordsworth’s own poem, which both Hirsh and Yule analyzed using Yule’s own hypothesis of the existence of 
the poem coincidentally without a writer. In emphasizing the relationship between language and intention to meaning, they go so far as to deny 
the quality of ‘language’ to words, if it is independent of intention. While Yule kept the nature of language to words, even when they were sepa-
rated from intention and turns into a mere sound, Knapp and Michaels felt that those signs that waves leave behind them, in their shrinkage are 
not language at all, but language-like. They conclude that meaning is always intentional, that language has an intentional nature, and therefore, 
attempts to interpret a language text in isolation from the author or intentionality are useless attempts. See: Jacobson, Roman; Knapp, Steven and 
Walter Benn Michaels (1987). “Against Theory 2: Hermeneutics and Deconstruction” in Critical Inquiry, 14 (Autumn 1987) op. cit., p. 256. Morse 
Beckham adds another dimension to intentionality, as the model of interpretation or interpretation discourse that occurs in the presence of the 
sender must itself be the model of interpretation of the communication in the absence of the sender. See: Peckham, Morse (1979). The Problem of 
Interpretation, College Literature (1979-80) op. cit., p. 106. 
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If there is a definition to the author’s intention, the possibilities of plurality of 
meaning, which are considered to be the basis of the richness of the literary text 
and its ability to connote more than one meaning, in comparison with the de-
notation of the meaning in the light of the author’s intention. 

Since we cannot return to the author’s intention, even if it exists, nothing re-
mains for us except the linguistic analysis of the text, and the linguistic analysis 
is the key that opens the door to plurality of interpretation. 

4) Ḥammouda asserts that intentionality is the focus of disciplined interpreta-
tions, and that discipline is not meant to establish a single meaning of the text, 
since that meaning is what the author intended because that reading is a the 
reading of transparency, and linguistic position that characterizes news texts that 
introduce scientific facts, does not accept explanation or interpretation. 

Discipline here means interpreting the literary text in the light of a possible 
intention that is achieved in the text, which opens the door in front of healthy 
plurality of interpretation, provided that the authority of the text and its inten-
tionality can bear plurality. 

In Ḥammouda’s view, the Western referrals specifically represent a strong re-
bellion against those who call for a horizon of reader’s expectations and the 
strategy of interpretation for the group as controls, and instead of trying to read 
the text in the light of a horizon of expectation that the reader brings to the text 
and projects it, and then tries to justify it with evidence from the text, it would 
be more useful to read the text in the light of intentionality that expressed. 

No matter how different the readings and interpretations of the single text 
may be in this case, they cannot provide a reading quite the opposite to what the 
text intended, and when that happens, the probability is one of two: either the 
author does not know how to use his tools, primarily language, or the necklace 
of criticism is completely broken. And the second possibility is what the theory 
of receiving and the strategy of deconstruction embodied68. 

According to Ḥammouda, ʿAbd al-Qāhir al-Jurjani presented the fundamental 
interpretation controls, primarily carrying the linguistic text and literary text of 
the different interpretation, as if he were predicting the chaos of reading in the 
twentieth century, highlighting a very precise and specific picture of the critical 
landscape in the twentieth century69. 

 

 

68Ḥammouda, ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz (2003), p. 318-319. 
69al-Jurjani says: “People’s excessive weird interpretation and care about increase of its aspects, forgetting that the probability of word is a condi-
tion of everything that is conveyed at face value. They hate words that do not convey their intended meanings. They claim sound meaning to the 
weak words, and when they see the benefit present, and becomes clear, they leave it out of their love to show off, or to camouflage and go in the 
stray. See: al-Jurjani, ʿAbd al-Qāher (1991), p. 314. 
Al-Jurjani here is speaking about a small linguistic unit that is smaller than a large unit, which is the ‘text’. He sees that the objective reader can 
apply what he sees about the word, and the sentence on the larger unit, which is the text as a whole, and what al-Jurjani refused in the fifth century 
of Hegira, applies in its literality to the critical scene today. al-Jurjani’s talk about “excessiveness” and “weirdness” and “increase of aspects” does 
not differ from contemporary vocabulary of “exaggeration”, “ambiguity”, and “plurality of indications”. Ḥamouda deals with the term “showing 
off”, which is tendency to ‘exhibitionism’ and points out that this is what Barthes was doing, and when Ḥassan and Derrida were doing in their 
intention to emphasize the creativity of the critical text – to draw the attention to the critical text far from the literary texts that they dealt with. 
Driven by these showbiz tendencies, modern and post-modernist critics intended to be ambiguous and evasive. Ḥamouda does not find difficulty 
in translating the term “tamwih/ camouflage” in al-Jurjani’s text into the term “indeterminacy”, which has become a trademark to postmodernist 
criticism. See: Ḥammouda, ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz (2003), p. 320-321. 
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Ḥammouda points out that al-Jurjani was sharp in his rejection of the anarchy 
of interpretation, violent in his judgment on those who did not know the con-
trols of interpretation, and, therefore, he concludes his words with a sharp ver-
dict in his revolt against arbitrary interpretation70. Ḥammouda sees that his final 
rejection of the chaos of reception there is a confirmation of the authority of the 
text. 

 
Figure 1. Intentionality. 

 
The form clarifies the form of ‘intentionality’ from Hammouda’s point of 

view. It is one of the threads that can lead us out of the labyrinth, an intentional-
ity that refuses the confusion of readings, and interprets the literary text in the 
light of a probable intention that is achieved in the text, from which the possibil-
ities of multiple interpretations and enlightenment emanate. 

16. The Fundamental Pillars that Ḥammouda Derives from 
the Arab Heritage 

Since Ḥammouda tried to offer an authentic Arab alternative, ʿAbd al-Qāhir 
al-Jurjani’s theory of “Nazm/System/Order” was the best thing to hold on in or-
der to achieve his purpose. He pointed out to it in more than one place in 
al-Maraya al-Muqaʿara/ Concave Mirrors. For example: “Nazm constitutes a 
component in a linguistic theory, whose characteristics are not less clear than 
any modern linguistic theory. 

In fact, the concept of “Nazm/System/Order” constitutes the backbone of an  

 

 

70al-Jurjani says: “ Arbitrariness is not the same as what is committed by those who are ignorant of 
the type that is intended by puzzle and enigma holders; it is something that breaks away from every 
way and varies from every doctrine; it is their bas view, which makes them misplace things, violating 
the rule, and breaking the law. If they misconceive the meaning in their soul and mind, they misin-
terpret the word and all the words divert from their spontaneity and position, and thus, they carry 
what they are not supposed to carry, and convey what they should not convey”. See: al-Jurjani, ʿAbd 
al-Qāher (1991), p. 315. 
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Arabic linguistic theory that is no less integrated - in terms of consistency at 
least than any modern linguistic theory, including the de Saussure’s Theory, 
which was adopted by linguistics as a starting point for infinite linguistic and 
critical ramifications”71 

In another place, he said: “After all we’ve given, I don’t think we need to rei-
terate that from the third century to the end of the fifth century, the Arab mind 
developed a linguistic theory that is not very different in its components from 
the vocabulary and details of modern linguistics, which de Saussure founded at 
the beginning of the twentieth century72. 

It is possible to summarize the most important points of Nazm Theory in 
the following points: 
• The words are the pots of meanings and their role is to serve them. 
• The mind controls the meeting of the meanings of words, and they are orga-

nized as required. 
• In Nazm, it is necessary to take in consideration the meanings of syntax, 

which means that the order of the words should be according to the syntactic 
rules. 

• It is not important to know the terms of syntax but it is important to know 
the meaning of those terms. 

• Metaphor and other forms of Majaz (figures of speech) are requirements of 
Nazm. 

• Speech has no system or order, until the words are connected to each anoth-
er, and connection is done by grammatical methods and tools. 

• Nazm does not mean joining words randomly; it is necessary to track the ef-
fects of meaning and consider the parts together. 

• Nazm is nothing but arranging the words according to Syntax. 
In addition to the above, Ḥammouda talked about six additional elements in 

The Concave Mirrors in his pursuit to prove the existence of an Arab critical 
theory. 

These elements are: 
• Literature between imitation and creativity 
• Creativity in language 
• Honesty and Lying 
• Plagiarism (or Intertextuality). 
• Talent or Imitation 
• Form and Content 

There is no doubt that what Ḥammouda initiated opened for the Arab criti-
cism a vast window of civilization that does not deal with blind prejudice with 
what is ‘Arab’ and ignores anything that is below it. Ḥammouda was aware of 
the seriousness of the situation but he did not stand against modernization. On 
the contrary, he saw it as our destiny which is imposed by the imperative histor-
ical circumstances of the Arab civilization, but being modernized is something 

 

 

71al-Judiy, Lūtfi (2011), p. 220. 
72Ḥammouda, ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz (2003), p. 243. 
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and turning that into a Western modernism is something else. 
It must be noted that death did not help Ḥammouda in accomplishing the 

promise of building an Arab integrated model, but his proposal shows a sincere 
intention to theorize a critical Arab modernist alternative, which has many fea-
tures, the most important of which is to revive the critical heritage and reveal its 
critical categories that are loaded with the potential or producing its concepts 
and tools of creation, which can be applied to classical and modern poetry, and 
making it meet, to some extent, the critical studies that the West introduced73. 

Ḥammouda emphasized the inevitability of fusion with the culture of the 
Other and not to take an antagonistic attitude to modernization or modernity in 
themselves, but without letting that fusion drive us into the lap of the Western 
modernism in total ignorance of its fix on the one hand, and the particularity of 
the Arab culture, on the other. 

This leads us to conclude that he was able to deal with the terms of Western 
criticism and its theories in a daring spirit with its positive and negative aspects. 
When he studied the Arab criticism, he immunized himself and his culture, and 
consequently, his critical perspectives regarding the attitude of alienation and 
subordination, indicating strong confidence in the critical efforts that the Arabs 
introduced, without introversion or enclosure. 

17. ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz Ḥammouda and the Success of the Main 
Features of the Alternative Model 

Distinction and Difference 

Perhaps the most important reason for the success of the main features of the 
alternative model is that ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz Ḥammouda is the most moderate voice, 
and the initiator of the most prominent alternative model of this stage74. His 
critical trilogy was an important link that can be added to the efforts of his pre-
decessors’ books: Dr. Muḥammad Mandoor, al-Naqd al-Manhaji inda al-ʿArab; 
ʿIzz al-Din al-Amin, al-Usus al-JamʿAlī ya fi al-Naqd al-ʿArabi; Mustafa Naṣef, 
al-Naqd al-ʿArabi Nahwa Naẓariya Thaniya, and the attempts of: Zaki Najib 
Mahmoud and Shukri Ayyad un their attempts to establish an Arab Stylistics 
science, ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz al-Dasouqi’s attempt to establish Arab Aesthetics science; 
Jaber Asfour and Olfat al-Rubi writings. ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz Ḥammouda, however, 
was the only one who came from the field of English and American studies, and 
his close knowledge of the European and American critical movements since 
Aristotle to the present day has enabled him to look at the Arab critical heritage 
from a new cultural intellectual perspective, which gives his books a taste that is 
distinct from Arab scholars75. 

Some considered Ḥammouda to have delivered a severe blow to the modernist 
thought and trend, because he revealed the reality of modernity. ʿAbd 
al-Quddous Abu Ṣaleḥ pointed out that Ḥammouda wrestled with modernists 

 

 

73al-Judiy, Lūtfi (2011), p. 181. 
74Ibid., p. 30. 
75Farid, Maher Shafiq (2001), Issue 92714. 
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on their land and in their courtyard, even though he was the son of Western 
culture, from where he derived his knowledge, by virtue of his specialization as a 
professor of English literature, and consequently, they were not able to describe 
him as “uneducated” or “ignorant”76. 

Hussein Naṣsar agrees with ʿAbd al-Qaddus on that, as he saw that Ḥammouda, 
despite his specialty in English literature, was more familiar with Arabic literature 
than many specialists, and his knowledge is like that of English literature. He 
learned English criticism, learned about its doctrines and schools, and followed its 
influence on Arabic literature, which is an advantage that few people had. This 
education enabled him to confront the modernists, and thus, he became one of the 
most important ones who stood by the Arab heritage and its authenticity77. 

Dr. Khaled Fahmy considers Ḥammouda’s project that is represented in his 
three critical books to be the most important intellectual and cultural achieve-
ment of all time in the past 10 years, and judgment of his project should be taken 
as the true son of the American culture, prior to his transition to the Arab herit-
age project. 

Dr. Ahmed Zalat, however, referred to another achievement of Ḥammouda’s 
achievements, which is his pride in Arab literary heritage and his demand that 
this heritage should be the starting point for Arabic literature to the establish-
ment of an Arab critical theory that harmonizes between the inherited old, and 
the useful new78. 

Muḥammad Iqbal al-ʿArawiy considered Ḥammouda as an exception in the 
arena of literary criticism, because he digested the Arab critical heritage, ab-
sorbed the contemporary critical methods, and that rarely happens, and his 
project aimed to highlight the disadvantages but did not aim to restore any con-
struction. Certain parties sought to draw him into accusations and charges so 
that he will be thought to be a rejecter of the new culture that was coming from 
the West, which was inappropriate because he advocated the use of the critical 
heritage and focused on authenticity. He did not deal with the Western culture 
as a pupil with his teacher, but rather dealt with it as a peer-to-peer79. 

 

 

76See: Material of Association of World Islamic Literature Conference, in which his project was dealt 
with, and a number of Arab authors and poets participated. See also what was said by Buzian, E. and 
al-Shanti, Ṣaleh, Mohammad at the Conference. 

“The poles of modernism succeeded in silencing lots of those who disagreed with them by accus-
ing them of ‘ignorance’ and inability to absorb the new, and isolation from what is happening in the 
horizons of the contemporary European culture in general, and the horizons of the critical thought 
in particular. These are charges and competitions, with which the poles of modernism waved against 
everyone who thought about playing on the string of cultural specificity, and cognitive bias to the 
human cultures, but how can they silence Ḥamouda and the poles of modernism, headed by Jaber 
ʿAsfour, who know that Ḥammouda was a graduate from Cornel University and an expert in one of 
the European foreign languages, and an analyst of its literature for more than a decade!”. See: Zarfa-
wi, ʿOmar (2015), Majallat al-Lugha. 
77Farid, Maher Shafiq (2004), p. 20. 
78Ibid., p. 20. 
79See: Material of the Conference of the Association of Islamic Literature, which deals with the Crit-
ical Project of Dr. ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz Ḥammouda in al-Yawm. Issue, 12812; July 13,  
2008:webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?=cahe:xlh8PGphEZUJ.www.alyaum.com/article/2599
508+&cd=2xhl=ar&ct=clnk&gl=il. 
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Omar Zarfawi felt that Ḥammouda’s return to the critical arena confounded 
the modernist critical landscape in the Arab world and shook the ground under 
the feet of its pioneers. Most of the criticism that was directed to Ḥammouda 
and his critical achievements in the writings of critics and scholars was more 
akin to reactions that do not parallel the act itself. ʿAlī Harb’s comment can be 
seen as true about him: “The one whom we criticize may break through us with 
his words, especially if our criticism does not match his words in terms of 
strength and brightness”. 

He adds that we cannot deny that Ḥammouda’s actions have taken their toll 
and have resonated in the critical academic communities. After these expres-
sions that are charged with meanings of exclusion and symbolic violence, we see 
ʿAbd al Karim Darwish say in a subsequent study: “This book has rich values 
with its clever, point-rich explanations, and criticism, and ironic irony”80. 

Walid Qassab points out that Ḥammouda’s distinction is due to what he 
wrote, especially in the al-Maraya al-Muhaddaba/ the Concave Mirrors, citing 
his statement that “the architects are offering old wines in new bottles.” The cre-
dit goes to him for dropping the structural project and its atheistic background. 

Muḥammad Ṣaleḥ al-Shantiy reveals another aspect of Ḥammouda’s achieve-
ments, which is his critique of the critical doctrine that gave rise to modernity, 
which modernists called the term “Postmodernism,” which completely eliminates 
the idea of religious, value or moral constants, because everything they have is rel-
ative and variable, and they see concepts like the civilizational self, identity, and 
causality are things that have no place in the world od postmodernism. 

Hassan bin Fahd al-Huwaymel pointed out that Ḥammouda had dug four years 
in the worlds of knowledge in the people’s language, and through the controversy 
of its scientists, which was sufficient period to explore roots, to establish questions, 
to edit texts issues. When he chose confrontation, he attacked the structure of the 
modernists in its foundations, and he was attacked by the Arab modernists for 
what he had caused to them in uncovering the corruption of their modernity. 

18. Success of the Theory 

Abd alʿAzīz Ḥammouda played a clear role in the Arab literary and critical tra-
jectory. In his critical trilogy, he sought to respect the components of the Arab 
life and to record its aspirations and visions away from dependency. His know-
ledge of the other was also an entrance for benefit. He succeeded in identifying 
the foundations of the alternative theory, and his proposal was popular as his 
proposal was introduced by an academic with a long history of studies, in the 
fields of English literature, graduate studies and humanities at Arab universities. 

Ḥammouda’s books carry successful contents as they discuss important issues 
that researchers and critics read and started to exchange. Some of the factors of 
success are: 

1) His three books were published in one of the most popular and widely pub-

 

 

80Zarfawi, Omar (2015), p. 2. 
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lished Arabic periodicals (The World of Knowledge). Most of the people of this 
board are known to be secular and modernist, headed by Dr. Fouad Zakaria81 

2) Dr. Ḥammouda was awarded the State Recognition Award by the Supreme 
Council for Culture, which is chaired by Jaber Asfour, the strongest of Ḥammouda’s 
opponents82. In addition, he received the Mecca Poet in Criticism Award in 2000 
from the Yemani Cultural Foundation for his book al-Maraya al-Muhaddaba/ The 
Concave Mirrors, in addition to winning the Mḥammad Hassan Al-Fiqqi Award 
from Saudi Arabia, shared with D. Hassan Ben Fahd 200683. 

3) His books are taught in universities and colleges in Arabic language 
courses84. His books fill a gap in the Arab Library and fill a gap needed by stu-
dents and researchers in a field that people do not frequently deal with. 

4) Several academic studies have touched on his critical trilogy, and his critical 
project has been discussed in several university studies85. 

 

 

81See the names of the Editorial Board of ʿ Alam al-Maʿrefea Series on the first pages. 
82Dr. Ḥamouda was awarded the State Award for 2002. See: Wikipedia, Free Encyclopedia. 
83See: Chapter Two above. He was also honored at a ceremony at the Salon of Dr. Ghazi ʿAwalla 
Al-ʿArabi in Cairo, which was the twelfth celebration in which symbols of science, culture, politics 
and information in the Arab world were honoured. See Website of Dr ʿAbd al-Wali al-Shamiri. Issue 
N0. 11976, on: 13/7/2005. At: http://www.suhuf.netsa/2005Jaz/jul/13/fe14.htm.  
84See, for example: Website of Walid Abu al-Nada at: wnada@ingaza.edu.ps. Course Number 6302, 
which deals with his critical trilogy, which he uses as a reference in a course about Modern Arabic 
Criticism. 
85The researcher checked a number of studies, most of which are for the M.A. degree: 
• Al-Wattar, Aḥmad Adnan Hamdi (2007). Al-Khitab al-Naqdi inda Hamoudeh.  Dirasa fi 

al-Manhaj wa al-Naẓariya. Dissertation. See: nasershehan.blogspot.co.il/p/blog-page_6.html 
• Suleiman, Mabroukeh Afḥima (12/12/2007). ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz Ḥammouda wa al-Hawiya 

al-Waqiya: Dirasa Naqdiya li Thulathiyatihi al-Naqdiya. Faculty of Humanities. University of 
Serta. Dissertation. 
See: su.edu.ly/hom/system_su/master_student/coderesult.ph 

• Masabḥiyyeh, Nassira (26/6/2010). Abd al-Aziz Hamoudeh: al-Turath bayn al-Taghrib wa 
al-Ta’sil al-Markaz al-Jami’I bi Souk Ahras. See: alalamy.hooxs.com/t 18959-topic. 

• Ben Arabi, Mabruk; Ben Abd al-Sadiq Mohammad; Mohammad, Shasha; Ben al-Suki, Moham-
mad; al-Makki, Eliwa (2010-2011). “al-Khitab al-Naqdi inda Hamoudeh: al-Maraya al-Muhaddaba 
wa al-Maraya al-Muqaʿara Namuzajan”. A Study by a group of researchers. Supervised by: Waqqad 
Mas’ud. See Blog: Zad al-Naqid by Masud Waqqad at: menbar39.blogspot.co.il/p/20102011-u.html. 

• ʿUlaishat, Khayriyeh (24/4/2012). Naqd al-Tatbiqat al-Arabiya li al-Manahij al-Naqdiya 
al-Arabiya inda Abdelaziz Ḥamouda. Al-Mu’atter: Rahmani Qaddur. University of Mohammad 
Boudiaf al-Masila bi al-Bawaba al-Wataniya li al-Ishar an al-Turuhat. 

• Gharbiy, Asmahan (2012/2013). Naqd al-Ḥadatha wa Ma Baʿd al-Ḥadatha. University of Qasidi 
Mirbah wa Raql. Faculty of Humanities and Languages. Department of Arabic Language and 
Literature. Algeria. b u.univ-ouargla.dz/master/pdf/garbi-ismahane. pdf?idmemoire=u285 

• Hamdi, Slaiḥa (2013). Al-Khuruj min al-Tīh li ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz: Dirasa fi Badaʾil al-Naqd 
al-Mu’asser. See:  
http://virtue/campus.univ-msila.dz/Faculte-ll/images/Flldoc/documents/bible/master2013.pdf  

• Ḥamrit, Rima (2014/2015). al- Ḥadatha wa ma Baʿd al- ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz: Dirasa fi Badaʾil al-Naqd 
al-Muʿasser. See: al-Hadatha. Qiraʾah fi Kitab al-Maraya al-Muhaddaba li ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz: Dirasa 
fi Badaʾil al-Naqd al-Mu’asser. See: Ḥammouda. A partial part of the requirements for the M.A. 
Degree. Faculty of Humanities and Languages. Department of Arabic Language and Literature. 
Algeria. Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research. University of Mohammad Bu 
Dhyaf al-Masila. 

Khazazneh, Aḥmad (2014/2015). Dirasat Mustalah al-Nass fi Kitab al-Khuruj min al-Tīh (Dirasa 
Fi Sultat al-Nass)li al-Ductor ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz. Supervised by: Dr. Bal-Qassem Malkiyyeh. University of 
Qassdy Mirbah wa Raqla. Faculty of Humanities and Languages. Department of Arabic Language 
and Literature. Algeria. 
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5) In one of his articles, “The Death of Modernity,” Jaber ʿAsfour referred to 
what Ḥammouda introduced: “I have come to be careful of the use of the term 
Modernity. What Ḥammouda has introduced to the Arab culture, though he was 
the son of Western culture, is considered a gift of gold in the rhetorical heritage.”86 

6) His project opened the door to many critical professors and they began to en-
ter the battle that Ḥammouda had fought with intelligence and wisdom. Among 
these, for example are: Dr. Abraham Awad in his book, al-Maraya al-Mushawaha: 
Dirasa Hawl al-Shiʿr al-ʿArabi fi Dhuʾ al-Itijahat al-Naqdiya al-Jadida .87  

7) Discussion of his critical project at several symposiums and conferences, 
including the “Conference on Translation and Intercultural Interaction” in Cai-
ro, organized by the Higher Council for Culture88 and Association of World Is-
lamic Literature. 

At this conference, he was honored as a thinker who introduced a great ser-
vice, and a genuine critical project in a difficult time. They also called for the 
completion of the critical project that was launched in his trilogy, and stressed 
the importance of translating his critical project into foreign languages89. The 
Literary Studies Division of the Egyptian Writers’ Union also organized a sym-
posium on the Ḥammouda monetary trilogy90 and in several international lite-
rary forums91. 

 

 

86ʿAsfour, Gaber (n.d.), p. 22.; see also:   http://vb1.alwazer.com/t66904.html  
87ʿAwadh, Ibrahim (1999), p. 21. 
88The conference was held in Cairo under the sponsorship of Faruq Husmi and supervision of Jaber 
ʿAsfour. See: Maher Shafiq Farid, al-Maqha al-Thaqafi. al-Tarjama: Fi’l al-Ta’wil, al-Ahram. Issue 
4298, year 127, June 18, 2004. At: www.ahram.org.eg/Arcchive/2004/6/18/ARTs6.HTM.  

See also: Zaghlul Hassam al-Din (2004). Nadwat: “al-Tarjama wa Tafaʿul al-Thaqafat”. Cairo: WATA, 
Issue 4, 2004, where Zaghlul pointed out that Mohammad Hafiz Diab presented a lecture about Ham-
moda, titled: Naql al-Thaqafa al-Gharbiya wa al-Tafa’ul al-Salbi.”. At:  
http://www.wata.cc/site/news/25.html 
89See: Material of: Association of World Islamic Literature Conference about his Critical Project: ʿAli 
ʿElewah; Dr. Ḥammouda Faris al-Difaʿ ʿan al-Asala ḍid al-Ḥadathiyyin. Nawafidh, Issue N0. 5/7, Ju-
ly 2008. At: https://www.islamtoday.net/nawafeth/artshow-53-13385.htm  
90The Symposium was organized by Dr. Ṣaber ʿAbd al-Dayim, who spoke about the importance of 
Ḥammouda’s writings and about the causes that made ‘modernism’ un-understandable. Dr Hamed 
Abu Aḥmad participated in the symposium and spoke about Ḥammouda and his writings and his 
book which was published in 1994, in which he spoke about ‘modernism’ and his decision to reprint 
the book and addition of new chapters to it. See: Fatima al-Zahra’ , Majallat Rosalzahraa’, Thursday, 
February 16, 2012. Rosalzahraa.blogspot.co.il. 
91In her lecture “Ḥadatha fi al-ʿAlam al-ʿArabi”, during the International Meeting about “Mohammad 
bin Shanab wa al_Hadatha”, researcher Malika al-Noy from University of Batina concluded that it is 
possible to establish Modernist Authorities, by adopting Ḥammouda’s Project, who called for recognition 
of the establishment of the ‘legitimacy of the Arab Entity through his two books al-Maraya 
al-Muhaddaba wa al-Maraya al-Muqaʿara. Ḥamouda concluded that we are really in need of real mod-
ernism that shakes the Arab stagnation and destroys underdevelopment and achieves enlightenment, but 
it must be our own modernity, and not a violated version of Western modernity. See: Thaqafa wa Funun. 
FadhaʾSerta, 18/12/2013.  
https://www.cirtaspace.com/index.php/2010-10-22-17-32-57/2010-11-06-15-54-22.  

Dr. Abd al-Qāder Aḥmad ʿAbd al-Qāder Rubaʿi also presented a study titled: “Qira’ah fi Lughat 
al-Khilaf al-Naqdi al-Muasser Howl al-Hadatha wa ma Baʿd al-Ḥadatha Unmothaj ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz 
Ḥammouda wa Wahab Rumiyyeh” at Conference of Traditions of Disagreement in the Arab Cul-
ture, which was held at the University of Kuwait in 2002. See: File of Autobiography of Dr. ʿAbd 
al-Qāder Rubʿi from International University of Islamic Sciences. At:  
https://www.wise.edu.jo/sites/default/Files/rba3e.docx. 
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8) Its prevalence and its large readership. A certain percentage of them were 
the result of the major debates that took place on the pages of Literature News 
newspaper with the critic Jaber ʿAsfour and other authors, and ʿAsfour contin-
ued writing even after his death in Majallat al-ʿAraby after Ḥammouda’s death92. 
In addition to that, we can add that violent article written by Yumna al-Eid that 
was published in Majallat al-Ḥayat. 

19. The Importance of Ḥammouda’s Articles in Newspapers 
and Mgazines 

Hammouda’s articles in newspapers and magazines supported the basic features 
of his theory: 

Criticism has occupied a wide range of Ḥammouda‘s interests. He had a lead-
ing position and a distinctive role in the literary arena, and the viewer of the ar-
ticles that he left sees multiple images and various colors93. Ḥammouda pub-
lished several works that I thought I would include in the supplement because 
they are too many. The tracker of his essay writing can conclude: 

1) Ḥammouda is a first-class essayist whose essays contain intellectual rich-
ness, extensive knowledge, and cultural familiarity. 

2) His creative writings are diverse and cover several fields. 
3) He is interested in the American theater in particular. 
4) His contribution to creating objective awareness in art, criticism, politics 

and sociology. 
5) His quest to pass on his experiences to his nation and his Arabic language. 
6) His establishment of theoretical rules on which critic’s practice is based, 

because he considers the critic in one of his definitions to be a messenger who 
comes from the field of aesthetics to the field of literature. 

7) His career from the 1960s to the post-1990s reflects experience in ideas, 
emotions, books and life, and highlights his intellectual and critical develop-
ment. 

8) His essays constitute an addition and enrichment. Therefore, it is important 
to collect them in one or more books in a chronological order. 

I think that it is important to study Essay Literature in Ḥammouda’s writings. 
This is an aspect that still needs to be studied and researched, because it has not 
received sufficient attention from the qualified and competent people. His ar-
ticles reflect the stages of his development, and what he was when writing the 
trilogy is the ultimate outcome of everything that he was. 

There is no doubt that his writings are considered a record of his literary and 
intellectual life, and by knowing them, we know the stages of his life, we realize 
his interests and the development of his thoughts; we get to know his personali-
ty, and guess its features in its different stages. A number of his articles were 
used in this study to show signs of his critical theory. 

 

 

92Read the material about his famous battle with Jaber ʿAsfour in Saḥifat Akhbar al-Yawm 
al-Misriya, in the second chapter of this study. 
93See the definition of “Article” in: ʿIzz al-Din Ismail (1985), al-Adab wa Fununuhu, p. 45. 
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20. Criticism of Criticism 

Criticism of criticism is defined as a field of study that is based on the assess-
ment of criticism according to scientific criteria, dealing with its theoretical and 
methodological problems, and finding solutions to and interpretations to them 
without being satisfied with their description or recording them as they appear 
in reality. 

It is not a fixed or familiar field, but a well-developed field of writing in which 
writing is still limited94. According to al-Daghmoumi, criticism of criticism is an 
act of investigation and testing, a reorganization of the critical material, far from 
any claim of practicing literary criticism. It is actually conducts another critique, 
whose connection to literature is indirect95. 

The study is falls within the frame of a criticism of criticism that started to 
move cognitively in directions that lead to the establishment of methods, and it 
has gained an academic character, or a debating nature that starts from doctrinal 
convictions that judge criticism through a critical model, or has affiliation with a 
formative method and analyses a critical practice in the light of another critical 
model, or has a reading trait whose purpose is to looking for a certain system in 
the reading text, or wants to be, a qualitative epistemology that suggests to the 
criticism of criticism a testable entrance. 

All of this has promoted the concept of criticism of criticism (“critique de cri-
tique”) and raised it to the degree of cognitive entity among the entities of the 
human sciences. Thus, criticism of criticism has become a discourse of inquiry 
that aims at deconstruct the critical text in order to return it to its constituent 
elements, and to demonstrate the process through which it was established in a 
serious attempt to determine the mindset that produced it. 

21. Conclusion 

Ḥammouda’s critical project represents an achievement in its contents and new 
method. At the critical level criticism of criticism (critique de critique), it intro-
duces scientific criteria that enable the researcher to identify the theoretical and 
methodological problems, and to find solutions and interpret them without be-
ing satisfied with describing or recording them as they appear in the practical 
reality. 

According to Nabil Muḥammad al-Ṣaghir, the explicit and implicit motive on 
which Ḥammouda’s “discourse of criticism of criticism” and his critical alterna-
tive were based, was a religious nationalist motive. 

According to Ḥammouda, the national tendency is attributed to the Arab set-
back (1967 Naksa War), which pushed the Arabs to adopt the Western thought 
and lifestyle, but his view about the Arab intellectual, the thinker and individual 
after the 1967 War setback is unilateral, and he imagined that he desired the 
Western modernity and that pushed him into at the arms of the West. 

 

 

94Qunaibi, Hamed Sadiq (2012), p. 221. 
95al-Daghmumi, Muḥammad (1999), p. 166. 
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al-Saghir considers this view inadequate, and he sees that, after the military 
defeat, rather than intellectual defeat, several projects emerged whose identity 
was shaped by the Arab heritage, its criticism, literature, and philosophy. 

Ḥammouda’s religious side, however, was employed when he dealt with the 
concepts of structure, deconstruction, and the self. He argued that the structure 
abolishes the Self in its sets, and deconstruction places the person in a nihilistic 
position, and he sees in this attitude a lot of exaggeration, and a reaction to 
Hammouda’s influence by his tendency to the criticism of the criticism of cogni-
tive bias by Ṭaha Jaber ʿAlawaniy and ʿAbd al-Wahab al-Masiriy. 

To sum up, Hamaouda succeeded in his discourse to dig up and dive into 
various texts from different references and backgrounds, to reconstruct them, 
and to establish a major dynamic movement in the studied critical texts96. In his 
tracing of the course of criticism, Ḥammouda moves from formalist theories to 
the structural theory, and to the post-structural and the post post-modernist 
theories. The second level of his criticism, however, is represented in his reading 
of the Arabic critical texts, which is included in the criticism of applied criti-
cism97. 
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